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PREFACE.

To experienced teachers it has long been evident that

pupils trained in old-style grammar too often lack the

power
of expression. Indeed, it has been charged, that

though their heads are full of theory, and though they

have hundreds of rules at the end of their tongues, they

are unable to write a single clear, strong, smooth English

sentence.

Sheldon's Language Lessons will be welcomed by all

who believe that technical grammar should be developed

side by side with practical composition. In the second

book of this comprehensive series, rules and principles are

accompanied by illustrative extracts from good authors,

and followed by attractive problems in construction.

In connection with sentence building, punctuation is

introduced ; and the rules are correlated with the laws

of English expression.

By easy lessons in synonyms and figures, and occasional

reference to the fundamental principles of effective dis-course,

students are gradually prepared for a systematic

view of rhetoric.
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4 PREFACE.

A method of English work exceedingly valuable in

high schools has been simplified, and adapted to the needs

of lower grades. Numerous well-defined plans for experi-ments

in narration and description are presented, together

with models and suggestions designed to encourage habits

of thoughtful observation, and to stimulate a taste for good

literature. Every lesson has borne the test of the class-room,

and has proved repeatedly the educating power of

what has been called "laboratory work in English."

The Appendix contains an introductory outline of versi-fication,

a complete system of diagrams applied to typical

sentences, and a
brief sketch of the English language,

with ample material for elementary work in the analysis

of words.

Selections from the works of Lowell, Saxe, Longfellow,

Holmes, and Hawthorne, are offered for study by permis-sion

of, and by arrangement with, Messrs. Houghton,

Mifflin, " Co. Extracts from other copyrighted works

are used through the favor of the Century Company and

of the publishers of "The Critic."



ADVANCED LANGUAGE LESSONS.

GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION.

LESSON I.

THE SENTENCE.

Think of same facty and make a statement.

Examples.
"

Wild flowers are beautiful.

Stars shine at night.

Think of something you wish to know^ and ask a ques^

tion.

Examples. " Have you studied your lessons?

Why do clouds float in the air?

Think of something you wish done^ and give an order at

command.

Examples.
"

Let me see your drawing.

Ask the teacher to explain the example.

' Suppose yourself to be very much interested^ surprised^ or

excited^ and express your thought by making an exclama-

tion.

Examples.
"

What beautiful flowers you have I

How glad I am to see you !

The bell is ringing I We are late I
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A thoughtexpressedin words is called a sentence.

In how many different ways have you expressed thought?

A thought expressed in the form of a statement is called a

DECLARATIVE SENTENCE.

A thought expressed in the form of a question is called an

INTERROGATIVE SENTENCE.

A thought expressed in the form of a command is called an

IMPERATIVE SENTENCE.

A thoughtexpressed in the form of an exclamation is called an

EXCLAMATORY SENTENCE.

LESSON II.

KINDS OF SENTENCE. " PUNCTUATION.

Study the following sentences^ and be prepared to write

them from dictation : "

1. See that black cloud !

2. It has hidden the sun.

3. How dark it seems !

4. It will rain very soon.

5. Do you like to hear the thunder ?

6. How grand it sounds !

7. Come into the library.

8. Is it not a pleasant room ?

9. This is my favorite chair.

10. I always study by this window.

1 1. Shall I show you my favorite books ?

12. How are books written ?

13. We express our thoughts in words.

14. A book expresses somebody's thoughts.

15. I wish I could write a book !
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Which of the above are declarative sentences? Why?

Which of the above are interrogativesentences? Why?

Which of the above are imperativesentences ? Why ?

\Vhich of the above are exclamatory sentences? Why?

With what kind of letter does each sentence begin?

A declarative sentence is one used to state or declare something.

An interrogativesentence is one used to ask a question.

An imperative sentence is one used to express a command.

An exclamatory sentence is one used to express an emotion.

In the precedingexamples, a period (.)is placed at the close

of what kind of sentences? At the close of what kind of sen-tences

is an interrogationpoint (?) placed? An exclamation

mark (!) is placed at the close of what kind ?

The first word of every sentence should begin with a capital

letter.

A declarative and an imperative sentence should end with a

period.

An interrogativesentence should end with an interrogationpoint.

An exclamatory sentence should end with an exclamation mark.

LESSON III.

THE PARAGRAPH.

WILLIAM PBNir*S TRBATT WITH THB RBD MAN.

Two hundred years ago William Penn called the Indian

chiefs to a great council on the banks of the Delaware.

Unarmed, and in the plaindress of the Quaker, he and his

companioi s met the Red Men under an elm tree.

Standing before them, he said, " My friends, we have

met on the broad pathway of faith and good will. We are

all of one flesh and blood. Being brethren, no advantage
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shall be taken on either side. When disputes arise,we

will settle them in council. Between us there shall be

nothing but friendship."

The chiefs replied," While the rivers run, and the sun

and moon shall shine, we will live at peace with William

Penn and his children."

The treaty made under the old elm tree was never

broken by the Indians. They were always friendlywith

Penn and his people. The Quaker coat and hat proved a

better defense than the sword or rifle.

What does the first group of sentences tell about? When,

where, and how did William Penn meet the Red Men ?

What is the subject of the second group of sentences? What

did Penn say as he stood before the Indian chiefs?

What is the subjectof the third division of the story? In what

words did the chiefs promise to live at peace with William Penn

and his people ?

What is the subjectof the fourth division of the story? What

advantagesresulted to Penn and his people from the treatymade

under the old elm tree?

How many principaldivisions are there in the story of " Wil-liam

Penn's Treaty with the Red Man"?

Do all the sentences in each division relate to the same sub'^

jectof thought?

Each of these divisions is called a paragraph.

A paragraph is one of the parts into which a prose compo*

sition is divided. It may consist of a single sentence, or of a

series of sentences relatingto the same subjectof thought.

Write from memory^ in four paragraphs^ the story of

" William PentCs Treaty with the Red Man'*
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LESSON IV.

WORDS USED AS NAMES.

1. Write the names offive objectsyou saw on your way

to school this morning,

2. Write the names offive objectsin this room,

3. Write the firstor given names of fivefriends^begin-ning

each with a capitalletter.

4. Write five names which stand for thingsthat can be

thoughtabouty but never seen.

A word used as a name is called a noun.

LESSON V.

WORDS USED TO ASSERT.

1. Birds sing.

2. Birds fly.

3. Birds build nests.

4. The birds have flown.

In the firstsentence, what word is used to assert something

about birds?

Wliat word is used in the second sentence to assert something

about birds?

What is said about birds in the third sentence? How many

words are there in the sentence? Which of the words are

names? Is the second word used as a name? Is it used to

tell or assert something of birds ?

Words like sing,fly b̂uild ûsed to assert,are called verbs
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In the fourth sentence, what two words togetherassert some-thing

about birds ?

A verb may be made up of one or more words.

Complete the followingsentences By supplyingverbs: "

1. Trees
.

ii. The bell
.

2. Stars
.

12. Boys ball.

3. The wind
. 13. Girls violets.

4. The lightning
. 14. People

.

5. The thunder
, 15. Snow the ground.

6. The sun
.

16. The ice
.

7. I a rainbow. 17. Spring
.

8. Fishes
.

18. Foxes grapes.

9. Bees honey. 19. I a story.

10. The clock
.

20. Who a song }

LESSON VI.

WORDS USED WITH NOUNS.

1. Cool water is a refreshingdrink.

2. Have you the answer to the fifth example ?

3. You were earlythis morning.

4. Bring me the red applesfrom the largebasket.

What kind of water is spoken of in the first sentence ? Which

word tells what kind of water? What kind of drink is men-tioned?

Which word tells the kind of drink?

What example is spoken of in the second sentence? Which

word tells the example we mean? Which word limits the noun

answer?

In the third sentence, which word tells a particularmorning?

What kind of apples are spoken of in the fourth sentence?



EXERCISES. 1 1

Which word qualifiesthe noun applesf Which words qualifythe

noun basket?

Words like coolyrefreshingsfifiK ^^^^9l^^î ^^9^^^ ^^^9 \xst6,

to limit or qualifythe meaning of a noun or a pronoun, are called

ADJECTIVES.

Point out the adjectivesin the followingsentences : "

1. A black crow sat in a tall tree.

2. She held in her beak a small piece of cheese.

3. A slyfox came under the tree.

4. He wanted some cheese for his breakfast.

5. He praisedthe crow's shiny black coat.

6. He praisedher gracefulform.

7. He wished to hear her beautiful voice.

.

8. The foolish crow tried to sing.

9. The coveted cheese fell to the ground.

10. The mischievous fox seized it,and ran.

11. The sillycrow never finished her song.

12. Beware of insincere praise.

13. The wise -^sop wrote many fables.

14. He closed each fable with some good advice.

15. This bit of good advice is called the "moral."

LESSON vn.

EXERCISES.

1. Study the sentences in the preceding lesson and be

prepared to write them from dictation.

2. Make a list of ten nouns found in the sentences.

3. Make a list of ten verbs found in the sentences.

4. Write five sentences, each of which shall contain a

nouHy a verbf and an adjective.
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LESSON VIII.

WORDS USBD TO TELL HOW, WHEN, WHEIZS.

1. The brook runs noisilyover the pebbles.

2. It will soon reach the river.

3. The river flows onward.

How does the brook run? Which word tellshow it runs?

When will the brook reach the river? Which word tells when?

Where does the rivei;flow? Which word tellsthe direction?

Words like noisilyŝoon, and onward, used to modify the

meaning of a verb, are called adverbs.

Copy the following,filling the blanks with suitable

adverbs : "

1. The children slept
.

2. They were dreaming.

3. The moon shone
.

4. the smooth snow glistened!

5. The north wind was blowing ,

6. Jack Fro^t was working
.

7. the clock struck twelve.

8. Sleigh bells jingled
,

9. Santa Claus rode
,

10. did he come in ?

11. I do know. Do you }

12. He filled the stockings.

13. he drove
,

14. Next morning all rose
.

15. Oh ! the children shouted.
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LESSON IX.

MODIFIERS OF ADVERBS AND ADJECTIVES.

1. It is a very pleasantday.

2. The carriage is almost here.

3. Do not drive too fast.

4. We will ride only two hours.

What adjectivedescribes the day? What word modifies the

adjective?

What adverb tellswhere the carriageis? What word inodifies

the adverb?

What two adverbs modify the verb drive f What word modifies

one of the adverbs ?

What adjectivemodifies the noun hours f What word modifies

the adjective?

Words like veryy almost^ too^ and only^ used to modify the

meaning of an adjectiveor an adverb, are called adverbs.

Point out the adverbs in the followingsentences : "

1. The mountain is almost visible through the mists.

2. I have heard several very good stories lately.

3. Have you a fairlygood memory ?

4. A friend gave me some very excellent advice.

5. Do not keep too many irons in the fire.

6. Through wind and wave, rightonward steer !

7. The branches sighed overhead in scarcelyaudible

whispers.

8. Does the magnetic needle always point directly

northward ?
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LESSON X^

COMPOSITION.

Air Airxious mother.

Audubon once came upon a wild duck with her brood.

The mother raised her feathers, and hissed ; the ducklings

skulked and hid in every direction. His well-trained dog,

however, hunted them all out, and brought them to the

bag without injury. All this time the old duck fluttered

before the dog to draw away his attention. When the

little ones were all in the bag, she came and stood before

the sportsman, as if deeply grieved. What could he do

less than give her back her babies ? The mother, he says,

seemed to smile her gratitude,and he felt a great joy in

her happiness.

What did Audubon once see? When the duck raised hei

feathers,and hissed,what did the ducklings do? When the dog

found the littlebirds,and broughtthem to his master's bag, what

did the mother duck do? Did the sportsman feel sorry for her?

What did he do? What does the great observer of birds tell us

about the gratitudeof the mother? Did he enjoy her happiness?

I. Write in your own words the story told by Audubon.

Describe as ifyou had been present : "

1. The appearance of the littlefamily.

2. The well-trained dog catching the ducklings.

3. The anxiety of the mother duck.

4. The kindness of the great naturalist.

5. The lesson taught by the incident.
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2. Give an account of some similar incident you have

witnessed, or, ifyou prefer
y
write a story from the follow-ing

notes : "

Dr. Livingstone once met a brood of little ostriches led

by a male who pretended to be lame, that he might attract

* attention from his tender charge.

Try to imagine, and then describe, the capture of the

small ostriches,the appeal of the anxious father,the result.

LESSON XL

THE DECLARATIVE SENTENCE. " SUBJECT AND PREDICATE.

1. Dogs bark.

2. The birds flew away.

3. The children skate gracefully.

4. The shadows of the clouds rest on the moun-tain.

What animals bark? About what is something said in the

first sentence?

What is the second sentence about?

What is the third sentence about ?

Of what i^something said in the fourth sentence ?

Dogs do what? What did the birds do? The children do

what ? The shadows of the clouds do what ?

The subject of a sentence is the part which mentions that

about which something is said.

The predicate of a sentence is that part which states what

is said about the subject.

Either the subject or the predicate may be expressed in a

singleword, or may be made up of several words.
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I. Complete the following sentences by supplyingpredi-cates:

"

I. Wild violets
-.

.

2. A rollingstone

3. The ten o'clock train

4. The best oranges

5. Sixtyminutes

6. The flagof our country .

7. The needle of the compass .

8. The moss-covered bucket
.

2. Complete the following sentences by supplyingsub-jects

: "

I. should be finished with a period.

2. can learn to talk.

3. build paper nests.

4. walk on the ceiling.

5. has five petals.

6. spoilthe garden.

7. have round leaves.

8. grows in China.

9. flies about in the night.

10. made music all the evening.

LESSON XII.

THE INT"RR06ATIVE SENTENCE. " SUBJECT AND PREDI-CATE.

1. Have you studied your lesson ?

2. What did Harry say
"

3. How came these books here ?
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LESSON XIII.

Tl" IMPSRATIVS SBNT"NC". " SUBJECT AND PfiEDICATB.

1
.

Listen.

2. Read carefully.

3. Copy the marked paragraphs.

The subjectof an imperative sentence is the pronoun thou or

you, representingthe person or persons commanded^ Usually

the subjectis not expressed,but understood.

The predicate is the word or words expressingthe command

or request.

Write imperativesentences, using the followingas predi-

THE EXCLAMATORY SENTENCE." SUBJECT AND PREDICATE.

1. This IS cruel !

2. How could you do it!

3. Oh, leave me !

The first sentence is declarative in form. Its subjectis this;

and its predicate,is cruel.

The second sentence is interrogativein form. Its subject is

you ; and its predicate,could do it how.
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The third sentence is imperativein form. Its subjectis thou

or you understood \ and its predicate,leave me.

Exclamatory sentences are either declarative,interrogative,or

imperative in form, and their subjectsand predicates are deter-mined

accordingly.

Tell the form of each of the following exclamatorysen-

tenceSy and point out its subjectand predicate: "

1. It cannot be done !

2. What shall we do !

3. Come here quicklyf

4. Soldier, rest !

5. The Eternal City shall be free 1

6. This is my own, my native land !

7. Thou, too, sail on, O Ship of State!

8. I was once a barefoot boy !

9. How pleasantis Saturday nightI

10. Woodman, forbear thy stroke!

LESSON XV.

COMPOSITION.

A M0RTIF7IN6 MISTAKB.

I Studied my tables over and over, and backward and

forward too ;

But I couldn't remember six times nine, and I didn't

know what to do.

Till sister told me to play with my doll,and not to bother

my head.

" If you call her ' Fifty-four' for a while, you'lllearn it

by heart," she said.
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So I took my favorite,Mary Ann (though I thought 'twas

a dreadful shame

To give such a perfectlylovely child such a perfectly

horrid name),

And I called her my dear little " Fifty-four" a hundred

times, till I knew

The answer of six times nine as well as the answer of

two times two.

Next day Elizabeth Wigglesworth, who always acts so

proud.

Said, " Six times nine is fifty-two;
" and I nearlylaughed

aloud !

But I wished I hadn't when teacher said, " Now, Dorothy,

tell,if you can,'*

For I thought of my doll,and " sakes alive ! " I answered

"

" Mary Ann ! "

anna m. pratt.

This poem from " St. Nicholas " will show you how to make

an interestingstory out of an every-dayexperience.

Recall some occurrence in the schoolroom, and give the

leading incidents as clearlyas you can. Choose,ifyou like,

one of the following subjects: "

A Mouse's Short Visit. An Absurd Mistake.

A Lesson in Obedience. An Undeserved Reproof.

HINTS.

I. Select a title for your story. 2. Keep the title in

your mind, and think carefullybefore you begin to write.

3. Write down the principalpoints you mean to mention.

4. From these notes complete your story,making as many

paragraphs as there are topicsin your outline.
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LESSON XVI.

SIMPLE AND HODIFISD SUBJECT.

1. The great wheel stopped.

2. The dusty old mill was still.

3. William's first letter came yesterday.

What one word in the subject of the first sentence tells what

stopped? What part of speech is it? What do the other words

do? Which is the principalword? Which words are modifiers

of the principalword ?

What is the subject of the second sentence ? What word in

the subjectis a noun? What three adjectivesmodify it?

What is the subject of the third sentence ? What is the prin-cipal

word in the subject? Do the first two words modify the

noun letterf

The principalword in a subjectis called the simple subject.

The simple subject,together with the word or words which

limit it,is called the modified subject.

Find out the simplesubjectand the modified subjectin

each of the following sentences : "

1. The tallest trees grow in Australia.

2. The largesttrees grow in California.

3. The trailingarbutus is the Mayflower of Plymouth.

4. Many preciousstones come from Africa,

5. Five little squirrelslive in a hollow tree.

6. Their busy parents gather nuts for winter.

7. The most delicate ferns grow in shady places.

8. A good name is a great treasure.

9. The sunset clouds are beautiful.
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Complete the following sentences by supplying suitable

modifiersfor the simple subjects: "

I. clouds floated in the sky.

2. music filled the air.

3. clock ticked steadily.

4. poppies grow among the wheat

5. roses covered the porch.

6. knife has three blades.

7. bird catches the worm.

8. cloud hid the sun.

9. flowers grow in the woods.

10. evenings are pleasant.

1 1. hills look blue.

12. umbrella came from London.

LESSON xvn.

SIMPLE AND MODIFIED PREDICATE.

1. The summer rain falls softly.

2. The wind blows furiously.

What is the predicate of the first sentence? What word

modifies the verb in the first sentence? Do the two words

together tell more about the. subject than the verb alone?

What is the predicateof the second sentence ? By what word

is it modified ? Do these two words togethermake a more com-plete

assertion about the subjecta//"^/than the verb alone does?

The verb in the predicate is called the simple predicate, or

the PREDICATE.

The simple predicateof the first sentence is falls; of the

second; blows.
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The simplepredicate,togetherwith its modifiers,is called the

MODIFIED PREDICATE.

The modified predicatein the first sentence \"fallssoftly;in

the second, blows furiously.

Mention the simplepredicateand the modifiedpredicate

in each of the followingsentences : "

1. The century plant never blossoms twice.

2. The tired horses trotted steadilyhomeward.

3. Kitty was here just now.

4. Now the full moon rises slowly.

5. Presentlya sweet voice sang softly.

6. Never speak unkindly.

7. The stormy waves thundered louder.

8. The lightningflashed vividly.

9. Graduallythe storm died away.

10. The singinglark soared continuallyhigher.

Complete the following sentences by supplying suitable

modifiersfor the simplepredicates: "

1. The cold north winds blow
.

2. The thrush sings -.

3. The cat approached
.

4. May we go "

5. The tide rises
.

6. the door bell rang ,

7. Will you come ?

8. The young robins ate

9. we have come

10. Plants grow .

1 1. Oak trees live
.

12. The train rushes
ni
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LESSON XVIII.

REVIEW.

1. Words used to modify nouns are called what? Give an

illustration.

2. Words used to modify verbs are called what? Give an

illustration.

3. Words used to modify adjectivesand adverbs are called

what? Give illustrations.

4. Point out the adjectives and adverbs in the selection

entitled "An Anxious Mother," Lesson X.

5. Into what two parts may every sentence be divided? Give

illustrations.

6. What is the simple subjectof a sentence? The modified

subject? Illustrate.

7. What is the simplepredicateof a sentence ? The modified

predicate? Illustrate.

8. Write five sentences, drawing a line under the simple sub-ject

and the simple predicateof each.

LESSON XIX.

OBJECTIVE COMPLEMENTS OF VERBS.

1. The lambs play.

2. The girlsfound a nest.

3. Trees grow.

4. The boy hit the ball.

What is the predicateof the firstsentence? Why? What do

the lambs do? Does play make a complete assertion about

lambs?
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LESSON XX.

COMPOSITION.

Write an account of the last picnicyou attended. Tell

in a simple and straightforward way what you did and

what you saw,

HnVTS.

On what day of the week was the excursion? What

can you say of the weather ?

What preparations had you made? Who went with

you?

Did you make the journey in a car, a carriage,or a

boat ? What did you see on the way ?

What did you most enjoy during the day? Describe

the scenes and amusements.

Tell what happened on the way home, and give your

opinion of the picnic.

You may^ ifyou prefer
y
write a compositionon one of the

followingsubjects:"

A HUTTING PARTT.

Describe the weather, the party, the place. Tell what

kind of nuts you gathered, what animals you saw, where

you ate luncheon. Tell about your journey home. De-scribe

the collection of things you gathered.

A HUNT FOR WILD FLOWERS.

Tell where you went, what you found, what you looked

for longest. Name the friends who went with you. Tell

about their mishaps and successes. Describe the most

beautiful spot you found. Tell what you took home.
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LESSON XXI.

PREDICATE NOUNS.

1. That man is a physician.

2. The girlbecame an artist.

3. The child will be a builder.

Read the subject and predicateof the first sentence. Does

the verb make a complete assertion about the subject? What

noun is necessary to complete the assertion? What is the com-plement

in the first sentence ?

What noun is the complement in the second sentence? Why?

What noun is the complement in the third sentence ? Why ?

Notice that while the nouns physician ârtistyand builder,are

complements, they do not name anything on which the action

terminates. Physician refers to the same individual as the sub-ject

man, and explains it. Artist refers to the same person as

^rly and explainsthat noun. Builder refers to and explains the

noun child,

A noun used like physician,artist,or builder," to complete

the assertion of the verb,and refer to or explainthe subject,"

is called a predicate noun.

Mention the predicatesin the following sentences, and

tell the predicatenoun belongingto each : "

1. Hans Christian Andersen was a Dane.

2. Copenhagen was his home.

3. He was the children's favorite story-teller.

4. A popular story is his " Ugly Duckling."

5. The " duckling
"

was reallya cygnet.

6. The cygnet became a beautiful swan.
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7. Can you be a hero ?

8. Abraham Lincoln was a great man.

9. He became President.

10. Cornelia was a Roman mother.

11. Two Roman boys were her sons.

12. A chrysalisbecomes a butterfly.

13. A thing of beauty is a joy foreven

LESSON XXII.

PREDICATE ADJECTIVES.

1. The old pine is straight.

2. The green fields are beautiful.

3. Children should be obedient.

What is the predicateof the firstsentence ? Does it assert an

action of the tree, or a quality? What does the adjectivestraight

do?

What is the predicateof the second sentence? Is the subject

represented as doing anything? What is asserted of fields?

What word completes the assertion ? What part of speech is it?

What is the predicateof the third sentence ? Does it make a

complete assertion ? What word completes the assertion ? What

part of speech is it? What word does it modify?

Adjectivesused like straight,beautiful,and obedient," to com-plete

the predicate,and modify the subject," are called predicate

ADJECTIVES.

Because a predicateadjectivecompletes the assertion of the

verb, it is called a complement.

Predicate adjectivesand predicatenouns are called atiribu-

TIVE COMPLEMENTS.
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Mention the predicatesin the following sentences ; point

out the attributive complement in each case, tellingwhether

it is a predicateadjectiveor a predicatenoun : "

1. November days often seem chilly.

2. How cheerful the open fire looks !

3. How pleasantthe long evenings are !

4. Mountain scenery is sublime.

5. On high mountains the weather is always cold.

6. Brave boys should be kind.

7. Is not sleep wonderful ?

8. The live oak is an evergreen.

9. Oak wood is strong.

10. In the autumn, oak leaves become brown.

11. Among the ancient Britons, the oak was a sacred

tree.

LESSON XXIII.

THE COMPLETE PREDICATE.

1. Dorothy reads many stories.

2. These peaches are ripe.

3. My pony is a gentlecreature.

What is the predicateof the firstsentence? Of the second?

Of the third?

What is the complement of the predicatein the firstsentence ?

What kind of complement is it? Why?

What is the complement of the predicatein the second sen-tence

? What kind of complement is it? Why ?

What is the complement of the predicatein the third sentence ?

What kind of complement is it? Why ?

A simple predicate,together with an objectiveor attributive

complement, is called a complete predicate.
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Completethe following sentences by supplyingthe simple

predicateswith suitable complements. Tell in each instance

whether the complement suppliedis objectiveor attributive,

1. Pride must have
.

2. A small leak may sink
.

3. Some days must be
.

4. The hour has seemed
.

5. Always keep .

6. William Penn was

7. He founded
.

8. The Indians were -

9. King Croesus was "

10. Remember

11. The moon is
.

12. Oh, give me
.

13. The Lord is
.

14. are the peacemakers.

LESSON XXIV.

COMPOSITION.

A TBITDBR-HBARTBD 80LDIBR.

A Southern newspaper tells the story of a soldier who

saw a little kitten on the battlefield. Shot and shell were

fallingaround him ; but he sprang from his horse, and saved

the kitten. It afterward became the pet of the company,

and often took its nap on the top of a cannon.

The bravest are the kindest. The coward is always

cruel to those weaker than himself. He kills flies,and

steps on caterpillars,and pullsoff butterflies' wings. He

thinks it fun to torment kittens,and whip horses. Some-
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times he tripsup small boys,and teases his sisters. He

never touches anythingbig enough to hit back. He does

not know that

"The bravest are the tenderest;

The loving are the daring."

Study carefullythe story of "A Tender-hearted Soldier^^

and then write a similar account of *'A Tender-hearted

"oyJ' Without using unnecessary words, tell: "

1. Where the lad found a kitten.

2. What he did with it.

3. How it improved in appearance.

4. What he taught his new pet.

5. How he defended it from a dog.

You may, ifyou prefer,write a compositionon one of the

followingsubjects: "

The Rescue of an Unhappy Dog.

The Sufferings of a Colony of Ants.

The Victims of a Bad Boy.

A Gentle Little Girl and her Dnmb Friends.

A Braye Boy and his Pets.

LESSON XXV.

WORDS USED INSTEAD OF NOUNS.

1. I met a friend and asked him to go with you

and me.

2. He asked his mother to lend us her boat.

3. She said that we might use it.

What does the word / stand for? In place of what noun is

him used ? What word denotes the person spoken to ?
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In place of what noun is he used ? His ? What words repre-sent

the person speaking and another? In place of what noun is

her used? She? What does we represent? ///

Words like /,you, we, us, which are used to denote the person

speaking or the person spoken to, are called pronouns.

Words like he,she,his,her^and it,used instead of nouns, are

also called pronouns.

A pronoun is a word used instead of a noun.

The noun in place of which the pronoun is used is called its

ANTECEDENT.

Mention the pronouns in the followingsentences : "

1. Trees drop their leaves in autumn.

2. I could hear the strange notes of wild geese as they

followed their leader.

3. The sunshine touched the waves, and they glittered

like gold.

4. We cannot honor our country with too deep a rever-ence.

5. Dame Barbara snatched the silken scarf.

She leaned far out on the window sill.

And shook it forth with a royalwill.

" Shoot, if you must, this old gray head,

But spare your country'sflag,'*she said. " whittier.

6. Lives of great men all remind us

We can make our lives sublime. " longfellow.

7. The rivers rush into the sea.

By castle and town they go ;

The winds behind them merrily

Their noisytrumpets blow. " Longfellow.
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LESSON XXVI.

REVIEW.

1. Write three sentences in which the verbs have objective

complements.

2. Write three sentences in which the verbs are followed by

predicatenouns.

3. Write three sentences in which the verbs are followed by

predicateadjectives.

4. Distinguishbetween a modified predicate and a complete

predicate.

5. Point out the objectivecomplements and the attributive

complements in the selection entitled "A Tender-hearted Sol-dier,"

Lesson XXIV.

6. A word used instead of a noun is called what? Point out

the personal pronouns in the selection entitled " William Penn's

Treaty with the Red Man," Lesson III.

LESSON xxvn.

WORDS USED TO SHOW RELATION.

1. The house near the lake is deserted.

2. Our teacher is kind to us.

3. We rested under a great elm.

Read the phrase in the first sentence. What word does it

modify? What kind of word is lake?

Read the phrase in the second sentence. What does it modify?

What kind of word \"usf
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Read the phrase in the third sentence. What word does it

modify? What kind of word is elm?

Words used Uke near^ to, under
y

" to introduce a phrase,and

show the relation of a noun or pronoun followingto some other

word, " are called prepositions.

That a prepositionshows the relation of the noun or pronoun

following it to some other word will be shown by rewritingeach

of the followingsentences several times, using a different preposi-tion

each time.

Thus, in the sentence,

The worm crawled the leaf,

the prepositions/b, undevy every on, around, near, etc., may be

successivelyused in the blank.

Give for each of the following sentences two or more

prepositionsthat may be successivelyused in the blank. Be

carefulthat only appropriateprepositionsare used.

1. We came home the shower.

2. Will you read me ?

3. This letter is Sarah.

4. I found this book your chair.

5. The birds flew us.

6. We walked building.

7. The bird flew tree.

A prepositionis a word used in a phrase to show the rela-tion

of a noun or pronoun that follows it to the word which "

the phrase limits.

Mention the prepositions in the sentences in Lesson

XXVIII,, and tell between what words each one shows

relation.
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LESSON XXVIII.

PHRASES.

1. The children eW /-^ /r^z/^ are happy.

2. They are playingamong the trees.

3. Would you like to be with them ?

What children are happy ? Which words tell what children are

happy? Do these three words taken togethermodify children ?

They are playing where? Which words tell where they are

playing? Do these three words taken together modify the verb

are playing?

Where would you like to be? Which words tell the place?

Do these two words taken togethermodify the verb be ?

Two or more words taken togetherand used (likein the grove ^

among the trees,with them) to limit or modify, as an adjectiveor

adverb is used, are called a phrase.

Point out the phrases in the following sentences
y
and tell

what word each one modifieŝ and whether it is used like an

adjectiveor like an adverb : "

1. The water of the ocean is salt.

2. Rivers pour fresh water into the ocean.

3. Glaciers flow slowlydownward toward the sea.

4. White strawberries grow in Chile.

5. Humboldt discovered potatoes in Mexico.

6. New York is the largestcityin the United States.

7. Brooklyn is a cityof homes.

8. Did some one knock at the door ?

9. A word of three syllablesis a trisyllable.

10. The cold winter is a season of rest for many plants.
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11. In winter the reindeer lives chieflyupon lichens.

12. There is a steamboat on the lake.

13. In New Hampshire, the Old Man of the Mountains

looks down on Profile Lake.

14. The wise men from the East followed the Star of

Bethlehem.

15. At night the lightfrom Vesuvius is seen in the

city of Naples,

LESSON XXIX.

WORDS USED TO CONIVSCT.

1. Men and -wovci^n gatheredin the village.

2. They came in wagons or on horseback.

3. Many remained until night came on.

4. Some went home happy, dut all were tired.

What does the word and connect in the firstsentence ? Or in

the second? Until m the third? Butm the fourth?

Words used like and, untilôr, but," to connect words,phrases,

clauses,or sentences, " are called coNjUNcnoNS.

A series of words like until nightcame on, when used to explain

or limit a word in the principalsentence, is called a clause.

Sentences like some went home happyyzxadiall were Hredy when

connected by a conjunctionto form one sentence, are called

clauses or MEMBERS OF THE SENTENCE.

A conjunction is a word used to connect words, phrases,

clauses, or sentences.

Mention the conjunctionsin the followingsentences^ and

tell what each connects : "

1. Time and tide wait for no man.

2. Have you been well since I saw you ?
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3. Is this Stone a diamond, or a crystalof quartz ?

4. We looked for the cardinal flower,but we did not

find it.

5. Shall you spend the vacation at home, or in Boston ?

6. To-morrow will be pleasant,for the sunset is bright.

7. The brook will be dry unless we have rain soon.

8. I hope that it will not rain before we go home.

9. I have read the entire letter,though the handwrit-ing

is not plain.

10. Spiders catch flies,and wasps catch spiders.

11. If you will help me, we can do it.

12. Poplar leaves rustle easily,because their stems are

flattened sidewise.

1 3. Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.

14. The well looked up with its eye of blue,

And asked the sky for rain and dew.

Copy the following sentences^ supplyingsuitable conjunc

tions in place of the blanks:
"

1. Water oil will not mix.

2. The ice cracked it did not give way.

3. We will go on Monday on Tuesday. *

4. You cannot learn you do not study.

5. you study the lesson,it will seem easy.

6. Wait I come.

7. We made a fire it was so cold.

8. I was not lookingfor a four-leaved clover
" " I

have found it.

9. How many years have passed this country was

discovered }

10. Have you a gold watch, a silver one ?
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LESSON XXX.

COMPOSITION.

A CHANCB ACQUAINTANCB.

He was a very pretty little creature, with a beautiful

bang hiding a pairof soft,gentle brown eyes. His man-ners

were perfect. He never spoke a loud word, and was

so quiet at the table, that if you had not seen him come

into the dining-room you would never have known he was

there. His toilet was as perfect as his manners, from his

necktie to the last curl in his bushy tail. Yes, of course it

was the dog Tobey. No one received more attention, and

no one could have been less affected. When you patted

him on the head, his jollytail responded in the merriest

fashion. He had one trick that would delight you. If

you dropped a spool, no matter where it went, Tobey

would not stop until he found it,and returned it to you.

And if you rolled his own specialball through the rail-ing

of the piazza,where it would hide in the shrubbery

and tall grass, Tobey would go nearly wild with delight,

and hunt until he found it,and returned it to you, when he

would dance and caper until you threw it again. Indeed,

more than once I saw Tobey continue the game long after

he was tired out, because some thoughtless child would

throw the ball with no thought of the tinylittle fellow who

worked so hard to bring it back. But, no matter how tired

Tobey was, he always was cheerful while the game lasted,

though he panted when he went back to his rug.

MARGARET HASTINGS.
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Study carefullythe account of'Tobey^ and then write

a similar compositionabout some dog you have met.

1. Where did you first see the dog ?

2. Tell of its appearance.

3. Describe its intelligence.

4. Give some incidents showing its disposition.

5. Add your opinion of the animal.

If you prefer to do so, you may write on one of the

following subjects:"

An Intelligent Dog.

One of my Kittens.

My Mother's Canary.

The Blephant in the Padc.

The Gentlest Horse I ever Saw.

LESSON XXXI.

INTERJECTIONS.

1. Aha! now I have caught you.

2. What! can't you go?

3. Oh, how beautiful it is I

What is the subjectof each of the above sentences? What is

che predicateof each ? What words have no grammaticalconnec-tion

with other words in the sentences ?

Words used like aha, what, oh, to express surpriseor emotion,

are called interjections.

An interjectionis a word used to express surpriseor emotion.
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LESSON XXXIL

A, AJTy AHD THE,

1. A man gave me the orange.

2. The man gave me an orange.

3. The man gave me a peach.

Words that limit or qualifynouns are adjectives: therefore a,

an^ and the in the sentences above, are adjectives. These three

littlewords are, however, usuallycalled articles.

In the first sentence above, does a man mean some particular

man, or any man?

In the second sentence, does the man mean any man, or a

particularman? How does the expression the orange differ from

an orange ?

Because the article the is used to point out a particularman or

particularorange, it is called the definite article.

Because the articles a and an are used when speaking or

writingwithout regardto particularobjects,they are called indef-inite

articles.

The definite article the is used when either one or more than

one objectis spoken of; as, the man, the men.

The indefinite articles a and an may be used only when a

singleobjectis spoken of; as, a pear, an oyster.

A is used before words beginning with a consonant sound ; as,

a peach, a ripeapple. An is used before a word beginning with

a vowel sound ; as, an elephant,an elegantdress.

The is used before words beginning with either a vowel or a

consonant sound; as, the pear, the oyster, the elephant, the

elegantdress.
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Complete the following sentences by supplyingarticles^

Give a reason for the one you use in each blank.

1. Oaks often live more than hundred years.

2. I once planted acorn.

3. Now tree which grew from it is foot high.

4. Let us go to post office.

5. I may receive letter.

6. I once read story of elephant.

7. man tried to teach elephant to perform

tricks.

8. elephant was found practicing tricks alone

on moonlight evening.

LESSON XXXIIL

COMMA. " SERIES OF WORDS.

1. Pines, birches, spruces, and hemlocks grow

around my house.

2. Great, wide, beautiful, wonderful world, you

are beautifullydressed.

3. The happy children run, jump, dance, and

shout.

What part of speech is the word pines ? Birches ? Spruces?

Hemlocks ?

In the second sentence, what part of speech is great? Wide ?

Beautiful? Wonderful?

In the third sentence, what part of speech is run ? fump ?

Dance? Shout?

A mark like the one used between the words in the sentences

at the head of the lesson is called a comma.
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Place a comma after each word In a series of words alike

in grammatical construction.

Combine the following sets of sentences into single sen-

tenceSy and insert commas accordingto the above rule : "

Example. " I have roses in my garden.

I have liliesin n\y garden.

I have pansies in my garden.

I have pinks in my garden.

I have roses, lilies,pansies,and pinks in my garden.

I. Tobey was a brightdog. " 2. He was polite.

Tobey was a littledog. He was handsome,

Tobey was a shaggy dog. He was quiet.

Tobey was a brown dog. He was jolly.

3. We bring coffee from the West Indies.

We bring sugar from the West Indies.

We bring spicesfrom the West Indies.

We bring dyestuffsfrom the West Indies.

4. Intemperance leads to poverty.

Intemperance leads to crime.

Intemperance leads to degradation.

5. Abraham Lincoln was a great man.

Abraham Lincoln was a good man.

Abraham Lincoln was a noble man.

6. A heavy mist came in from the sea.

A cold mist came in from the sea.

A dense mist came in from the sea.

A penetratingmist came in from the sea.
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LESSON XXXIV.

STUDY OF SELECTION.

GBRERAL JUITOT.

In 1793, when Bonaparte was besieging Toulon, which

was then in the possession of the English, he was one

day directingthe construction of a battery. The enemy

perceived the work, and opened a warm fire. Bonaparte

was anxious to send off a dispatch,and asked for a ser-geant

who could write. One immediately stepped out of

the ranks, and wrote a letter to his dictation. It was

scarcely finished when a cannon ball fell between them,

and covered the paper with dust. The sergeant, looking

towards the English lines,said, "Gentlemen, I am much

obliged to you. I did not think you were so polite. I

was justwanting some sand for my letter,*'

The expression and the coolness of the sergeant struck

Napoleon, and he did not forget the incident. The

sergeant was soon promoted, and finallybecame a general.

He was the brave Junot, whose name is so often found
,

in the annals of French campaigns.

By what other name do you know Bonaparte? On what

occasion did he wish to send a dispatch? How did he find a

man to prepare the letter? What happened while the young

sergeant was writing? What did he remark? Have you ever

seen sand used instead of blottingpaper?

What reward did Junot receive for his coolness? How long

ago did all this happen ? Do you kAow the names of Napoleon's

marshals ? Do you know what battles Napoleon won ? Have you

ever heard of Waterloo?
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Write in your own words a descriptionof the coolness of

General Junot in the face of danger

Equivalent expressions: "

I. Besieging, investing,attacking. 2. Directing, superin-tending,

looking after. 3. Opened a warm fire,began to fire

upon. 4. Anxious, desirous of. 5. Finished, ended, com-pleted.

6. Covered, besprinkled. 7. Expression, remark, say-ing.

8. Struck, impressed. 9. Promoted, advanced. 10. Brave,

valiant,courageous. 11. Annals, records, history.

LESSON XXXV.

ABBREVIATIONS.

1. Doctor James Knight Johnson resides in

South Manchester, Thetford County, Missouri.

2. Dr. James K. Johnson resides in S. Man-chester,

Thetford Co., Mo.

Compare these two ways of writingthe same thing. In the

second example, how is the title Doctor shortened ? How is the

name Knight shortened? How is the word South shortened?

The word County? What is the shortened form of the name

Missouri? What mark is placed after each of these short forms?

Shortened forms like Dr, for Doctor, S, for South, Co. for

County, are called abbreviations.

Every abbreviation should be followed by a period.

Learn the followingabbreviations : "

amt. amount
*

Aug. August

ans. answer chap. chapter

Apr. April C.O.D. Collect on delivery



Write ten sentences, using correctlyat least twenty of

the above abbreviations.

LESSON XXXVI.

CONTRACTIONS.

1. Why don't you go to the beach ?

2. It's a fine day : 111 go with you.

3. We'll watch the waves come in.

In shorteningdo not to dotCt,what letter is left out? Where

is the apostrophe placed? What two words are shortened to

make the word ifs? What letter is omitted? Where is the

apostrophe placed? What is the short form of I will? How

many letters are omitted? Where is the apostrophe placed?

What is the short form of we will? How many letters are

omitted? Where is the apostrophe placed?
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A shortened form of words, in which the apostrophe shows the

placeof omitted letter or letters,is called a contraction.

Contractions may be used in conversation, whether oral or

written. They are sometimes used in poetry in order to secure

the desired number of syllablesin a line.

Commit to memory y
and use in sentences^ the following

contractions : "

Vvafor I am can*t/^r cannot

yovLT^for you are weren't /^r were not

we*re/or we are haven't/^r have not

they're/^r they are they'vefor they have

there's for there is Vd/or I would

'tis or it's/orit is she's/or she is or she has

isn't for is not he's for he is or he has

doesn't for does not let'sfor let us

didn't/ordid not -
o'er for over

hasn't y^r has not o'clock/"?rof the clock

thro* for through ne'er for never

LESSON XXXVII.

QUOTATIONS.

1.
" Annie, here is a letter for you,"said Harry.

2. As soon as Annie saw the writing,she ex-claimed,

" Oh! it is from auntie, I know! "

3.
" Well, when you have read it,"said Harry,

" pleasegive me the stamp."

Are there any words in the first sentence which Harry did not

say? Read his exact words. When we give the exact words

used by another,we make a direct quotation.
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LESSON XXXVIII.

INDIRECT QUOTATIONS.

1. A wise man once said that he could not afford

to waste his time in making money.

2. A wise man once said, " I cannot afford to

waste my time in making money."

bo these two sentences tell the same thing? How do they

differ? Are the exact words of the speaker given in the firstsen-tence

? Are they changed in the second ?

Are any quotation marks used in the first sentence? In the

second ?

When we tell in our own words what another has said,we make

an INDIRECT QUOTATION.

An indirect quotation should not be inclosed in quotation

marks, and it need not begin with a capital.

Rewrite the followingfablê changing the indirect quota

tions so that theyshall be direct : "

THB ox Aim THB FLT.

An ox was grazing in the field when a flyalighted on

one of his horns. Presentlythe flyasked him if her weight

did not inconvenience him.

The ox did not notice her until she spoke again,saying

that she would willinglyflyaway if he thought her too

heavy.

Then the ox repliedthat she might make herself quite

easy, for he had not known when she alighted,and proba-bly

should not know when she thought best to flyaway.
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LESSON XXXIX.

COMPOSITION.

A UTTLB KNIGHT OP THB NmBTBBNTH CBNTURT.

We met him on the elevated road. He was about twelve

years old. His hat, a shabby felt,was pulled down as far

as possible on his head; his trousers were ragged and

faded ; his jacketwas much too large. There was nothing

remarkable about this boy until you looked sharply into

his face ; then you saw an expressionthat made you think

he was a boy who would not be moved to do a thing until

he had thought it over. Beside him, on the next seat, tied

carefully,was a very large bundle of papers. He looked

up, saw us standing, and at once removed his papers to

the floor,saying,"Here's a seat." We thanked him, and

then he discovered that one of us was standing. Imme-diately

he jumped up, and insisted on giving up his own

seat. He was so cordial that it would have been discour-teous

to refuse. His face was cheertul, and you could

not feel that he suffered, iii spiteof the poor, thin clothes.

He picked up his bundle of papers " which he told us

contained six hundred " long before the train stopped at

City Hall, and, in reply to the question why he took up

his burden so soon, he answered, giving it another hitch

higher up on his shoulder to balance it more evenly, " I \

want to get used to it."

Read thoughtfullythe descriptionof a newsboy. Recall

some similar incident^and Vjrite z composition on ''An

Unknown Hero. "
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LESSON XL.

RULES FOR THE USE OF CAPITALS.

z. Begin the first word of e^ery sentence with a capital.

Statelyelms grew on the lawn.

The gentlerain refreshes the thirstyflowers.

2. Begin the first word of every line of poetry with a capital.

No mortal builder's most rare device

Could match this winter palace of ice. " lowell.

3. Begin with a capitalthe first word of a quotation, precept,

or question, if introduced in a direct form.

Direct. " The father of modem philosophy said,"Knowl-edge

is power."

Indirect. " The father of modem philosophysaid that knowl-edge

is power.

4. Begin every proper noun with a capital.

Paris is the capitalof France.

Having collected his army, Hannibal began his march.

5. Begin with capitalswords derived from proper nouns.

The English language is spoken in many European countries.

Thomas Moore was an Irish poet.

6. Begin with capitals all appellations of God and of Jesus

Christ.

The Lord is my shepherd.

The hope of my spiritturns trembling to Thee. " moored

7. Begin with capitalstitles of honor and respect.

His Excellency the Governor of Massachusetts was present,

and made a speech.
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8. Write with capitalsthe pronoun I and the interjection0.

If I were not Alexander, I would be Diogenes.

Guide me, O thou great Jehovah !

9. Begin with a capital the names ot ^he days of the week

and the months of the year.

School will open the firstTuesday in September.

The last Thursday m November is usually a day of public

thanksgiving.

10. Begin with a capitalthe important words in the subjectof

a composition.

You have written compositions on
" An Anxious Mother," " A

MortifyingMistake," " A Tender-hearted Soldier."

Justify the use of the capitalsin the following. Write

the sentences from dictation,

1. Have you read Irving's" Sketch-Book " }

2. A Mohammedan mosque is a place of worship.

3. A lecture will be given by President Adams.

4. The author of "Home, Sweet Home," was an

American named John Howard Payne, who was born in

June, 1792.

5. The vessel was flyingbefore the wind.

6. The bleak winds of March

Made her tremble and shiver.

7. Remember the maxim, "Know thyself."

' 8. Dr. S. Weir Mitchell is the author of " In War

Times,"a story which originallyappeared in "The Atlantic

Monthly."
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9. In the New Testament is found the question," O

death, where is thy sting?
'*

10.
" Little Lord Fauntleroy

'* is a charming story for

children.

11. The poetry of Milton differs from that of Dante

as the hieroglyphicsof Egypt differ from the picture

writingof Mexico.

12. To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

LESSON XLL

REVIEW.

1. Words used to show relation are called what? Illustrate.

2. What is a phrase? Illustrate.

3. Mention what a phrase may do. Illustrate.

4. Point out the phrases in the selection " General Junot,"

Lesson XXXIV., and tell what each modifies.

5. Illustrate the different uses of conjunctions.

6. Point out the conjunctions in the selection entitled "A

Chance Acquaintance," Lesson XXX.

7. Write three sentences in which interjectionsare used.

8. Mention the three adjectivesthat are called articles.

,
How do a and an differ from the ?

9. What mark is used to separate a series of nouns, adjec-tives,

verbs, or adverbs ?

10. Write five sentences, each containingan abbreviation.

11. Write five sentences, each containinga contraction.

12. Write five sentences in which quotationmarks are used.

13. Give, with illustrations,ten rules for the use of capitals.
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LESSON XLII.

COMPOSITION.

A LBTTBR.

of'yyii/yu^,wttt ^ZM07^"m^"n(i^ fumv ^^ycyyui

vubtt/QyStd^cpw-,wilL ofaw io(/f(itaA/ybto- k^vnv

cu tiMt" wAcOt /i" A^cusi.to fl^e/ (^w^ hA/nv

jwit^fbeAxMU^a/ytd ii}eJUam^ musAy cu^^ cu

J Aloa}^ nm"ub yet ^66^ yowu wovtA/if
(yidtfuAy,{mt ^yyuuuyo o/iuuljto do vt. J

oAcdLt ktcub ofifyiu,peAJua/p/ai^o^e^ tfoio,vro

(Ln^yuvnxialje,,wktu, wb hyopteA^ Con^to 6^.

W^itA tAAi^ aood m/oJL"Q^,

"i/"vfiitA^full/y,
"Myom^^ "ci\Li"b.

3^0 h. /fo^,"^.

Study carefullyThomas Carlyle'sletter of introduction
^

then write a similar letter întroducingone of your friends

to a relative in another city.
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LESSON XLIII.

THE PARTS OF SPEECH.

A sentence is a thought expressed in words. We use sentences

when speaking. The words of which sentences are composed are

therefore called parts of speech. They are classified as nouns,

PRONOUNS, ADJECTIVES, VERBS, ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS, CONJUNC-TIONS,

and INTERJECTIONS.

They may be defined as follows : "

A noun is a word used as a name.

A pronoun is a word used instead of a noun.

An adjectiveis a word used to limit or qualifythe meaning of

a noun or pronoun.

A verb is a word used to assert something about some person

or thing.

An adverb is a word used to modify the meaning of a verb, an

adjective,or another adverb.

A preposition is a word used in a phrase to show the relation

of the noun or pronoun followingit,to the word which the phrase

limits.

A conjunctionis a word used to connect words, phrases, clauses,

or sentences.

An interjectionis a word used to express surprise or emotion.

Read the followingextract
^
and tell the part of speechof

each Italicized word.

THE STUDY OF WORDS.

The study of words has always been regarded as one of

the most valuable of intellectual disciplines,independently
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Nouns like Columbus^ Ohio, Florence^Huron, which are the

names of particularindividuals,places, or objects,are called

PROPER NOUNS.

Some proper nouns are made up of two or more words, as

Jersey CityyRalph Waldo Emerson, Emancipation Proclamation,

Declaration of Independence,

A common noun is the name common to all of a class of indi-viduals

or objects.

A proper noun is the name of a particularindividual or object.

The first letter of a proper noun should always be a capital.

Write ten sentences, ecLch containinga common noun.

Write ten sentences, each containinga proper noun.

Mention the nouns in the following sentences. State of

each whether it is common, or proper, and why,

1. The old town of Salem in Massachusetts was once a

famous seaport, and ships sailed out of its harbor to the

ends of the world.

2. Up from the meadows rich with com,

Clear in the cool September morn.

The clustered spiresof Frederick stand,

Green-walled by the hills of Maryland. " whittier.

3. Whoever has made a voyage up the Hudson must

remember the Catskill Mountains.

4. What rice is to the Hindu, what wheat is to the Euro-pean,

the banana is to the natives of the tiropicalislands.

5. The whole German race honor the robin ; and the

Scotch and the French consider the wren sacred.
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6. And now the glad,leafymidsummer, full of blos-soms

and the song of nightingales,is come.

7. As Longstone looks now, so it looked many years

ago, when Grace Darling was living there with her father

and mother.

8. The soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul of

David.

9. No man can gather cherries in Kent at the season

of Christmas !

10. Welcome, O wind of the East ! from the caves of

the misty Atlantic.

11. An acre in Middlesex is better than a principality
in Utopia. " macaulay.

12. No truer American ever existed than Thoreau.

EMERSON.

13. A barge across Loch Katrine flew.

High stood the henchman on the prow. " scott.

14. The catbird is found in certain seasons all over

North America, from Florida to Canada, and from the

Atlantic coast to the Pacific Ocean.

15. High up in the tower of the old moss-covered

church, against which the winds and storms of many

years have beaten, hangs the villagebell.

LESSON XLV.

COLLECTIVE, ABSTRACT, AND VERBAL NOUNS.

1. A flockof birds flew over our heads.

2. There were ten men on the committee.

3. A family of five moved into the house.
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Is flock the name of a single individual,or of several taken

together? Does committee mean one man, or a number taken

together? Of what \% family the name?

Nouns like flock ĉommittee
y
family

y
etc., which are the names

of a collection of objects,are called collective nouns.

1. Politeness is kindttess kindly expressed.

2. Beauty is its own excuse for being.

3. Pride goeth before destruction.

Is politenessthe name of a person, or a qualityof a person ?

Is kindness the name of a quality?

Is beauty the name of a thing,or of an attribute of a thing?

Is pride the name of a quality?

Nouns like politeness
,
kindness

^
beauty

y
pridê etc., which are

names of qualitiesor attributes of objects,are called abstract nouns.

1
. Skating and coastingare winter sports.

2. Boys enjoywalking and rowing.

Is skating the name of an action? Of what is coc^ting the

name? Walking? Rowing?

Nouns like skating^coastingswalkings rowings etc., which are

used as names of actions,are called verbal nouns.

A collective noun is the name of a collection of objects.

An abstract noun is the name of a quality or attribute con-sidered

apart from its object.

A verbal noun is the name of an action.

State whether the nouns in the following sentences are

proper^ contmony collectivcyabstractyverbaly and why,

1. Man is a thinking being.

2. A littjeweeping would ease my heart.
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3. Attention is the stuff that memory is made of, and

memory is accumulated genius.

4. Walking is a healthful exercise.

5. The other weapon with which he conquered all

obstacles in science was patience." emerson.

6. Wounds are not healed

By the unbending of the bow that made them.

LONGFELLOW.

7. They say of Giotto, that he introduced goodness

into the art of painting." Bancroft.

8. That they surpass the European species in sweet-ness,

tenderness, and melody, I have no doubt ; and that

our mocking bird in his native haunts in the South sur-passes

any bird in the world in fluency,variety,and exe-cution,

is highlyprobable." burroughs.

9. There have been holy men who hid themselves

Deep in the woody wilderness, and gave

Their lives to thought and prayer. " bryant.

10. All the hearts of men were softened

By the pathos of his music ;

For he sang of peace and freedom.

Sang of beauty,love, and longing ;

Sang of death, and life undying." longfellow.

1 1. Hang around your walls pictureswhich shall tell sto-ries

of mercy, hope, courage, faith,and charity." Mitchell.

12. The boast of heraldry,the pomp of power.

And all that beauty,all that wealth e'er gave,

Await alike the inevitable hour :

The paths of glorylead but to the grave. " gray.
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Write ten sentences each containing a collective noun.

Write ten sentences each containingan abstract noun. Write

ten sentences each containinga vetbal noun.

LESSON XLVI.

THE CHOICE OF WORDS. I

1. Edison invented the electric doll.
,

2. Newton discovered the law of gravitation.

I
Did Edison construct the first electric doll? Had the law of

gravitationalways existed? In what respect do the verbs in the |

foregoingsentences agree in meaning? In what respect do they i

differ? |

Completethe following sentences by supplying the proper \
words : "

'

1. Columbus America.

2. Howe the sewing machine.

3. Who the planet Neptune ?

4. Who the telephone ?

5. Whitney the cotton gin.

6. The Phoenicians Britain.

7. Stephenson the locomotive engine.

8. What navigatorshave tried to the North Pole ?

9. De Soto the MississippiRiver.

10. Who the trolley? .

11. Galileo Jupiter'ssatellites with the telescope

which he is said to have
,

12. The barometer was by Torricelli.
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LESSON XLVII.

THE PARAGRAPH.

CARRIER PI6B0N8.

The use of pigeons for carryingmessages was practiced

by the Romans two thousand years ago. Navigators from

Egypt were accustomed to take on board their ships

carriers, which they released from time to time, to bear

messages to their families. William, Prince of Orange,

employed pigeons to carry letters to the besieged cityof

Leyden in 1574; and so delighted was he with their

faithfulness,that he ordered them to be fed on strawberries,

and to be embalmed after death. During the siege of

Paris in 1871, pigeons were employed to carry messages

to and from the city. These postboys were out of the

reach of the German soldiers.

The carrier pigeon is by nature stronglyattached to its

home. In trainingit is taken, perhaps, a mile from home

in a basket, and let loose. Then the distance is increased

daily,until the bird can be moved to any distance, when, on

beingreleased,it will take a direct course for home. Once

trained,the bird, with the letter tied to its wings or to its

feet,is set free^ rises high in the air, makes one or two

circular flights,and then darts off in the proper direction,

like an arrow.

Into how many parts is the selection divided ? What does the

firstparagraph tell? What does the second paragraph describe?

How wide is the margin at the left of the page ? How wide is the

space at the beginningof the firstline of each paragraph?
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Write from memory what you have learned about carrier

pigeons. In your compositionmention : "

1. Pigeons as messengers among the ancients; how

the Prince of Orange rewarded carrier pigeons for carrying
letters to Leyden; pigeons as postboys during the siege
of Paris.

2. The trainingof carrier pigeons ; why they can be

trained to return home; how the distance is increased;

where the letter is tied; what the bird does when it is

set free.

LESSON XLVIII.

GENDER AND PERSON OF NOUNS.

1. John, boy,brother, heir,manservant.

2. Mary, girl,sister,heiress,maidservant.

3. Knife, cup, pen, farm, inkstand.

4. Child, teacher,parent, neighbor,cousin.

Of what sex are the objectsdenoted by the nouns in the first

line?

Of what sex are the objectsdenoted by the nouns in the second

line?

Do the nouns in the third line,knife,cup, etc., denote objects

of either sex, or without sex ?

Do the nouns in the fourth line,childyteacher,etc., denote

objectsof one sex, or of either?

Nouns like John, boy, brother, heir,manservant, etc., which

denote objectsof the male sex, are called masculine nouns, or

NOUNS OF THE MASCULINE GENDER.

Nouns like Mary, girl,sister,heiress,maidservant, etc., which

denote objects of the female sex, are called feminine nouns, or

NOUNS OF the feminine GENDER.
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LESSON XLIX.

HOW TO TBLL THE GBNDER OF NOUNS.

The gender of nouns is distinguishedin three ways : "

I. By differentwords ; as, "

Most given or Christian names are of this class,and show of

which genderthey are : James, Patrick ; Sarah, Kate.

2. By differentendings; asy "

3. By prefixinga distinguishingword; asy "

manservant, maidservant ; male child,female child.

Be prepared to write the feminine of the following nouns

by adding ess : "

Quaker Jew prior

baron poet heir

giant priest count

tailor patron lion
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Be prepared to write the feminine of the followingnouns

by changing the ending er, or, or rer into ress : "

founder actor enchanter

arbiter proprietor sorcerer

adventurer traitor benefactor

ambassador idolater protector

LESSON L.

STUDY OF SBLBCTION.

ICHABOD CRANE AlfD HIS BORROWED HORSE.

The animal was a broken-down plow-horse that had

outlived almost everythingbut his viciousness. He was

gaunt and shagged, with a ewe neck, and a head like a

hammer. His rusty mane and tail were tangled and

knotted with burs. One eye had lost its pupil,and was

glaring and spectral; but the other had the gleam of a

genuine devil in it. Still he must have had fire and

mettle in his day,if we may judge from the name he bore

of Gunpowder. He had, in fact,been a favorite steed of

his master's, the choleric Van Ripper, who was a furious

rider, and had infused, very probably,some of his own

spiritinto the animal; for, old and broken-down as he

looked, there was more of the lurking devil in him than

in any young fillyin the country.

Ichabod was a suitable figure for such a steed. He

rode with short stirrup,which brought his knees nearly

up to the pommel of the saddle. His sharp elbows stuck

out like grasshoppers';he carried his whip perpendicularly

in his hand like a scepter ; and, as his horse jogged on.
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the motion of his arms was not unlike the flapping of a

pairof wings. A small wool hat rested on the top of his

nose, for so his scanty stripof forehead might be called ;

and the skirts of his black coat fluttered out almost to the

horse's tail. Such was the appearance of Ichabod and his

steed as they shambled out of the gate of Hans Van

Ripper, and it was altogether such an apparition as is

seldom to be met with in broad daylight." irving.

1. Study very carefullythe sketch from Washington

Irving s
^^ Legend of Sleepy Hollow^

Was the horse young? Was it a saddle-horse? Was it smooth

and beautiful? Notice the words that describe the head, the

neck, the mane, the tail,the eyes. What is said of the disposition

of the animal? Do you think the name
" Gunpowder "

suggests

a fierytemper ? Who owned the broken-down plow-horse?

How did Ichabod look on horseback? What is said of his

knees? Of his elbows? How did he carry his whip? How did

his arms move as the horse jogged along? Notice his hat, his

forehead,the skirt of his coat. What do you understand by the

word shambled?

2. Try to imagine,and then describe,Ichabod Crane and

his borrowed horse as they rode away from the gate of Hans

Van Ripper,

3. Read Irving s sketch again. Now read aloud your

own composition. Which descriptionsounds better ? Which

is more laughable? What points have you omitted?

4. Try to imagine the accident that happened to Ichabod

Crane, and complete in your own way the story of his

misfortunes,

5. Compare again your work with the original,and

improve your compositionby adding interestingincidents.
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LESSON LI.

NXTMBBR OF NOUNS.

1. The girlreads. 3. The man works.

2. The girlsread. 4. The men work.

Mention the noun in the firstsentence. Does it denote one, or

more than one? Mention the noun in the second sentence.

Does it denote one, or more than one?

How many does the noun in the third sentence denote ? The

noun in the fourth?

Nouns like ^rl and man^ which denote but one, are in the sin-

CULAR NUMBER.

Nouns like girlsand men^ which denote more than one, are in

the PLURAL NUMBER.

Point out the nouns in the
,

followingsentences. Tell the

kind and number^ and give reasons.

1. The mind should have its palace halls

Hung with rich giftsand picturesrare.

J. W. MILLER.

2. Of all the old festivals,however, that of Christmas

awakens the strongest and most heartfelt associations.

IRVING.

3. New England, at least,is not based on any Roman

ruins. We have not to laythe foundations of our houses

on the ashes of a former civilization. " thoreau.

4. Order is a lovelynymph, the child of beauty and

wisdom ; her attendants are comfort, neatness, and activity;
her abode is the valleyof happiness." johnson.
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5. How pleasantlythe risingmoon,

Between the shadows of the mows,

Looked on them through the great elm boughs !

WHITTIER.

6. As for marigolds,poppies,hollyhocks,and valorous

sunflowers, we shall never have a garden without them,

both for their own sake and for the sake of old-fashioned

folks who used to love them. " beecher.

7. When heats as of a tropicclime

Burned all our inland valleysthrough.

Three friends,the guests of summer time,

Pitched their white tent where sea winds blew.

WHITTIER.

" 8. The crows flappedover by twos and threes.

In the pool drowsed the cattle up to their knees,

The little birds sang as if it were

The one day of summer in all the year,

And the very leaves seemed to sing on the trees.

LOWELL.

LESSON LII.

HOW TO FORM THE PLURAL OF NOUNS.

What letter is added to the nouns bey, lesson,kouscy town, to

form the plural?
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The plural of nouns is usually formed by annexing s to the

sing^ular.

With what letter does the noun glassend ? With what two let-ters

does the noun watck end? The noun bush? With what

letter does the noun fox end ? How is the pluralof each of these

nouns formed?

The plural of nouns ending in s^ chy shy or x, is formed by

annexing es to the singular.

1. Write sentences, using the plural of each of the fol-lowing

nouns : "

bench chair moss match

box circus pen blush

light suffix brush patch

2. Co/"ythe following,and notice how each plural is

formed: "

SINGULAR. PLURAL. SINGULAR. PLURAL.

alley alleys

essay essays

journey journeys

When the singular ends in / preceded by a vowel (a, e, /,

Oy or I/),the plural is formed by annexing s; but when the

final / is preceded by a consonant, the plural is formed by

changing/ into /',and annexing es.

3. Write sentences, using the plurals of the following

nouns : "
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4. Form the pluralsof tke following nouns :'^

By annexing t,

gulf fife

proof safe

grief strife

dwarf roof

By changing foxfe into vtt.

life wife

loaf beef

knife half

self thief

Most nouns ending in f or /a form their pluralby annexing j.

A few form their plural by changing / or fe into v, and annex-ing

0S.

5. Write sentences^ using the pluralŝ : "

When the singular ends in 0 preceded by a vowel, the plural is

formed by annexing s. The plural of most nouns ending in 0 pre-ceded

by a consonant is formed by annexing es.

Learn the followingplurals: "

Man, men ; woman, women ; goose, geese ; foot, feet ;

mouse, mice ; tooth, teeth ; child, children ; ox, oxen ;

louse, lice ; memorandum, memorandums or memoranda ;

son-in-law, sons-in-law ; man-servant, men-servants ; 5, 5's;

alumna, alumnae; alumnus, alumni; index, indexes or

indices.
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rain watered it. The shell grew larger,and the peas

grew bigger and bigger.
" Are we to lie here cooped up forever ? " asked one.

" I am tired of it/'said another.

" I fear we shall become hard," said a third.

" I want to see what there is outside," said a fourth ;

while the fifth,a very little pea, cried because he could not

get out.

At length the vine turned yellow,the pod turned yellow,

and the peas turned yellow.
" All the world is turning yellow," said the peas, with

one voice.

Then there came an earthquake. The pod burst open

with a crack, and all five peas rolled out into the yellow

sunshine. A little boy clutched them, and said they were

fine peas for his pea shooter. He put the biggest one into

his gun, and shot it out.

" Catch me if you can ! " said the big pea.

"I shall flystraightinto the sun," said the next one.

" I shall travel farthest,"said the third pea.

" Let me alone," said the fourth.

" What is to be will be," said the little pea, as he shot

up, and lodged in an empty flowerpot in the window of a

room where lay a poor sick girl.

Pretty soon the little pea sprouted,and began to grow

into a beautiful vine.

" Dear mother, I think I shall get well," said the little

girlone day ;
" for my pea is growing famously."

"God grant it!" said the mother; and she took a stick

and tied a stringto it,so that the green vine might have

something to clingto.
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After many days there stood a beautiful pink pea blos-som

smiling in the warm sunshine. The little girlkissed

it,and said, " Now I am sure I am going to get well."

HANS ANDERSEN.

Study carefullythe story of the " Five Peas in One Pod''

Observe the arrangement of the paragraphs^ and the use of

quotationmarks.

Write in your own words one of the following tales : "

NOUNS IN THE NOMINATIVE CASE.

1. The summer rain falls softly.

2. Shakespeare was a great poet.

What is the simple subject of the first sentence? Why?

What part of speech is it? What is the simple predicate of the

first sentence? What part of speech is it?

A noun used like rain^as a simple subject,is called the subject

OF THE VERB.

Point out a predicatenoun in the second sentence. Does it

refer to the same person as the subject?

A predicate noun like poety referringto the same person or

thing as the subject,is said to be in the nominative case.

By the case of a noun, we mean its relation to other words

in the sentence. The case of the subjectof a verb is called

the SUBJECT NOMINATIVE ; the case of a predicatenoun is called the

PREDICATE NOMINATIVE.
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In the following sentences^ point out .each noun that is a

subjectnominative or a predicatenominative ^
and give the

reason in each instance : "

1. The summer breeze sighs gently.

2. Stanley is a great explorer.

3. Ruth and Lucy are studious girls.

4. The linden is a beautiful tree.

5. The captainand the mate are brave sailors.

6. It was a night of lovelyJune,

High rode in cloudless blue the moon. " scott.

7. John Gilpin was a citizen

Of credit and renown,

A trainband captain eke was he.

Of famous London town. " cowper.

8. The twilightis sad and cloudy.

The wind blows wild and free,

And like the wings of sea birds

Flash the whitecaps of the sea. " Longfellow.

LESSON LVL

NOUNS IN THE OBJECTIVE CASE.

1. The dead leaves covered the ground.

2. The rabbits jumped across our path.

What is the subject of the verb covered? What did the

leaves cover? Is ground a predicate noun? Why not? Does

it name the objectof the action expressed by the verb covered?

A noun like ground^ used in the predicate to name that on

which the action expressedby the verb terminates,is called the

OBJECT OF THE VERB.
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What is the simple predicateof the second sentence? By what

is it modified? What part of speech is across? What part of

speech ispath ?

A noun used like path, with a preposition,to form a limiting

phrase, is said to be the object of the PREPOsmoN.

A noun which is used as the object of a verb or of a preposi-tion

is in the objective case.

Name the case of each noun in the followingsentences^

giving the reason in every instance : "

1. The frost has killed the flowers.

2. The Normans conquered England.

3. The waves break on the shore.

4. The bird built its nest in a climbingrosebush near

the house.

5. The gray-hairedboatman rowed us across the little

inlet to the sea.

6. Did you see the ships sail into the harbor ?

7. The triumph of modern art in writingis manifested

in the structure of the paragraph." earle.

8. I climbed up to the old mill on top of the hill,and

then went down through the green meadows by the side

of the river.

9. Far up the blue sky a fair rainbow unrolled

Its soft-tinted pinionsof purple and gold." welby.

10. I stood on the bridge at midnight.

As the clocks were strikingthe hour.

And the moon rose o'er the city.
Behind the dark church tower. " longfellow.

11. The sun broke forth again in the east, and gilded

the mountain tops. " barbauld.
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LESSON LVII.

COMPOSITION FROM OUTLUVB.

Write a compositionfrom the following outline : "

HOW WB CAMPED OUT.

1. The plans for the opting.

2. The persons invited to join our party.

3. Our preparations for a week in the woods.

4. The place we chose for our tent.

5. The food and the cooking.

6. Disadvantages of life in camp.

7. What occupations we enjoyed.

8. What we collected and brought home.

If you have never camped out, you will perhaps preferto write

on one of the followingsubjects: "

A Saturday Afternoon. Thanksgiving Day.

A Visit to the Mnsenm. A Fishing Bxcnrsion.

A Shopping Expedition. Having my Picture Taken.

LESSON LVIII.

NOUNS IN THE POSSESSIVE CASS.

1. Arthur's bicycleis very light.

2. We escaped the storm's fury.

3. He has children's books for sale.

What is the simple subject of the first sentence ? What word

tells you who owns the bicycle? What does the word Arthur's

denote? What is added to the word Arthur, when used to de-note

ownership or possession?
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A noun used like Arthur's,to denote ownership or possession,

is said to be in the possessive case.

What does the noun storm's denote in the second sentence?

What is annexed to the noun storm, when used to denote source

or origin?

A noun used hke storm's,to denote source or origin,is said to

be in the possessive case.

What books are for sale? What does the noun children's

denote ? What is added to the noun to denote that the books are

suitable for children?

- A noun used like children's,to denote fitness,is said to be in

the POSSESSIVE CASE.

The possessive case is always found in connection with another

noun, expressed or understood, whose meaning it limits by con-necting

with it the idea of origin,fitness,or possession.

Tell the case of each noun in the followingsentences, and

give the reason. If in the possessivecase, state whether ori-gin,

fitness,or possessionis indicated,

1. The ship'ssails are white.

2. The clock's hands are always moving.

3. Frank's call sounded loud and clear.

4. My mother's voice is soft and sweet,

Like music on my ear.

5. Each man's chimney is his golden milestone.

LONGFELLOW.

6. Happy hearts are watching out

The old year'slatest night.

7. The blue sky is the temple'sarch. " whittier.

8. A soldier's death thou hast boldlydied,

A soldier's grave won by it." l. e. landon.
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LESSON LIX.

FORMATION OF THE POSSESSIVE CASE.

POSSESSIVE SINGULAR. POSSESSIVE PLURAL.

A woman's dresses. The women's dresses.

A fairy'swings. The fairies'wings.

A lass's laughter. The lasses' laughter.

What is added to the nouns womatiy fairŷ and lass t̂o form

the possessivesingular?

The possessive singular of nouns is formed by annexing an

apostrophe and s to the nominative.

What is the possessivepluralof woman ? Does the nominative

pluralend \n s? How is the possessivepluralformed ? What is

the possessivepluralof faifj? Of lass ? With what letter does

the nominative pluralof these nouns end ? How is the possessive

pluralformed?

When the nominative plural does not end in s, the possessive

plural is formed by annexing an apostrophe and s; but, when

the nominative plural ends in s, the possessive plural is formed

by annexing simply the apostrophe.

Write both the possessivesingular and the possessive

plural of each of the following nouns : "

ox parent fox angel butterfly teacher

scholar farmer wasp friend company Indian

State the differencein meaning between these pairs of

expressions ând tell what makes the difference: "

I. The pupil'sefforts. 2. The rainbow's tints.

The pupils'efforts. The rainbows' tints.
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Rewrite the following expressionsûsing an equivalent

phrase in placeof each possessivenoun : "

The sun's rays. America's history.

The story'send The navigator'scompass.
A bird's wing. The ship'screw.

The parrot'sbeak. A mother's love.

A lily'sperfume. The mountain's height.

The acorn's cup. The ocean's waves.

A flower's petals. A father's care.

The river's bed. The doctor's skill.

A man's reputation. The forest's shade.

The book's cover. A city'spopulation.

Rewrite the following ûsingan equivalentpossessivenoun

in place of each Italicized phrase: "

The streets of the dty.

The sweetness of music.

The depth of the river.

The walls of the castle.

The nest of the swallow.

Dreams of boyhood.

The wand of a fairy.
The hands of a watch.

The cell of the prisoner.

The verdict of the jury.

The conscience of a man.

The colors of the rainbow.

The voice of the singer.
The beauty of the landscape.
The friends of his childhood.

The blue eyes of the child.
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LESSON LXI.

CHOICE OF WORDS.

Study carefullythe words in the followingpairs. Use

each word correctlyin two sentences.

Peaceable. Quiet in reference to outside disturbance.

Peaceful. Quiet in reference to inside disturbance.

Examples. " He is peaceable who makes no tumult.

He is peacefulwho lives in calm enjoyment.

COMPOSITION.

aOW CRUSOE MADE POTTERY.

It would make you pity me, or rather laugh at me, to

know how many awkward ways I took to make earthen

vessels ; what odd, misshapen, ugly things I made ; how

many of them fell in, and how many fell out, the claynot

being stiff enough to bear its own weight ; how some
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cracked by the great heat of the sun ; and how others

crumbled into dust the moment I touched them.

In short, after having labored hard for two months to

find the right kind of clay," to dig it,to bring it home,

and to shape it," I had only two great ugly earthen things

not worthy to be called jars.

Now, it happened one day that I made a hotter fire than

usual for cooking my meat ; and when I went to put it

out, after I had done with it,I found in the ashes a broken

piece of one of my earthenware vessels, burnt as hard as a

stone and as red as a tile.

I was agreeably surprisedto see it,and said to myself

that certainlythese vessels might be made to burn whole

if they would burn broken.

I had no notion of a kiln such as potters use, nor of

glazingthe pots with lead, although I had some lead ; but

I placed three large pipkins and two jars in a pile,one

upon another, and heaped my firewood all round them,

with a great mass of embers underneath.

The fire I pliedwith fresh fuel round the outside and

on the top till I saw the jars inside were red-hot through

and through, and I observed that they did not crack at all.

When I saw that they were clear red, I let them stand in

that heat for five or six hours.

At last I found that one of the jars,though it did not

crack, had begun to melt, or run. The sand which was

mixed with the clay had melted by the violence of the

heat, and would have run into glassif I had gone on.

So I slacked my fire gradually till the earthenware

began to lose its red color ; and watching all night," lest

the fire should die out too fast," I had in the morning
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three very good pipkins and two jars,as hard burnt as

could be desired,and one of them perfectlyglazed with

the melted sand.

After studying carefullythe simplenarrative styleof the

extract from ^^ Robinson Crusoe^' write an account of one of

your own experiences.Perhaps you will choose one of the

following subjects: "

How we Made Maple Sugar. A Good Way to Catch Rats.

Our Snow Fort. How to Make a Kite.

An Bzperiment in Building. My First Attempt at Cooking.

LESSON LXIII.

NOUNS IN APPOSITION.

1
. Longfellowthe poet lived in Cambridge.

2. Longfellow lived in Cambridge, a city near

Boston.

What word in the first sentence is used to explain the noun

Longfellow? If there were several men by the name of I^ng-

fellow,which word would help to explainthe one we mean?

What word in the second sentence means the same as Cam-bridge^

and explainsit?^

Nouns used like poet and city t̂o explain or limit the meaning

of other nouns, and referringto the same persons or things,are

said to be in apposition with those nouns.

With what noun is poet in apposition? With what noun is city

in apposition?

The case of a noun in appositionis the same as the case of the

noun which it explains.

In what case is Longfellow? Why? In what case is poet?

Why? In what case is Cambridge? Why?
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When two or more possessivesaie in apposition,only one takes

the sign; as, "

Longfellow the poet'shome was in Cambridge.

Here Longfellow is in the possessivecase because it denotes

the ownership of the house. The nonn poefs is in the possessive

case because it is in apposition with Longfellow, But only the

nonn poefs takes the sign.

A noun in apposition,if accompanied by modifiers,should be

set off by commas. If the appositivehas no modifiers,no commas

are needed ; as, "

The Emperor William reviewed the German troops.

William, the Emperor of Germany, reviewed the troops.

Tell the case of each noun in the followingsentences, and

give the reason. Give the reason for ecLch punctuation mark.

1. Swift, the author of "Gulliver's Travels," had a

brilliant intellect and a selfish heart.

2. Those green-coated musicians the frogs make holi-day

in the neighboring marshes.

3. The lark, that airylittle musician, is known as an

earlyriser.

4. Miss Alcott, the author of "Little Women," lived

in Concord.

5. Sir Walter Scott, the novelist and poet, had a very

strong affection for animals.

6. It was the great hall of William Rufus; the hall

which had resounded with acclamations at the inaugura-tion
of thirtykings; the hall which had witnessed the

just sentence of Bacon and the just absolution of Somers.

MACAULAY.
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LESSON LXIV.

STUDY OF SELECTION.

HABITS OF FLOWBRS.

Nearly all flowers turn towards the light,as if they loved

it. This habit can be seen by watching plants that are

standing near a window. The flowers will all be bent

towards the light,if the pots are allowed always to stand

in the same position. But by turning them round a little

every day, while the blossoms are opening, the plants can

be made to show flowers on all sides.

Some flowers shut themselves up at night,as if they

were going to sleep,and open again in the morning.

A lazybee was once imprisoned in a tulip. Perhaps he

had done a hard day'swork in gatheringhoney,and at last

had become sleepy. At any rate, he staid too long in

tbe flower, and so was shut in for the night.

The daisy is one of the flowers that close at night.

When it shuts itself up, it forms a little green ball, not

unlike a pea, and can hardlybe known from the green

grass amidst which it lies. But look next morning, and

the ball is open, showing, as the poet says,
"

a golden tuft

within a silver crown." It is a very beautiful sightindeed

to see the grass spangled with daisies shining in the bright

sun. It is said that this flower was at first called days

eyey because it opens its eye at the dawn of day, and that

afterward the name became daisy.

The golden flowers of the dandelion are shut up every

night ; and they are folded so closelytogether in their

green coverings,that theylook like buds which have never
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been opened. In places where the sun is very hot, the

dandelion shuts itself up, even during the day : in this way

it is sheltered in its green covering from the sun, and kept

from fading.

Some flowers hang down their heads at night, as if

nodding in their sleep; but in the morning they lift them

up again to welcome the light. Other flowers have a par-ticular

time to open. The evening primrose,for example, is

so called,because it does not open till evening. Through

spring,summer, and autumn, we have a constant succes-sion

of flowers, each having its own season, and opening at

its appointed time every year.

In what direction do flowers always turn ? How can you make

a plantshow flowers on all sides ?

Do flowers close at night?

What happened one afternoon to a bee that lingeredtoo long

in a tulip?

How does the daisy look at night? What does the poet say of

the daisy? Why is the flower called daisy?

When does the dandelion close its golden flowers?

Do flowers sometimes droop at night? Do certain flowers open

at a particularhour of the day ? At an appointed time of the year ?

1. Write from memory what you have learned of the

habits offlowers,

2. Find out by observation^ and then describe^the habits

of the dandelion blossom^ the clover leaf the morning-glory.

3. Write a composition on
" The Habits of Strange

Plants!' You will find in botanical text-books and encyclo-

pcediasinterestingaccounts of the Venus' s flytrap,the pitcher

plant,the sensitive plant,the night-bloomingcereus.
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objectswithout sex ; it is of the pluralnumber because it denotes

more than one ; it is in the objectivecase because it is the object

of the prepositionin.

Scraps is a common noun because it is a name of a class

of objects; it is of the neuter gender because it is the name of

objectswithout sex ; it is of the pluralnumber because it denotes

more than one ; it is in the nominative case because it is the sub-ject

of the verb possess.

Manuscript is a common noun because it is the name of a class

of objects; it is of the neuter gender because it is the name of

an objectwithout sex ; it is of the singularnumber because it de-notes

but one ; it is in the objective case because it is the object

of the prepositionof,

Mussulman is a proper noun because it is the name of one

of a particularpeople ; it is of the masculine gender because it is

the name of a male person ; it is of the singularnumber because

it denotes but one ; it is in the objectivecase because it is the

objectof the prepositionfor.

After the reasons for the several classificationsare well

understood^ a brieferform may be u^ed; as, "

Volume is a noun, common, neuter, singular,nominative, sub-ject

of the verb has.

Model for Written Exercise.

Parse accordingto the model the nouns in Lesson LXIV.
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LESSON LXVI.

PERSONAL PRONOXTNS.

1. I stood on the bridgeat midnight.

2. Listen, my children, and you shall hear

Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere.

3. Let him not boast who puts his armor on

As he who puts it off,the battle done.

4. Words of welcome and gladness

Fell from her beautiful lips,and blessed the

cup as she gave it.

What part of speech is / in the first sentence ? You, in the

second sentence? He^ his,hiniyin the third? //,in the fourth?

Pronouns used to denote the person or persons speaking are

said to be of the firstperson ; as, /, myy me, we, our, us.

Pronouns used to denote the person or persons spoken to are

said to be of the second person ; as, thou, thy,thine,you, your.

Pronouns used to denote persons or things spoken of are said

to be of the third person ; as, he, she, it,his, her, its,they,their,

them.

Pronouns that have a different form for each person and num-ber

are called personal pronouns.

Point out the personal pronouns in the following sen-tences

: "

I. We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of

doing, while others judge us by what we have already

done. LONGFELLOW.
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2. I vowed that I would dedicate my powers

To thee and thine : have I not kept the vow ?

3. Spider, your web is so light that a dewdrop is

enough to break it.

4. And she glides

Into his darker musings v"th a mild

And healing sympathy, that steals away

Their sharpness ere he is aware. " bryant.

5. And we like,too, old Winter's greeting:

His touch is cold, but his heart is warm ;

So, though he may bring to us wind and storm.

We look with a smile on his well-known form,

And ours is a gladsome greeting.

6. Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice :

Take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment.

7. Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee.

Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers, our tears,

Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,

Are all with thee, " are all with thee !

LONGFELLOW.

LESSON LXVII.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

irUMBBR, GENDER, AITD CASE.

Pronouns, like nouns, are of the singularor pluralnumber ; of

the masculine, feminine, or neuter gender; and in the nomina-tive,

possessive,or objectivecase.

The followingtable gives the different personal pronouns with

their modifications : "
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Declension of Personal Pronouns.

The First Person.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Nom. I Norn, we

Poss. my Poss. our

Obj. me Obj. us

The Second Person.

Ancient Form. Common Form.

The pronouns thou^ thy,thee,and ye, are not now used, except

in poetry or in prayer. They will be found, however, in old writ-ings,

particularlyin the Bible.

Mine and thine are sometimes used for my and thybefore words

beginning with a vowel sound j as, "

Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the

Lord.

If thine enemy hunger, feed him.

The English language lacks a pronoun of singularnumber,

common gender, for example, Who has lost his or her bookf

In such cases, the masculine form is usuallypreferred.
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Point out the personal pronouns in the following sen-tences.

Give the person^ number^ gender^ and case of eachy

with reasons.

1. Ah! what would the world be to us

If the children were no more ?

2. And rd feed the hungry, and clothe the poor,

And all should bless me who left our door.

WHITTIER.

3. If we say, The darkness shall cover us "
in the

darkness, as in the light,our obligationsare yet with us.

WEBSTER.

4. Sister and brother wound their arms around each

other, and the golden lightcame streaming in,and fell upon

them. " DICKENS.

5. The land

Is never lost that has a son to righther.

6. Oh, hear your father,noble youth ! hear him.

SCHILLER.

7. He grew to be revered and admired by his towns-men,

who had at first known him only as an oddity.

EMERSON.

8. I know not how long it was before, to his unspeak-able

joy,he beheld the huge shape of the giant,like a cloud

on the far-off edge of the sea. " hawthorne,

9. Ye sons of freedom, wake to glory!

10. Wit makes its own welcome, and levels all distinc-tions.

" EMERSON.

11. How poor they are that have not patience!

SHAKESPEARE.
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12. The mind of the scholar,if you would have it large

and liberal,should come in contact with other minds.

13. Whene'er a noble deed is wrought.

Whene'er is spoken a noble thought.

Our hearts, in glad surprise,

To higher levels rise.
" longfellow.

14. 'Tis willinghand ! 'tis cheerful heart !

The two best friends I know.

Around the hearth come joy and mirth.

Where'er their faces glow. " mackay.

LESSON LXVIII.

CHOICE OF WORDS.

1. The minister hastened up the aisle.

2. The boy hurried toward the schoolhouse.

Do you think of any difference between the motion of the

minister and that of the boy? Which was quiet,but rapid?

Which was both rapid and irregular?

Hasten and hurry both imply a quick movement; hurry

always adds the idea of excitement or irregularity.

Construct four originalsentences illustratingthe correct

use of: "

hasten hurry

Construct sentences to show the proper use of the following

words:
"

enough healthy pride

sufficient wholesome vanity
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LESSON LXIX.

COMPOSITION.

A LBTTBR.

Elmwood, Cambridge, Mass.,

Jan. 2, 1890.

Dear Friends:

Here I am again in the house where I was born longer

ago than you can remember, though I wish you more New

Year's Days than I have ever had. 'Tis a pleasant old

house, just about twice as old as I am, four miles from

Boston, in what was once the country, and is now a popu-lous

suburb.

My libraryoccupies two rooms opening into each other

by arches at the side of the ample chimneys. The trees

I look out on are the earliest things I remember.

Now for out of doors. What do you suppose the

thermometer is about on this second day of January ? I

was going to say he was standing on his head : at any

rate, he has forgotten what he is about, and is marking

sixty-threedegrees Fahrenheit on the north side of the

house and in the shade !

I forgot one thing. There are plentyof mice in the

wall, and, now that I can't go to the play with you, I

assist at their little tragedies and comedies behind the

wainscot in the night hours, and build up plots in my

fancy. Tis a French company, for I hear them distinctly

say, "Wee, wee,'*

Good by, and take care of yourselvestill I come with

the daffodils. I wish you both many a happy New Year
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Which of the compound personal pronouns are of the firstper-son

? Which are of the second ? Which are of the third ?

Which compound personal pronouns are of the singularnum-ber?

Which are plural? What word is used to form the sin-gulars

? What to form the plurals?

In what case are all the compound personalpronouns in the

sentences at the beginning of this lesson?

The compound personal pronouns are usuallyin the objective

case.

Sometimes, when used to emphasize a noun or pronoun, they

are by appositionin the nominative case ; thus,-"

I myself will do it.

The general himself ordered it.

You yourselveshave defeated it.

Tell the gender^ person, number, and case of each com

pound personalpronoun in the following sentences : "

1. If you would have it well done, " I am only repeat-ing

your maxim, "

You must do it yourself,you must not leave it to

others.

2. Let us, then, be what we are, and speak what we

think, and in all things

Keep ourselves loyalto truth.

3. My father is old, and has nobody but myself to love

him. Hard as you think his heart is, it would break to

lose me.

4. He who destroys a good book kills reason itself.

MILTON.

5. Each man makes his own stature, builds himself.

YOUNG.
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LESSON LXXI.

ABSOLUTE P0SS"S8IV" PRONOXTNS.

This house is my house.

This house is mine.

This house is thy house.

This house is thine.

This house is her house.

This house is hers.

This house is our house.

This house is ours.

This house is your house.

This house is yours.

This house is their house.

This house is theirs.

What is the difference between the firstand second sentences ?

Do they mean the same ? The word mine in the second sentence

takes the place of what words in the first? The words thine
^
hers,

ourSy yours, and theirs,take the place respectivelyof what words ?

When the noun qualifiedby the possessivepronouns my, thy,

her, our, your, or their,is omitted,these pronouns are changed to
^

mine, thine,hers, ours, yours, and theirs.

The pronouns mine, thine, hers, ours, yours, and theirs,are
.

called ABSOLUTE POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS bccausc they are used inde-pendently

of a noun. Be careful not to use an apostrophe in

writing these absolute possessives.
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Rewrite the following sentences, substitutingan appropri-ate

absolute possessivepronoun for the Italicized words: "

1. This bouquet \^ your bouquet,

2. That bouquet is my bouquet.

3. The apples in the basket are their apples,

4. All the largestapples are my apples,

5. What a happy Hie your lifemust be!

6. A sad fate is my fate.

7. Is the tent in the woods ^^"r tentt

8. His class is the most diligentclass in the school.

9. The fastest horses are their horses.

My, thy,our, your, and their are always in the possessivecase ;

but hers, ours, yours, and theirs are never in the possessive

case. They are used in the nominative or the objectivecase.

Suppose we ask the question,Whose book was lost?

These answers might be given : "

Mine was lost. Hers was lost. Ours was lost. Yours was lost.

Theirs was lost.

In each of these answers, the absolute possessiveis in what case?

Why?

Suppose we ask the question,Who lost his book ?

These answers might be given : "

I lost mine. She lost hers. We lost ours. You lost yours.

They lost theirs.

In each of these answers, the absolute possessivewould be in

what case ? Why ?

Write a similar set of answers to each of the following

questions,and state whether the pronouns are in the nomina-tive

or the objectivecase:"^
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1. Whose house was burned ?

2. Whose trees were struck by lightning?

3. Whose boats are the best in the harbor ?

4. Whose fault was it that the watch was lost ?

5. Is the brown-and-white setter your dog?

6. Whose roses were blightedby the storm ?

7. Are the books in the libraryyour books ?

8. Whose carriagewas used ?

9. In whose garden did the gardener plant the vines ?

Point out the possessivepronouns and the absolute possess-

ives in the following sentences. Give the person^ number
^

gender y
and case of each.

I- I have learned to seek my happiness by limitingmy

desires. " john stuart mill.

2. We have met the enemy, and they are ours. " perry.

3. "A daintypair,"the prudent matron said,

"But thine they are not." " bryant.

4. The deadliest foe of all our race,

And hateful unto me and mine !

5. Yours has the sufferingbeen,

The memory shall be ours.

6. But knowing well captivity.

Sweet bird ! I could not wish for thine. " byron.

7. No time is this for hands long over-worn

To task their strength." whittier.

8. Come, good people,all and each.

Come and listen to our speech !

In your presence here I stand.

With a trumpet in my hand. " longfellow.
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LESSON LXXII.

STUDY OF SELECTION.

THB BLUB JATS.

I once had the chance of doing a kindness to a house-hold

of blue jays,which they received with very friendly

condescension. I had had my eye for some time upon a

nest, and was puzzled by a constant flutteringof what

seemed full-grownwings in it whenever I drew nigh. At

last I climbed the tree, in spiteof angry protests from the

old birds against my intrusion. The mystery had a very

simple solution. In buildingthe nest, a long piece of pack-thread

had been somewhat loosely woven in. Three of

the young birds had contrived to entangle themselves in

it,and had become full grown without being able to launch

themselves upon the air. One was unharmed ; another

had so tightlytwisted the cord about its shank that one

foot was curled up and seemed paralyzed; the third, in its

struggles to escape, had sawn through the flesh of the

thigh and so much harmed itself,that I thought it humane

to put an end to its misery. When I took out my knife to

cut their hempen bonds, the heads of the familyseemed to

divine my friendlyintent. Suddenly ceasing their cries

and threats, they perched quietlywithin reach of my hand,

and watched me in my work of manumission. This, owing

to the flutteringterror of the prisoners,was an affair of

some delicacy; but ere long I was rewarded by seeing one

of them flyaway to a neighboring tree, while the cripple,

making a parachute of his wings, came lightlyto the

ground, and hopped off as well as he could with one leg,
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obsequiouslywaited on by his elders. A week later I had

the satisfaction of meeting him in the pine walk, in good

spirits,and already so far recovered as to be able to bal-ance

himself with the lame foot. I have no doubt that in

his old age he accounted for his lameness by some hand-some

story of a wound received at the famous Battle of

the Pines, where one tribe, overcome by numbers, was

driven from its ancient camping ground. " lowell.

Study carefullyLowell* s account of the imprisoned blue

jays.

Tell the story in your own words. You may, ifyou wish,

use the following equivalentexpressions: "

Intrusion = unwelcome Making a parachute of =

entry. spreading.

Launch themselves on Overcome = conquered,

the air = fly. Satisfaction = pleasure.

Humane = kind, merciful. Accounted for = excused.

Manumission = setting Camping ground = strong-

free, hold.

Describe in a similar way an accident you have seen.

Before you begin to write, increase your knowledge of the

subject: "

1. By observation. 3. By readingand study.

2. By experiment. 4. By conversation.

The following subjectswill probably remind you of a

familiar incident : - "

A Mouse that we Caught in a Trap.

Some Ants that Moved a Straw.

Two Birds that Built a Nest in our Apple Tree.

A Canary Bird that Left its Home.
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LESSON LXXIII.

PUNCTUATION." THB COMKA.

A comma (,)is placed after each word in a series of words alike

in 'grammaticalconstruction ; thus, "

The wisest,brightest,meanest, of mankind.

Infancy,childhood, youth, manhood, age, are different stages

in human life.

X. If the last word of the series is preceded by a conjunction, a comma is not

placed after it ; thus,"

Ease, indulgence,luxury,and sloth make man a poor, sordid,

selfish,and wretched being.

a. If the words in a series are severaUy connected by conjunctions,a comma is

not used; thus,"

The air and earth and water teem with delightedexistence.

The mind is that which knows and feels and thinks.

3. If only one word foUows the series,a comma is not placed after the last word

of the series; thus,"

He was a resolute,self-possessed,decided man.

David was a wise,good, pious king.

They taught,urged,threatened,lectured him.

4. If the series is composed of pairsof wbrds, a conmia is placed after each pair;

thus,"

Draw from lifethe utmost it will yieldfor honor and usefulness,

culture and enjoyment, health and affection.

Explain the use of the comma in the followingsentences.

Write the sentences from dictation.

I. Let all the ends thou aim'st at be thy country's,

Thy God's, and truth's. " Shakespeare.
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17. How nobly those inverted commas, those italics,

those capitals,bring out the writer's wit, and relieve the

eye ! They are as good as jokes,though you mayn't quite

perceivethe point." thackeray.

18. The rich and the poor, the wise and the ignorant,

the strong and the weak, are all brothers.

19. Were all these changing beauties of form and

color to disappear, how unsightly and dull and dreary

would be this world of ours !

20. Poverty and sickness, oppression and misery, were

the lot of the French peasantry in the eighteenth century.

21. Shining and tall and fair and straight

As the pillarthat stood by the Beautiful Gate.

LOWELL.

LESSON LXXIV.

PRONOUN AND ANTECEDENT.

1. The man lost his pocketbook and all the

money he had with him.

2. The woman lost her pocketbook and all the

money she had with her.

3. The men lost their pocketbooks and all the

money theyhad with them.

In place of what noun is the pronoun his used ? The pronoun
,

he ? The pronoun him 9

In place of what noun is the pronoun her used ? The pronoun

she?

In place of what noun is the pronoun /54^/rused? The pro-noun

they? The pronoun them ?
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The noun for which a pronoun stands is called its antecedent.

What is the antecedent of his ? Oi he? Of him ? What is

the gender of man? What is the person? The number? The

pronouns he^ his^ and him^ are in what person, number, and

gender ?

In the second sentence, what are the person, number, and

gender of woman ? Of she and her ?

What are the person, number, and gender of men in the third

sentence ? Of they t̂heir
^
and them ?

A pronoun must agree with its antecedent in person, number,

and gender.

Point out the antecedent of each personalpronoun in the

following sentences^ and give the person^ number
y
and gender

of both the antecedent and the pronoun : "

1. A lightbroke in upon my brain, "

It was the carol of a bird ;

It ceased, and then it came again,

The sweetest song ear ever heard. " byron.

2. My country, 'tis of thee,

Sweet land of liberty.

Of thee I sing." s. f. smith.

3. When a man has not a good reason for doing a

thing,he has one good reason for lettingit alone. " scott.

4. God's ways seem dark, but soon or late

They touch the shininghills of day." whittier.

5. I have ships that went to sea

More than fiftyyears ago ;

None have yet come home to me.

But are sailingto and fro. " coffin.
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6. Comrades, leave me here a little,while as yet 'tis

earlymorn :

Leave me here, and when you want me, sound upon

the bugle horn.
" tennysgn.

7. There is always room for a man of force, and he

makes room for many. " emerson.

8. With spidersI had friendshipmade.

And watched them in their sullen trade.

Had seen the mice by moonlight play,

And why should I feel less than they }
" byrgn.

9. Sweet streamlet ! What a bright life must have

been yours ! What flowers must have fringedyour gliding

way, what rosy clouds you have reflected, what lilies you

have nourished, what stars have risen to tell you their

secret ere they have set!
" cgnway.

LESSON LXXV.

TWO OR MORE ANTECEDENTS.

1. Ethel and Elaine had their picturestaken.

2. Ethel or Elaine had her picturetaken.

What are the antecedents of their? In what number is each

antecedent? By what are the antecedents connected? Does the

connective make us consider both girlstogether? Have the two,

thus, a singular,or a pluralsignificance? Is the pronoun their

singular,or plural?

When a pronoun has two or more singular antecedents con-nected

by and, it must agree with them in the plural number.

How many antecedents has her in the second sentence? In

what number is each ? By what are the antecedents connected ?
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Does this connective make us consider the girlstogether,or

separately? Does the sentence mean that one, or both, had

their picturestaken ? In what number is her?

When a pronoun has two or more singular antecedents connected

by or or /lor, it must agree with each in the singular number.

But when one of the antecedents is plural,the pronoun must

be pluralalso.

When a pronoun has for an antecedent a collective noun in the

singular which stands for many as one whole, the pronoun must

agree with it in the singular.

The board holds its regularmeetings on the first

Tuesday of each month.

Mention the antecedents of the pronouns in the following

sentences^ and tell in what number each is. Tell in what

number each pronoun is^and why.

1. James and Edward lost their way.

2. James or Edward lost his way.

3. The maple and the chestnut shed their leaves in the

fall.

4. Either the elm or the maple throws its shadow

across my window.

5. Neither George nor Harry is willingto go.

6. Either James or Henry will come and bring his

games with him.

7. Such was the appearance of Ichabod and his steed,

as they shambled out of the gate of Hans van Ripper,

and it was altogether such an apparitionas is seldom to

be met with in broad daylight.
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LESSON LXXVI.
,

CHARLES DICKENS'S RAVEN.

Charles Dickens was fond of keeping ravens in his

youth,and some of his experiences are related in the pref-ace

to "Barnaby Rudge." His first pet sleptin a stable,

generally on horseback. He terrified a Newfoundland

dog by his tricks,and often walked off unmolested with the

dog*s dinner. He was increasingin intelligencewhen, in

an evil hour, his stable was newly painted. He observed

the workmen closely,saw that they were careful of their

pigments, and immediately decided to outwit them. While

they were at dinner one day, he began to eat the white lead

they had left behind. Alas ! this youthful follyresulted

in death.

Who was Charles Dickens? Have you ever read "Barnaby

Rudge"? Which of Dickens's pets is described in the preface?

Where did the raven sleep? How did he frightenthe dog? What

do you understand by "increasing in intelligence"? How did

the raven lose his life? Is white lead poisonous?

1. Tell in your own words the story of Charles Dickens^ s

pet raven,

2. Write a similar story
^
tellingof the experiencesof one

ofyour own pets.

Construct your sentences so that there can be no doubt as to

the antecedent of each pronoun.

Be careful to set qualifying phrases or clautet at near as poa-

Bible to the words they modify.
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LESSON LXXVII.

INTSRR06ATIVS PRONOUNS.

1. AVho gave me this book ? Henry.

2. Which of the boysgave me this book ? Henry

3. Here are two books. Which will you take ?

4. What is in the box ? Wood.

What is the answer to the firstquestion? Which word in the

question represents Henry? It is therefore what part of speech?

Which word in the second questionrepresents Henry ?

What does the pronoun which in the third sentence represent ?

What does the pronoun what represent in the fourth question?

The pronouns whoy which, and what, when used to ask ques-tions,

are called interrogative pronouns.

The interrogativepronouns {who, which, and what) are not

changed in form to indicate person, gender,and number.

Who is used in asking questions referringto persons (first

question)
.

Which is used in asking questionsreferringto persons (second

question)or things(thirdquestion).

What is used in asking questions referringto things (fourth

question).

The interrogativewho shows by its form what case it is in;

" thus,"

Nom, Who saw the book?

Poss, Whose book is it?

Obj. By whom was the book seen?

Which and what are never in the possessivecase, and theyhave

the same forms both in the nominative and in the objective.
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Point out the interrogativepronouns in the following sen-tences^

tell the case of each, and give the reason : "

1. Wliich is the lovelier," the lily,or the rose ?

2. Who knows the errors of his thoughts ?

3. Who shall nerve heroic boys

To hazard all in freedom's fight? " emerson.

4. And what is so rare as a day in June ? " lowell.

5. Which is the wind^that brings the rain ?
" stedman.

6. What flower is this that greets the morn,

Its hues from heaven so freshlyborn? " holmes.

7. Who shall rise and cast away,

First, the burden of the day ?

Who assert his place,and teach

Lighter labor,nobler speech,

Standing firm, erect, and strong.

Proud as freedom, free as song? " bayard taylor.

LESSON LXXVIIL

RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

1. I met a man who helped me.

2. The dog which was shot had bitten the boy.

3. I gave the pictureto a boy that I liked.

4. We return to the books that we enjoy.

5. The boy read what he had written.

What man did I meet? By what words is the noun man

modified ?

What dog had bitten the boy? By what words is the noun dog

modified ?
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preposition,and as the subjector objectof the verb in the clause

it introduces.

A relative pronoun, because it connects the clause itintroduces

to the principalclause,is properly a conjunctive pronoun.

Declension of Relatives.

That and what are not modified to indicate case.

Mention the relative pronouns in the following sentences^

state the antecedent of each^ read the clause that it intra-

duces
^
and tell what case the relative is in and why : "

1. The willow which bends to the tempest often es-capes

better than the oak which resists it." scott.

2. They never fail,who die

In a great cause ! " byron.

3. Nature never did betray the heart that loved her.

WORDSWORTH.

4. A gentle stream, whose murm'ring wave did play.

SPENSER.

5. Give plentyof what is given to you.-^ phcebe cary.

6. He who would search for pearlsmust dive below.

DRYDEN.

7. The wand'ring streams that shine between the hills.

The grots that echo to the tinklingrills." pope.
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8. We should rejoiceif those who rule our land

Be men who hold its many blessingsdear.

COLERIDGE.

9. To every man give that which most he needs ;

Do that which he can never do for you. " schefer.

10. O holy Night ! from thee I learn to bear

What man has borne before.
" longfellow.

11. He that lacks time to mourn lacks time to mend.

HENRY TAYLOR.

12. There is a tide in the affairs of men,

Which, taken at its flood,leads on to fortune.

SHAKESPEARE.

13. Thoreau, who has a strange facultyof findingwhat

the Indians have left behind them, first set me on the

search ; and I afterwards enriched myself with some very

perfect specimens, so rudely wrought that it seemed

almost as if chance had fashioned them. " hawthorne.

14. Who would not be tempted to frequent irritation

if he could enjoy that giftfor which the poet so foolishly

prayed, the giftof seeing himself as others saw him, and

recognize his infinitesimal importance in the eyes of his

fellows } " A. p. RUSSELL.

15. I hear a voice you cannot hear,

Which says I must not stay ;

I see a hand you cannot see,

Which beckons me away. " tickell.

16. The flowers our mothers and sisters used to love

and cherish, those which grew beneath our eaves and by

our doorstep, are the ones we always love best. " holmes.
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LESSON LXXIX.

PUNCTUATION." THE KELATIVS CLAUSE.

A relative clause which simplyexplainsits antecedent is sepa-rated

from the rest of the sentence by a comma, or commas;

thus,"

His plan,which was original,was full of genius.

Cherish true patriotism,which has its root in benevo-lence.

If the relative clause restricts the meaning of the antecedent,

no comma is used ; thus,"

It was only a few discerning friends who perceived the

dawn of his future eminence.

No facultylives within us which the soul can spare.

Justifythe tise or omission of the comma in the following

sentences. Write the sentences from dictation.

1. Books, which are the repositoriesof knowledge, are

an indispensablepart of the furniture of a house.

2. Storms do not rend the sail that is furled.

3. He who reads in a proper spiritcan scarcelyread

too much.

4. We must be courteous to a man as to a picture,which

we are willingto give the advantage of a good light.

EMERSON

5. I count him a great man who inhabits a higher sphere

of thought, into which other men rise with difficultyand

labor. " EMERSON.

6. He that is good at making excuses is seldom good

for anything else. " franklin.
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7. The subtle spiderthat from overhead,

Hung like a spy on human guiltand error,

Suddenly turned, and up its slender thread

Ran with a nimble terror. " hood.

8. They are never alone that are accompanied with

noble thoughts.

9. He was a man whom nothing could turn aside from

the path which duty pointed out.

LESSON LXXX.

THE RIGHT WORD IK THE RIGHT PLACE.

Study carefullythe use of the following words, and con-

struct sentences of your own to show that you understand

the meaning of each word: "

Eager. A shrewd trader is eager for profit.

Earnest. A lawyer is earnest in his pleading.

Permanent. Durable materials should be united with

Durable. graceful architecture in that which is

designed to be permanent.

Economical. We must not conclude that, because one

Frugal. is frugal and economical, one must be

Parsimonious, also parsimonious and niggardly.

Haughty. Arrogant manners often accompany a

Arrogant. haughty carriage.

Diligent. They were industrious in their pursuits.

Industrious. and diligentin their researches.

Sorrow. You feel sorrow while your friend is ill,

Grief. griefwhen he dies.
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LESSON LXXXL

ADJECTIVE PRONOUNIS.

1. We looked at many houses, but few houses

seemed suitable.

2. We looked at many houses, but few seemed

suitable.

3. We called both boys,but neither boy came.

4. We called both boys,but neither came.

What noun is used twice in the first sentence? How many

times does the same noun occur in the second sentence? AVhat

part of speech isfew in the first sentence? How is it used in the

second sentence ? Of what noun does it take the place?

What part of speech are both and neither in the third sentence ?

In place of what word is neither used in the fourth?

Adjectiveslike many y
few, both,and fieither,when they take the

place of the nouns which they qualify,or are used instead of

them, are called adjective pronouns.

The principaladjectivepronouns are all,any, another, both,

each, either,enough, few, former, latter,last,little,many, much,

neither,none, one, other,some, same, such, this,that,these,those.

When they accompany the noun, they are parsed as adjectives;

when they represent the noun, they are parsed as pronouns.

Mention the adjectivepronouns in the folloiving sen-tences,

and state the noun which each represents : "

1. That which made these men, and men like these,

cannot die.

2. Known to me well are the faces of all.
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3. For many are called,but few are chosen.

4. There is a calm for those who weep.

5. He that plantstrees loves others besides himself.

6. The mountain and the squirrel

Had a quarrel,

And the former called the latter," Little Prig."

7. Have love,not love alone for one ;

But man as man thy brother call ;

And scatter, like the circlingsun.

Thy charities on all." schiller.

LESSON LXXXII.

COMPOSITION.

HOW SBBDS GROW INTO PLANTS.

Plant a handful of beans in moist earth. Keep them in

a very warm place ând examine otie every day.

Study carefullythe following hints
^
and make a record

of what you observe.

First Day. After soaking the beans in water for a few

hours, break one open and notice its parts. The thick

seed leaves are called cotyledons. These are inclosed in

a covering or coat. At the upper end they are connected

with a stemlet called the radicle. Above this you will see

a tiny bud or plumule.

Second Day. Dig up one of the sproutingseeds. Take

a needle and carefullyseparate the parts. You will prob-ably

find the upper end of the radicle bent over, and you

will notice the wrinkled leaves of the plumule.
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Third Day. Dig up another bean. Split it open, and

see if the stem or radicle is growing. How do the tiny

leaves of the plumule look ?

Fourth Day. Dig up a fourth bean, and see how the

plantletis getting ready for life in two worlds, "
the at-mosphere

above and the soil beneath. Measure the young

leaflets and the tiny roots.

Fifth Day. Probably your beans are now above the

ground. The skin has become a small dry husk, and the

two thick seed leaves are turning green.

Sixth Day. The tiny wrinkled leaves have grown

greener and larger. They are heart-shaped; and between

their stems is a little bud that will soon shoot up, and put

out other leaves.

Seventh Day. For a week, the plant has been livingon

the food stored up in the thick seed leaves. Now it has

long fibrous roots and green leaves ; henceforth it can get

its food from the soil and the air.

LESSON LXXXIII.

HOW TO PARSE PRONOUNS.

To parse a pronoun^ state ; "

1. Class
" personal, interrogative,relative (conjunc-tive),

or adjective,and why.

2. Gender " masculine, feminine, or neuter, and why.

3. Person " first,second, or third, and why.

4. Number
" singularor plural,and why.

5. Ca^e " nominative, possessive, or objective, and

why.
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Us is a personalpronoun because it shows by its form that it is

of the firstperson, pluralnumber, objectivecase. It is the object

of the prepositionamong.

A shorter method of oral parsing is suggestedin lesson on

parsingnouns.

The form given in Lesson LXV. for a written parsing exercise

will be available here,except that one more column will be needed

for person.

Parse the pronouns in the following sentences: "

1. He met with a great many strange adventures, which

would be well worth your hearing if I had leisure to nar-rate

them as minutely as they deserve.

2. O sweet is the new violet,that comes beneath the

skies.

And sweeter is the young lamb's voice to me that

cannot rise.

And sweet is all the land about, and all the flowers

that blow.

And sweeter far is death than life to me that long

to go. " TENNYSON.

3. Continue thou in the things which thou hast

learned and hast been assured of,knowing of whom thou

hast learned them. " bible.

4. And but for those vile guns,

He would himself have been a soldier.

SHAKESPEARE.

5. How happy is he born or taught.

That serveth not another's will ;

Whose armor is his honest thought.

And simple truth his utmost skill." wotton.
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6. Our acts our angelsare, or good or ill,

Our fatal shadows that walk by us still.
" Fletcher.

7. And then the brook noted that none of these lived

to themselves alone. The tree gave its fruit to the birds,

and afforded quiet,shaded resting places for their nests.

The birds brooded and fed their little ones. The rabbits

and squirrelswere busy carrying home food to their fami-lies.

The elder,which bloomed beside her, gave its blos-soms

to make tea for a sick child, as she learned from the

talk of two little girlswho came for them. She was rest-less,

they said,and it would soothe her to sleep. All were

busy, all contented. " children's hour.

LESSON LXXXIV.

KINDS OF SENTENCES.

1. Harold bought an interestingbook.

2. Harold bought a book that interested him.

3. Harold bought a book, and his mother read

it to him.

By what is the noun book modified in the first sentence }

In the second } How do the sentences differ in form }

Point out the principal clause of the second sentence.

Point out the modifying clause.

How many clauses make up the third } Is one a

principaland the other a modifying clause, or are they of

equal importance } By what are they connected }

A sentence like the first,which consists of a single

statement, is called a simple sentence.
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A sentence like the second, which contains a clause that

modifies some other word in the sentence, is called a com-plex

SENTENCE.

A sentence like the third, which consists of two or more

clauses of equal importance connected by a conjunction,

is called a compound sentence.

State if each of the following sentences is simple ĉom

plex, or compound. In the case of complex and compound

sentences point out the clauses.

1. Men have done brave deeds,

And bards have sung them well.

2. How can we expect a harvest of thought who have

not had a seedtime of character.? " thoreau.

3. The toll gatherer lived with his familyin a house on

the bridge.

4. The streams were full of trout then, and the moose

and the elk left their broad tracks on the sands of the

river. " warner.

5. Only he can be trusted with giftswho can present a

face of bronze to expectations." thoreau.

LESSON LXXXV.

COMPOSITION.

PLANT GROWTH.

Plant in warm, moist earth six seeds each, of the pea, the corn,

the squash,the morning-glory. Examine one every day,and study

carefullythe various changes. Write down exactlywhat you see

as you watch the growth of your seedlings.
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From the record of your observations give an account of

how seeds grow into plants. Describe : "

1. The swellingof the seed.

2. The bursting of the outer covering.

3. The form and color of the first leaves.

4. The growth of the stem, of the root.

5. The appearance of the second leaves.

6. The young plant.

Remember that ideas only slightlyconnected in sense should

not be crowded into one sentence.

LESSON LXXXVI.

PUNCTUATION. " THE COMMA.

A comma is placed after each phrase or clause in a series of

phrases or clauses alike ia grammatical construction ; thus, "

This lovelyland,this gloriousliberty,these benign institutions,

are ours to enjoy,ours to preserve.

The same vigor of thought, the same form of expression,the

short sentences, have been developed.

A parenthetical word, phrase, or clause is separated from the

rest of the sentence by commas ; thus, "

True eloquence,indeed, does not consist in mere speech.

Speak for,not against,the principlesof love and peace.

There were, surely,always pretendersin science.

Words, phrases, and clauses used out of the natural order are

usuallyseparated from the rest of the sentence by commas ; thus, -^

In believingattainment possible,you will make it so.

On these plains,thousands of cattle range.
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Explain the use of the comma in the following sentences.

Write the sentences from dictation,

1. A form more fair,a face more sweet,

Ne*er hath it been my lot to meet.

2. On that plain,in rosy youth, they had fed their

father's flocks.

3. There, where a few torn shrubs the place disclose,

The villagepreacher'smodest mansion rose.

4. Of all the solitaryinsects I have ever remarked, the

spider is the most sagacious.

5. Next to Washington, Greene was the ablest com-mander

in the Revolutionary army. " j. t. headley.

6. Concentration is the secret of strength in politics,

in war, in trade.
" emerson.

7. Dead silence succeeded the bellow of the thunder,

the roar of the wind, the rush of the waters, the moaning

of the beasts, the screaming of the birds.

8. When there was any extraordinarypower of per-formance,

when great national movements began, when

heroes existed, the human soul was in earnest. " emerson.

9. Natural history may, I am convinced, take a pro-found

hold upon practicallife by its influence over our finer

feelings." huxley.

10. The great make us feel,first of all,the indifference

of circumstances. " emerson.

11. Modern times, with all their boasted progress, have

never produced as strong a man as Samson, as meek a man

as Moses, as wise a man as Solomon.

12. Beyond all wealth, honor, or even health, is the

attachment we form to noble souls. " dr. Arnold.
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LESSON LXXXVII.

fiEVIEW. " NOUNS AND PRONOUNS.

1. Express in your own words the chief distinctions

between common and proper nouns. Apply your explana-tion

to the nouns cityand Rome.

2. From the selection "The Blue Jays,"Lesson LXXIL,

select examples of collective,abstract, and verbal nouns.

3. The pluralof nouns is usuallyformed by adding s or

es to the singular. Explain the followingplurals: loaves^

ntice ĉitiesyteeth k̂nives.

4. Write the plural of box^ pencil p̂iano^ gulf^ ox^

poppy y
journey.

5. State the gender of the following nouns : countess
^

tiger
y

tree
y
founder y

island.

6. Explain the term objectivecase. Distinguish be-tween

predicatenominative and objectivecomplement.

7. Mention the different classes of pronouns, and illus-trate

each.

8. What is the difference in use between my and

mine ? Give illustrations.

9. Are the possessiveforms of pronouns swelledwith

an apostrophe } Illustrate.

10. What is the peculiar use of absolute possessive

pronouns ? Illustrate.

1 1. Mention the compound personal pronouns, and tell

how each is formed.

12. Write sentences containing who as a relative,who

as an interrogative,which as a relative,which as an

interrogative.
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LESSON LXXXVIII.

KINDS OF ADJECTIVES.

There was an English poet who speaks of the

dim, religiouslight transmitted through painted

glass. I have always admired this richlydescriptive

phrase." hawthorne.

What word does each adjectivein the above sentence modify?

Adjectiveslike English^diniyreligious
,
painted

,
and descriptive^

that qualifyor describe a noun or pronoun, are called quaufying

or DESCRIPTIVE ADJECTIVES.

Adjectiveslike atiy the,and this,that limit the meaning of a

noun or pronoun, are called limiting adjectives.

Descriptiveadjectivesare sometimes derived from other parts

of speech ; as, proper adjectivesfrom proper nouns, French from

France, American from America, etc.

Participlesare sometimes used as adjectives; as, "

The frightened deer fled from the pursuing hunter.

Such words may be called descriptive adjectives or parti-cipial

ADJECTIVES.

Two words are sometimes joinedtogetherby a hyphen to form

one descriptiveadjective; as, "

The star-spangledbanner in triumph shall wave

O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

I fetched my sea-bom treasures home.

Such adjectivesare sometimes called compound adjectives.

Limiting adjectivesare divided into four classes : "

I. Articles: a and an,./W^"//5?; ih",definite.
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6. A littlechild,

A littlemeek-faced, quiet,villagechild,

.

Sat singing at her cottage door at eve

A low, sweet sabbath song. " thomas westwood.

7. I love to hear thine earnest voice.

Wherever thou art hid,

Thou testy littledogmatist,

Thou pretty Katydid !
" holmes.

8. I see the convent's gleaming wall

Rise from its grove of pine,

And towers of old cathedrals tall.

And castles by the Rhine. " Longfellow.

9. A shining Hour, with golden plumes, was laden

with a deed

Of generous sacrifice a child had done for one in

need. " mrs. Gordon.

!0. The riches of the Commonwealth

Are free,strong minds and hearts of health ;

And more to her than gold or grain,

The cunning hand and cultured brain. " whittier-

LESSON LXXXIX.

THE RIGHT WORD IN THE RIGHT PLACK.

1. Mark Twain told a funny story.

2. My umbrella has a queer handle.

3. Puss is an odd name for a boat.

Which adjective means amusing? Which means unusual?

Which means to differ in some odd way from the ordinary?

Which is derived from a word meaning twisted ?
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Which of these words are properly appliedto largeobjects?

Which of these words do you apply to thingspleasingto the

senses? Which refer to unpleasant objects?

Which of these words are properly applied to flowers? To

fruit? To articles of dress ? To buildings? To mountains ? To

pictures? To music?

Which express fear? Love? Reverence? Which describe

habits? Character?

Illustrate by originalsentences the exact use of real,awful,

splendid,lovely,delicious,horrid,funny, queer, odd.

Completethefollowing sentences by insertingfor the blanks

appropriatewords : "

He heard the thunder of battle.

The camel is an looking animal.

Yesterday was a day.

She has a headache.

The oriental nations have customs.

He told a story.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

This chocolate is

The book has a " cover.
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9. They have moved into a house.

10. Aunt Harriet brought home from Europe a

lace collar.

11. Marjorie is a child.

12. Her mother is a very woman.

13. She is a very companion.

14. The scenery of the Yosemite Valleyis
,

15. The Alps are
.

16. The pine is a tree.

17. We saw many cathedrals.

18. The sunset was
.

19. The cook makes bread.

20. The music of the opera was
.

21. Tiffany'sexhibit at the Chicago Fair was

22. The displayof silver was very .

23. Jackanapes is an title for a book.

24. We met a tramp.

25. Try to keep your writing desk in order.

LESSON XC.

STUDY OP A POEM.

LITTLB BY LITTLB.

"Little by little,"an acorn said,

As it slowlysank in its mossy bed,

"I am improving every day,

Hidden deep in the earth away."

Little by little each day it grew ;

Little by little it sipped the dew ;

Downward it sent out a thread-like root ;

Up in the air spread a tiny shoot.
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Day after day, and year after year.

Little by littlethe leaves appear ;

And the slender branches spread far and wide.

Till the mighty oak is the forest's pride.

Far down in the depths of the dark-blue sea

An insect train works ceaselessly:

Day by day they are buildingwell.

Each one alone in his little cell,

Moment by moment, and day by day.
Never stopping to rest or to play.
Rock upon rock they are rearinghigh,

Till the top looks out on the sunny sky.
And the summer sunbeams gaylysmile

On the buds and flowers of a coral isle.

"Little by little,"said a thoughtfulboy,
" Moment by moment, I'llwell employ.

Learning a little every day,

And not misspending my time in play;

And stillthis rule in my mind shall dwell :

* Whatever I do, I will do it well/

Little by little,I'll learn to know

The treasured wisdom of long ago p

And one of these days,perhaps,will see

That the world will be the better for me."

Where did the acom sleep? What did it sip? What did it

send down into the earth? What sprung up into the air? What

appeared day after day? What spread far and wide? How are

coral islands built? What lessons did the boy learn from the

acom and the coral polyp? What rule did he adopt? How

may we learn wisdom? Will a good and studious boy grow into
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2l worthy and wise man? Will the world be better because he

lived?

Write a compositionon
" The Acorn and the Boy**

I Tell how the acorn grew into an oak tree. Describe

the bursting of the shell,the growth of the root and stem,

the appearance of the leaves, the development of the

branches.

2. Tell how a boy may grow into a useful man. De-scribe

his progress in school, the habits he forms, the work

he is planningto do, his influence on those around him.

LESSON XCI.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.

1. William caught a large bass, James a larger

one, but Harry'swas the largest.

2. We thought the road through the woods

short, we found the path across the field shorter,

but the walk along the beach was the shortest.

What is added to the adjective iarge^in the first sentence,

to enable us to express our comparison of James's fish and

William's? Of Harry's and James's and William's?

What is added to the adjectiveshort to enable us to express

the comparison of the field path with the wood road? Of the

beach walk with both the other ways ?

The annexing of er and est to adjectivesto indicate different

degreesof qualityor quantityis called comparison of adjectives.

Adjectiveslike large and short, which simply express the

qualityor quantity of an object without reference to any other,

are said to be of the POsrrivE degree.
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Adjectiveslike latter and shorter ŵhich denote that the object

possesses the property in a greater or less degree compared with

one or more, are said to be in the comparative degree.

Adjectives like largestand shot testy which denote that the

object possesses the property in the highest or lowest degree of

all that are considered,are said to be in the superij^tive degree.

Most adjectives of one syllable(and some of more than one)

form the comparative by adding er, and the superlativeby adding

esf
,

to the positive.

Write sentences^ using the following adjectivesin the

comparative or the superlativedegree. Form the compara-tive

or superlativeby annexing er or est.

Caution. " In annexing er or est to the positivedegree of an

adjective,observe the rules for spellingthat relate to final letters ;

thus, large
y
larger; happy

^
happiest.

Adjectives,particularlymost of those of more than one sylla-ble,

are also compared by means of the adverbs more and most^

and less and least; thus,"

PosiHvey An ambitious man.

Comparative
y

A more ambitious man.

Superlativey The most ambitious man.

Positivey An expensive trip.

ComparaHvey A less expensive trip.

Superlative, The least expensivetrip.
,
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Select eightof the following adjectives,form the compar-ative

of each by the use of more or less,and use it in a sen-

tence. Form the superlativeof each of the remaining seven

by the use of most or least,and use each in a sentence.

Commit to memory the comparatives and superlativesof

the following adjectives,which are said to be compared irreg*

ularly,and be prepared to write them : "
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LESSON XCII.

COMPOSITION. " COMPARISON.

EXBRCISB8 nr THB USB OP ADJBCTIVBS.

1. Write sentences about the following objects. In what

respects are they alike f How do they differ? Which do

you like best ? Why ?

A leaf and a flower. A watch and a clock.

A sled and a boat. A penciland a pen.

2. Siudy the following substances^and write sentences

describingtheir qualitiesand important uses.

Gold and iron. Cotton and wool.

Wheat and coffee. Leather and rubber.

3. Study the following animals^ and compare them with

respect to their size^habits
^

and value to mankind.

The horse and the camel. The dog and the fox.

The bee and the butterfly. The parrot and the canary.

LESSON XCIIL

STUDY OP A DESCRIPTION.

THB VAN TASSBL HOUSB.

It was one of those spacious farmhouses, with high-

ridged but lowly-slopingroofs, built in the stylehanded

down from the first Dutch settlers; the low projecting

eaves forming a piazza along the front capable of being

closed up in bad weather. Under this were hung flails,

harness, various utensils of husbandry, and nets for fishing
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in the neighboring river. Benches were built along the

sides tor summer use ; and a great spinning wheel at one

end and a churn at the other, showed the various uses to

which this important porch might be devoted.

From this piazza the wandering Ichabod entered the

hall,which formed the center of the mansion and the place

of usual residence. Here, rows of resplendent pewter,

ranged on a .longdresser, dazzled his eyes. In one corner

stood a huge bag of wool ready to be spun ; in another, a

quantity of linsey-woolseyjust from the loom. Ears of

Indian corn, and stringsof dried apples and peaches, hung

in gay f"stoons along the wall, mingled with the gaud of

red peppers ; and a door left ajargave him a peep into the

best parlor,where the claw-footed chairs and dark mahogany

tables shone like mirrors. Andirons, with their accompany-ing

shovel and tongs, glistenedfrom their covert of aspara-gus

tops; mock oranges and conch shells decorated the

mantelpiece; stringsof various-colored birds* eggs were

suspended above it ; a great ostrich egg was hung from the

center of the room ; and a corner cupboard, knowingly left

open, displayed immense treasures of old silver and well-

mended china.
" irving.

After studying carefullythe foregoing descriptionŵrite

out from memory : "

1. What Ichabod saw as he approached the Van Tassel

house.

2. What he noticed after entering the house.

Avoid closingsentences and clauses with short and unimportant

words.
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LESSON XCIV.

ADJECTIVE PHRASES.

1. The trees alon^ the road have been trimmed.

2. We reached the fence across the pasture,

3. A field of clover attracted a swarm of bees.

What trees have been trimmed ? By what phrase is the noun

trees limited? By what is the noMXi fence limited? What kind of

field is mentioned ? What words qualifythe noun field? What

kind of swarm is mentioned? What words qualifythe noun

swarm?

Expressions like along the road, across the pasture, of clover
y
of

bees,are called phrases. Because such phrases are introduced by

prepositions,they are called preposhional phrases.

When they perform, as in the sentences above, the office of

an adjective,and qualifyor limit a noun, they are called adjective

PHRASES.

Point out the prepositionaladjectivephrases in the follow-ing

sentences, and mention the nouns which they limit : "

1. The apples are ripein the orchard.

The work of the reaper is done.

And the golden woodlands redden

In the lightof the dying sun. " winter.

2. Ideas are the great warriors of the world. " garfield.

3. April cold with dropping rain

Willows and lilacs brings again.

The whistle of returning birds,

And trumpet lowing of the herds.
" emerson.
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4. Order is the sanityof the mind, the health of the

body, the peace of the city,the securityot the state.

SOUTHEY.

5. A man's own good breeding is the best security

againstother people'sill manners. " lord chesterfield.

6. Mirth and cheerfulness are but the reward of inno-cence

of life.

7. Dreams are the brightcreatures of poem and legend,

who sport on earth in the night season, and melt away in

the first beam of the sun. " dickens.

8. And cradled there in the scented hay.

In the air made sweet by the breath of kine,

The little child in the manger lay,

The child that would be king one day

Of a kingdom not human but divine.

LONGFELLOW.

An adjectivephrase may be sometimes substituted for an adjec-tive;

thus,"

1. Country roads are often muddy.

Roads in the country are often muddy.

2. I noticed an interestingitem.

I noticed an item of interest.

3. The prizewas a scientific book.

The prizewas a book on science.

Rewrite the following sentences^ changing each adjective

into an equivalentadjectivephrase : "

1. It was a summer evening.

2. Their knell was rung by fairyhands.

3. He climbed the tower by the wooden stairs.
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4. The boy seemed almost lifeless.

5. The world stillwants light-heartedmen.

5. Speechless they gazed upon the sky.

7. The northern hurricane swept across the prairie.

8. Build up heroic lives.

9. The oak trees bent before the fury of the wind.

10. Heavenly blessingsfall upon thy head.

LESSON XCV.

HOW TO PARSE ADJECTIVES.

To parse an adjective,state.: "

1. Class
" descriptive(proper or participial),or limiting

(article,numeral, distributive,or demonstrative).

2. Degree of Comparison " positive,comparative, or

superlative.

3. Use "
the noun which it modifies, or the verb which

it completes and the noun or pronoun to which

it relates.

MODBL FOR BXBRCISB.

I learned this night how fragrantthe English

elder is while in bloom. " burroughs.

This is a demonstrative adjective,and limits the noun night

Fragrant is a descriptiveadjective,positivedegree,completes

the verb w, and relates to the noun elder.

The is a definite article,and limits the noun elder,

English is a proper adjective,and qualifiesthe noun elder.

Parse the adjectivesfound in the exercises arranged for

Lessons LXXXVL, XCIV.
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LESSON XCVI.

DIARIES AND JOURNALS.

To keep a diary,make notes of what happens duringeach day,

puttingdown every triflingevent in the order of its occurrence.

To keep a journal,select the incidents that seem to you worth

remembering, and add to the account your own thoughtsand

feelings.

MODBL FROM JOHN GRBBIfLBAF WHITTIBR.

Margaret Smith's Journal.

May 14, 1678.

I was awakened this morning by the pleasantvoice of

my cousin. She had thrown open the window looking

toward the sunrising,and the air came in soft and warm,

and laden with the sweets of flowers and green-growing

things.

When we went below, we found on the window a great

bunch of flowers of many kinds, very fresh, and glistening

with the dew.

April 24, 1679.

A vessel from London has just come to port, bringing

Rebecca's dresses for the wedding, which will take place

about the middle of June. Uncle Rawson has brought

me a long letter from Aunt Grindall, with one also from

Oliver, pleasant and lively,like himself. No specialnews

from abroad that I hear of. My heart longs for Old

England more and more.

It is supposed that the freeholders have chosen Mr.
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Broadstreet for their governor. The vote, uncle says, is

exceedingly small, very few people troubling themselves

about it.

Keep a diaryfor a week, tellingexactlywhat happened

I Sunday, Monday^ Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday^ Friday,

Saturday,

Select the more important incidents, and write three

pages of a journal.

LESSON XCVII.

CHOICE OF WORDS.

Study the words in each of the following pairs tillyou

think that you understand their meaning. Then use each of

the words so as to show that you can discriminate between

them.

Specimen. A cabinet of minerals contains specimens :

Sample. a sample of any one of them is evidence

of the qualityof the whole.

Necessity. There is no necessityfor deception.

Need. I have no need to beg.

Balance. A balance was struck, and the remainder

Remainder. of the estate divided.

Occasion. Her beauty was the occasion of the war.

Opportunity. Seize the opportunity that offers.

Thief. He came like a thief in the night.

Robber. An organized band of robbers infested the

olace.
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By what clause are the verbs rock and sing modified? What

word introduces the dependent clause? What kind of sentence

do the lines make ?

A modal adverb is one used to change or modify the meaning

of an entire sentence, rather than to modify a single word.

The tender grace of a day that is dead

Will never come back to me. " tennyson.

We can not all be masters, nor all masters

Can not be trulyfollowed. " shakespeare.

Read the quotation from Tennyson, omitting the word never.

Read it again,puttingthe word ne7^er in its place. What does the

word never do ?

Read the lines from Shakespeare,omittingthe woid nof. Read

them again as printedabove. What does the word no^ do i

Ideas of time, place,manner, etc., are sometimes expressed by

several words taken together,making a. phrase adverb.

We are going by and by.

We learned that long ago.

The words yes and no, and some other words and phrases of

like meaning, are abridged forms for entire sentences, and are

.ailed responsives.

Mention all the adverbs in the followingsentences, and

tell to which class each belongs,and why : "

;. Oh ! brightly,brightlyglow thy skies

In summer's sunny hours! " thurston.
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2. I knew the spot upon the hill

Where checkerberries could be found ;

I knew the rushes near the mill

Where pickerellay that weighed a pound. " field.

3. When the moon shone, we did not see the candle :

So doth the greater glory dim the less.

SHAKESPEARE.

4. Tenderly, gently,by his own

He knew and judged another's heart. " whittier.

5. Swiftly,swiftlyflew the ship.

Yet she sailed softlytoo :

Sweetly, sweetly blew the breeze,

On me alone it blew. " coleridge.

6. When Freedom from her mountain height

Unfurled her standard to the air.

She tore the azure robe of night.

And set the stars of glorythere. " drake.

7. It is an ancient Mariner,

And he stoppeth one of three :

" By thy long beard and glitteringeye,
Now wherefore stopp'stthou me.?"" coleridge.

Write ten sentences
y
each containingone of the following^

used as an interrogativeadverb : how, when, where, why.

Write ten sentences, each containingone of the following
,

used as a conjunctiveadverb : as, why, when, where, whence,

whereby, wherefore, whereon, while, whenever.
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Write ten sentenceSy using in each one of the following

modal adverbs : "

Of affirmation : surely v̂erilŷyeSy trulŷpositively.

Of negation : nOy noty never, nowise, nay.

Of doubt : perhapSyprobably,possibly,haply
y
perchance.

Of cause : why, hence, whence, wherefore,consequently,

therefore.

Caution. "
Certain adverbs may be of different classes,according

to their use in the sentence.

LESSON XCIX.

SIMPLE ADVERBS.

Simpleadverbs are divided into four classes," of Htne^oi place,

of degree,of manner.

Adverbs of time are such as answer the questions,When? How

long? How often?

He is going away to-morrow.

I shall always remember you.

We use this book frequently.

Adverbs oi place are such as answer the questions.Where?

Whither? Whence?

Bring the pencilhere.

Go forth, little book.

Adverbs of degreeare such as answer the questions.How much i

In what degree? To what extent?

The journey was very delightful.

His health is greatlyimproved.

The story is partlytrue.
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Adverbs of manner are such as answer the questionsĤow?

In what way?

The steamer moved slowlyaway.
We were needlesslyalarmed.

Construct sentences illustratingthe use of the following

words :^^

Point out and classifythe adverbs in Lesson LXIV,

Tell what words theymodify^ in each case naming the part

of speech.
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LESSON C

COMPOSITION. " A LETTER.

HiGHAM BY Rochester, Kent,

June 23, 1 86 1.

My dear Wilkie: "

I shall remain in town on Thursday, and return with

you on Friday. We can settle our train when we meet

on Wednesday.

The country is most charming, and this placevery pretty.

I am sorry to hear that the hot east winds have taken such

a devastatingblow into No. 12 Harley Street. They have

been rather surprising,if anything in weather can be said

to surprise.

I don't know whether anythingremarkable comes off in

the air to-day,but the bluebottles (there are nine in this

room) are all banging their heads against the window

glass in the most astonishingmanner. I think there must

be a competitive examination somewhere, and these nine

have been rejected.

Ever affectionately,

Charles Dickens.

To Mr. Wilkie Collins.

P.S. " I reopen this to state that the most madly de-spondent

bluebottle has committed suicide, and fallen

dead on the carpet.

You may imagine yourselflivingat No, 12 Harley Street,

Write a letter to Charles Dickens^ tellinghim about the city

in June, Describe tfieweather
^
the shopŝ the parks

^
and the

people.
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LESSON CI.

90RMS OF ADVERBS.

A few adverbs are roots (not formed from simplewords); as,

til,well,off,not, now.

Some adverbs are formed from other words by various changes,

as once, twice, etc., from one, two, etc.; abed, betimes, to-day^

underground^ perchance, etc.

Many are formed by the adding of a suffix; as, homeward, back-ward,

likewise,alway, straightway,besides.

The greater number of adverbs are formed by means of the

suffix ly,meaning " in the manner of."

This suffix ^ is a softened form of the word like,still found in

a few words ; as, childlike,warlike. Godlike,etc.

Adverbs are formed from adjectivesin four ways; viz.,"

1. By adding ly to the adjective; as, "

The prisonerstood up in a hopeless way.

The prisonerstood up hopelessly.

In this way many adverbs are formed from participialadjectives;

zs, falteringly,decidedly,etc.

2. When the adjectiveends m le,drop the le before annexing

fy; thus,"

The case was settled in an equitablemanner.

The case was settled equitably.

The old miser died a miserable death.

The old miser died miserably.

3. When the adjectiveends in ic,add al before annexing ly;

thus,"

His speech seemed to act like magic words.

His speech seemed to act magically.
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4. Many words are used either as adjectivesor as adverbs

without changing the form ; thus,"

He is the best boy. He behaves best

We have traveled a long way. We have traveled long.

Write sentences containing the following words used as

adjectives. Write sentences containingadverbs formed from

these words.

Tell whether the Italicized words in the following sentences

are used as adjectivesor adverbs
^
and why: "

1. He is an early riser.

2. They arrived early,

3. He ^exityonderytoward the tree.

4. Yonder house is his home.

5. Do not run so fast.

6. That is 3,fast train.

7. He is no idler.

8. I was entertained well.

9. The boy is always well.

10. Vou should study better.

1 1. Are you not better?

12. He has a hard life,with littlepleasure.

13. He labors hard, and rests little.

14. Do not stay so long away.

15. The way was long.
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LESSON cm.

ADVERBIAL PHRASES.

1. Behind the cloud the starlightlurks,

Through showers the sunbeams fall.

2. The wave is breaking on the shore,

The echo (is)fadingfrom the chime.

Where does the starlightlurk? By what is the verb lurks

modified? What kind of phrase is Mr^a/^^^^^TO/^rj/ Why? By

what is the verb is breaking modified ? What phrase modifies the

verb (is)fading ?

Phrases such as behind the cloud, through showers, on the shore
y

from the chime, used like adverbs, are called adverbial phrases.

An adverbial phrase is sometimes preceded by an adverb,

which modifies the phrase,or some part of it; as, "

They softlylie and sweetlysleep

Low in the ground.

Mention the adverbial phrases in the following sentences^

and tell what each modifies: "

1. Pleasantlyunder the silver moon, and under the

silent,solemn stars, ring the steel shoes of the skaters on

the frozen sea, and voices, and the sound of bells.

2. When the weather is fair and settled, the moun-tains

are clothed in blue and purple,and printtheir bold

outlines on the clear evening sky.

3. On one side of the church extends a wide, woody

dell,along which raves a large brook among broken rocks

and trunks of fallen trees.
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4. The gloryof the sunset heaven

On land and water lay,"

On the steep hills of Agawam,

On cape^ and bluff,and bay. " whittier.

5. Above the pines the moon was slowlydrifting,

The river ran below ;

The dim Sierras, far beyond, uplifting

Their minarets of snow. " bret harte.

6. With exquisitetaste, simplicity,and pathos he has

narrated the fabulous traditions of early ages, and given

to them that appearance of realitywhich only a master

hand could impart.

ADVERBS CHAUGBD TO PHRA8BS.

An adverb may sometimes be changed to an equivalentadverbial

phrase; thus,"

1. The visitors were treated kindly.

The visitors were treated with kindness.

2. When will you return }

At what time will you return ?

Rewrite the following sentences
^
changing the adverbs in

Italics to equivalentadverbial phrases: "

1. Then speak at once, ^nd fearlessly,

2. Gently the breeze tosses the curls of his hair.

3. Firmly and honestlymake your mark.

4. Sadly rose the morning of the year.

5. Thirty nobles saddled speedily.

6. The next wave dashed the ship violentlyupon the

rocks.

7. Vainly did they turn to go.
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8. Silently
,
under cover of night,the troops withdrew.

9. The man walked hurriedlydown the street

10. She called loudlyfor aid.

LESSON CIV.

HOW TO PARSE ADVERBS.

To parse an adverb, state : "

1. Class "
whether simple, interrogative,conjunctive,

or modal. If simple,state whether of time, of

place,of degree, or of manner.

2. Degree of Comparison " whether positive,compara-tive,

or superlative. Many adverbs cannot be

compared.

3. Use " the word it modifies,the question it asks, the

clause it introduces, or the sentence whose

meaning it modifies.

MODEL FOR ORAL OR WRITTEN EXERCISE.

1. Why do the people cheer so loudly?

2. They always cheer when the Governor passes.

Why is an interrogativeadverb, and is used to ask a question.

So is an adverb of degree, and modifies the adverb loudly.

Loudly is an adverb of manner, positivedegree,and modifies

the verb cheer.

Always is an adverb of time, and modifies the verb cheer.

When is a conjunctive adverb ; it introduces the clause when

the Governor passesy
and modifies the verbs cheer and passes.

Parse the adverbs in Lesson XCIIL
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LESSON CV.

PUNCTUATION. " THE COMMA.

Words or phrases contrasted are separated by commas ; thus, "

Strong proofs,not a loud voice, produce conviction.

Language is not made, but grows.

Expressions denoting persons or things addressed are separated

from the rest of the sentence by commas ; thus, "

Go to the ant, thou sluggard ; consider her ways.

Charge, Chester, charge ! On, Stanley,on I

My Lords, I could not have said less.

Words and phrases in apposition are separated from each other

and from the rest of the sentence by commas, unless they may be

regarded as a proper name or a single phrase; thus, "

"An elm," says the poet Holmes, "is a little forest on a

singlestem."

Cortes, the conqueror of Mexico, was a brave man.

I spoke with the man himself.

He himself led the troops.

Justifythe use of the comma in the following sentences

Write the sentences from dictation.

1. Industry,and not mean savings,produces wealth.

2. The carriage,as well as the horse, was very much

injured.

3. Continued exertion, and not hasty efforts,leads to

success.

4. Here Washington, our first President, lies buried.

5. False delicacyis affectation,not politeness.
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5. There is no terror, Cassius, in your threats.

6. I come to bury Caesar, not to praisehim.

SHAKESPEARE.

7. Ring out, wild bells,to the wild sky ! " tennyson.

8. Where are the flowers, the fair young flowers that

latelysprung and stood

In brighterlightand softer airs,a beauteous sister-hood

} " BRYANT.

9. Now the brightmorning star, day's harbinger.

Comes dancing from the East, and leads with her

the flowery May. " milton.

10. Under her great leader, William of Orange, Hol-land

advanced to a glorioustriumph.

11. Homer, the greatest poet of antiquity,is said to

have been blind.

12. Learning is the ally,not the adversary,of genius.

LESSON CVL

STUDY OF SELECTION.

""I'LL FIND A WAY. OR MAKE IT."

It was a noble Roman,

In Rome's imperialday,

Who heard a coward croaker

Before the castle say,

" They're safe in such a fortress :

There is no way to shake it ! "

" On, on," exclaimed the hero :

" I'll find a way, or make it I "
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Is Fame your aspiration?

Her path is steep and high ;

In vain he seeks her temple,

Content to gaze and sigh.

The shining throne is waiting;

But he alone can take it

Who says with Roman firmness,

" ril find a way, or make it ! "

Is Learning your ambition ?

There is no royalroad :

Alike the peer and peasant

Must climb to her abode.

Who feels the thirst for knowledge,

In Helicon may slake it,

If he has stillthe Roman will

" To find a way, or make it! "

JOHN G. SAXE.

Read the first stanza. What two persons are representedas

speaking? What does the noble Roman say?

Read the second* stanza. How is the path to the Temple of

Fame described ? Will the man who gazes and sighsever reach

it? For whom is the throne of Fame waiting?

Read the third stanza. Is there a royal road to Learning?

Must the poor and the rich alike climb to her abode ? What do

you understand by " 1*11find a way, or make it " ?

Tell in your own words the story of the noble Roman,

and apply his motto to the effortsof "

1. Boys who wish to become men of action.

2. Boys who wish to become men of thought
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LESSON CVIL

REVIEW." ADJECTIVBS AND ADVERBS.

1. What is an adjective?

2. How are adjectivesclassified ? How are they com-pared

? Point out and classifythe adjectivesin the selec-tion

entitled, " FU Find a Way, .or Make it."

3. What is a cardinal numeral ? An ordinal numeral ?

Illustrate.

4. Write a sentence in which an adjectivein the predi-cate

modifies the subject.

5. Define an adverb. How are adverbs classified?

How are they compared ?

6. Write four sentences to illustrate the different

classes of adverbs.

7. Write a sentence in which an adverb modifies a

verb. An adjective. Another adverb.

8. Parse the Italicized words in the following sen-tences

: "

1. When shall we three meet again?

2. The lowing herd winds slowlyo*er the lea.

3. Truly the world does move.

4. The rain is fallingwhere they lie.

5. She looks cold,

6. The sky is blue,

7. Name the seven wonders of the world.

8. Lo ! while we are gazing,in swifterhaste

Stream down the snows, tillthe air is white, " bryant.

9. Books that you may carry to the fire,and hold readity

in your hand, are the most useful âfter all.
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Verbals commonly ending in ing are present participles, as

reading,resting;those commonly ending in ed or en (and some

others) are past participles, 2" filled,

A participlewith itscomplement is called a participial phrase ;

as, restingin a hammocky filledwith gold coins.

Verbals commonly beginning*with the prepositionto, as, to es-

capei are infinitives, or verbs in the infinftive mode.

An infinitive with its complement is called an infinftive

phrase ; as, to launch the boat was a long task.

Mention the verbs,participles,and infinitivesin the fol-lowing

sentences : "

1. He had learned to speak the truth,to ride,to shoot,

to do with littlesleep and less food. " moiley.

2. To think is to speak low; to speak is to think

aloud. " MAX MULLER.

3. He struggled against the stream for a little,and

then drifted with the current, lamenting, but no longer

resisting.

4. Keep plodding, 'tiswiser than sittingaside.

And dreaming and sighing,and waiting the tide.

5. A drowsy, dreamy influence seems to hang over

the land, and to pervade the very atmosphere.

6. Startled at the stillness broken by reply so aptly

spoken. " foe.

7. He went through life bearing the load of a people's

sorrows upon his shoulders, with a smilingface. " motley.

8. Then shook the hills with thunder riven !

Then rushed the steed to battle driven !

And louder than the bolts of heaven

Far flashed the red artillery! " Campbell.
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9. Irving came amongst us, bringing the kindest sym-pathy,

the most artless,smiling good will.
" thackeray.

10. They are like those littlenooks of still water which

border a rapid stream, where we may see the straw and

bubble riding quietly at anchor, or slowly revolving in

their mimic harbor, undisturbed by the rush of the passing

current. " irving.

LESSON CIX.

TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE VERBS.

1. Snow protects plants.

2. Washington defended our country.

3. The boys will see the mountains.

Snow protects what ? Could we say snow protects, and not say

it protects something? Washington defended what? Could

Washington defend, and not defend something? What will the

boys see? Can any one see, and not see something? What kind

of complement isplants? Country ? Mountains ?

Verbs like protects, defended,and will see, which require an

objectto complete their meaning, are called transitive verbs.

4. The horses run.

5. The rain fell gently.

6. The train will stop here.

What is asserted of horses? Of rain? Of train? Do the

horses run anything? Will the train stop anything? Do these

verbs requireobjectsto complete their meaning?

Verbs like run, fell,and will stop,which are used so as not to

require an objectto completetheir meaning,are called intransi-tive

VERBS,
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Most intransitive verbs make a complete assertion,as in the

fourth,fifth,and sixth sentences.

A few intransitive verbs require an attributive complement;

as,"

7. Henry is a big boy.
8. Mary looks sad.

9. The velvet feels smooth.

What word in the seventh sentence explains the subject?

What word qualifiesthe subjectin the eighth? What word in the

ninth describes the subject?

Verbs like /",looks,feels,followed by an attributive comple-ment,

are called incomplete iNTRANsmvES.

The principalincomplete intransitives are be, become, appear,

seem, feel,look,etc.

A few verbs may be transitive used in one sense, and intransi-tive

used in another ; as, "

Trans. The man runs a factory.

Intrans. The man runs away.

Trans, The girlstopped me.

Trans. The girlspoke a few words.

Intrans. The girlstopped and spoke to me.

Tell of each verb in the following sentences whether it is

transitive or intransitive : "

1. The poet lived in a quaint old house near the river.

2. Very delicious was their fragrance in the morning

breeze.

3. Water cooleth the brow and cooleth the brain,

And maketh the faint one strong again." johnson.

4. Talent is something, but tact is everything.

JEFFREY.
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5. Absence destroys triflingintimacies,but it invigo-rates

strong friendships.

6. Pomona loves the orchard ;

And Liber loves the vine ;

And Pales loves the straw-built shed

Warm with the breath of kine.
" macaulay.

7. The boy critic loves the story ; grown up, he loves

the author who wrote the story." thackeray.

8. Now the wild, white horses play.

Champ and chafe and toss in the spray.

MATTHEW ARNOLD.

9. They heard the clarion's iron clang,

The breeze which through the roses sang. " croly,

10. The fairest action of our human life

Is scorning to revenge an injury." carew.

11. Only the actions of the just

Smell sweet, and blossom in the dust. " Shirley.

12. Oft in the stillynight

Ere slumber's chain has bound me,

Fond memory brings the light

Of other days around me. " moore.

13. Triumphal Arch that fiU'st the sky

When storms prepare to part,

I ask not proud Philosophy

To teach me what thou art. " Campbell.

14. I am monarch of all I survey,

My rightthere is none to dispute;

From the center all round to the sea

I am lord of the fowl and the brute. " cowper.
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LESSON ex.

THE MODES OF VERBS.

1. James writes a letter.

2. James wrote a letter.

3. James will write a letter.

Each of the verbs above asserts an action of James as a fact.

A verb used like writes^wrote, or will write
,
to assert something

as a fact,is said to be in the indicative mode.

4. James may write a letter.

5. James can write a letter.

6. James must write a letter.

The verb may write asserts the possibilityor contingencyof

James writing,but does not assert a fact.

The verb can write asserts the abilityof James to write.

The verb must write asserts the obligationor necessityresting

on James to write.

A verb used like may write, can write, must write, " to assert

possibility,contingency, ability,obligation,br necessity," is said

to be in the potential mode.

7. James would write if he knew how.

The verb would wr^'te asserts the contingency or possibilityof

James writing: the condition is expressedby knew. The idea that

the sentence conveys is,that James does not know how.

A verb used like knew in a clause " to assert something as

merely thought of, as conditioned or doubtful,or which implies

that the contrary is true " is said to be in the subjunctive mode.
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The clause containingthe subjunctivemode is never used alone,

but alwayslimits a principalclause.

8. James, write a letter.

The verb write in the eighthsentence expresses a command.

A verb used like write,to express a command, is said to be in

the IMPERATIVE MODE.

We see that,in the example above, the same verb may be used

to assert the action in different manners. The manner of assert-ing

is called the mode of the verb.

The use of the various modes in interrogativeand exclamatory

sentences will be considered in a later lesson.

State whether the verbs in the following sentences are in

the indicative,potentialŝubjunctive,or imperativemode, and

zvhy.

1. The night-blooming cereus blooms and fades in a

singlenight.

2. If you do this in earnestness and sincerity,it may

possiblyrepair the mischief which your avarice has occa-sioned.

" TANGLEWOOD TALES.

3. Live truly,and thy life shall be

A great and noble creed. " bonar.

4. Had there been only one child at the window of

Tanglewood, gazing at this wintry prospect, it would per-haps

have made him sad.
" tanglewood tales.

5. If ever I should wish for a retreat, whither I might

steal from the world and its distractions,and dream quietly

away the remnant of a troubled life,I know of none more

promising than this littlevalley." irving.

6. Part thy blue lips,northern lake I

Moss-grown rocks, your silence break !
" whittier.
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7. Grief may bide an evening guest ;

But joy shall come with earlylight." bryant.

8. Dreary are the years when the eye can look no

longer

With delighton nature, or hope on human kind.

BRYANT.

9. He determined to revisit the scene of the last even-ing's

gambol, and, if he met with any of the party, to

demand his dog and gun. " irving.

10. When a man can look upon the simple wild rose,

and feel no pleasure,his taste has been corrupted.

BEECHER.

In the foregoing sentences^ state whether the verbs are

transitive or intransitive. Tell the objectsof the transitive

verbs and the attributive complements of the intransitive

verbs.

LESSON CXI.

THE TENSES OF VERBS*

1. I laugh now.

2. I laughed yesterday.

3. I shall laugh to-morrow.

The verb laugh represents the action as takingplace in the

present time.

A verb used to represent something as occurringat the present

time is said to be in the present tense.

The verb laughed represents the action as takingplaceat some

past time. The idea of time conveyed by laughed is not limited

to yesterday. It extends to any time in the past ; as, / laugheda

minute ago ; I laughed ten years ago.
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That form or variation of the verb that expresses the time of

the action is called tense.

As there are three divisions of time, " the present, the past,

and the future," so there are three primary or simple tenses, "

the present, the pasty and the future.

The three compound or perfecttenses are the present perfect

ihe past petfectyand iht futureperfect.

Tell the tense of each verb in the follozvingsentences : "

1. Next Christmas, I shall have been at school four

years.

2. I had a thing to say,

"But I will fit it with some better time.

SHAKESPEARE.

3. Before the letter reaches him, he will have left the

country.

4. The scouts had parted on their search,

The castle gates were barred. " scott.

5. Breathes there a man with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said,

This is my own, my native land } " scott.

6. Pomona was the especial patroness of the apple

orchard.

7. So the littlecoral workers.

By their slow but constant motion,

Have built up those pretty islands

In the distant dark-blue ocean.

8. From sunrise unto sunset.

All earth shall hear thy fame :

A gloriouscitythou shalt build.

And name it by thy name. " macaulay.
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9. The clanging sea fowl came and went.

The hunter's gun in the marshes rang ;

At nightfallfrom a neighboring tent

A flute-voiced woman sweetlysang.
WHITTIER.

Tell the tense of each verb in exercise L̂esson CIX,^ and

in exercise L̂esson CX,

LESSON CXII.

CHOICS OF WORDS.

Construct sentences to illustrate the use of the following

words:
"

Suffer. He was suffered to remain for some time

Allow. unmolested, then he was allowed a hear-

Permit. ing,and finallypermitted to depart.

Accomplish. Nothing satisfactory was accomplished,

Execute. though the commander's orders were

strictlyexecuted.

Perform. You can best perform that duty.

Achieve. Some are born great ; some achieve great-ness.

Ridicule. We ridicule what offends our taste ; we de-

Deride. ride what seems to merit our scorn.

Acquire. He acquiredhonor, reputation,and fortune ;

Obtain. but we cannot know the efforts he made

to obtain them.

Persevere. Persevere in spiteof discouragement ; per-

Persist. sist in spiteof opposition.
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LESSON CXIII.

PUNCTUATION. " THE COMMA.

Place a comma where a word is understood, unless the connec-tion

is very close; thus, "

Curiosity allures the wise; vanity,the foolish; and

pleasure,both.

Labor bringspleasure; idleness,pain.

Place a comma after a subject and its modifiers,only when it

is necessary to prevent ambiguity ; thus, "

The best monuments of the virtuous are their actions.

He who teaches, often learns himself.

A quotation closelyconnected in grammatical construction is

separated from the rest of the sentence by a comma; thus, "

Then the first sound went forth, "They come, they

come."

It hurts a man's pride to say,
" I do not know."

I say to you, "You are not an honest man."

The members of a compound sentence are usually separated by

a comma when one of them expresses the condition upon which

the other statement is made; thus, "

Make up your mind to do a thing,and you will surely

do it.

Fill your heart with goodness, and you will find that the

world is full of good.

Justifythe use of the comma in the following sentences.

Write the sentences from dictation.
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1. Plants are formed by culture; men, by education.

2. " The Greeks excelled in poetry ; the Romans, in

jurisprudence.

3. War is the law of violence ; peace, the law of love.

4. Worth makes the man ; the want of it,the fellow.

POPE.

5. Ignorance is the curse of God; knowledge, the

wing wherewith we flyto heaven.
" Shakespeare.

6. The rollingrock leaves its scratches on the moun-

tain; the river, its channel in the soil; the animal, its

bones in the stratum ; the fern and leaf, their modest

epitaph in the coal. " emerson.

7. It is customary to say,
" Take care of the small

sums, and the large will take care of themselves.*'

SUMNER.

8. A dewdrop fallingon the wild sea wave

Exclaimed in fear, " I perish in this grave."

TRENCH.

9. An old French sentence says,
" God works in

moments.
"

" emerson.

10. He who pursues pleasure only,defeats the object

of his creation.

LESSON CXIV.

COMPOSITION.

UBCHANIC ART IN THE AlHMAL CRBATIOH.

Spiders are geometricians,as are also bees, whose cells

are so constructed, as, with the least quantityof material,

to have the largest-sizedspaces and the least possibleloss

of interstices. The mole is a meteorologist; the nautilus
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is a navigator,for he raises and lowers his sails,casts and

weighs anchor, and performs other nautical evolutions;

while the whole tribe of birds are musicians. The beaver

may be called a builder or architect ; the marmot is a civil

engineer,for he not only constructs houses and aqueducts,

but also drains to keep them dry ; caterpillarsare silk

spinners; wasps are paper manufacturers ; the indefatiga-ble

ants are day laborers; the monkey, a ropedancer;

dogs are hunters ; pigs,scavengers ; and the torpedo and

eel are electricians.

Find out all you can concerning the habits and work of

some animal ; then write a compositionĉombining the ideas

you have gathered : "

1. By observation.

2. By conversation.

3. By reading.

Here is a thoughtful boy's account of what he saw on

the window : "

HOW WASPS BUILD THEIR ITBSTS.

One springday,a wasp came between the blind and the

window, and after much buzzing began to build. She

first laid down, beneath the under edge of the upper

sash, a patch of paper about a third of an inch in diam-eter

; then, standing on this,she raised cup-shaped edges

all about her, increasing outward and downward, like the

cup of an acorn, and then drawing together a little,unt'l

a littlehouse was made justabout the size and shape of a

white-oak acorn, except that she left a hole in the bottom,

where she might go in and out.
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Then she began at the top, and laid another cover of

paper over the first,justas far away as the length of her

legs made it easy for her to work. Now it was clear that

she made the firstshell as a frame or a scaffold on which

she might stand to make the second. She would flyaway,
and after a few minutes come back, with nothing that

could be seen, either in her feet or in her jaws. But she

at once set to laying her paper stuff,which came out of

her mouth, upon the edge of the work she had done before.

As she laid the material,she walked backward, building

and walking, until she had laid a patch a littlemore than

an eighth of an inch wide and half or three-quartersof an

inch long. When laid,the pulp looked like wet brown

paper, which soon dried to an ashen gray and still resem-bled

coarse paper. As she laid the material,she occasion-ally

went over it again,putting a littlenow here and there

in the thin places; generallythe work was well done the

first time.

So the work went on. The second paper shell was

about as large as a pigeon's egg ; then a third was laid as

large as a hen's egg; then another still larger. After a

time, the wasp seemed to go inside to get her material,and

it appeared that she was taking down the firsthouse, and

putting the paper on the outside. If so, she did not bring

out pieces and patch them together as a carpenter, saving

of work, would do ; but she chewed the paper up, and made

fresh pulp of it,just as the first was made.

Compare your account with that of the young naturalist^

and then rewrite your composition t̂rying to express simply

and accuratelythe information you have acquired.
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What is added to the present tense of the verb laugh to form

the past tense ? What is added to the present tense to form the

past participle?

How are the past tense and past participleof the verb call

formed from the present tense ?

A verb whose past tense and past participleare formed by

annexing ed to the present tense is called a regular verb.*

Is the past tense of break formed by adding ed to the present?

How is the past participleformed ? Are the past tense and past

participleof draw formed regularly?

A verb whose past tense and past participleare not formed by

annexing ed to the present tense is called an irregular or strong

VERB.

Form the past tense and past participleof: "

smile talk refer

bestow imply charge

reform gather authorize

transact respect prosper

destroy invite discover

* Regular verbs are by some grammarians called weak verbs.
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A DEFECTIVE VERB is onc that lacks either the past tense or the

past participle,or both.

The defective verbs have no present participle,and the auxili-aries

may, can, must are never used as infinitives.

List of Defective Verbs.

quoth

Beware is used only in the imperative and in the infinitive

(and the tenses compounded with it ; as, should \to\ beware,

etc.).

Do and will as auxiliaries have only the present and past

tenses ; have as an auxiliaryuses all its principalparts. As

principalverbs, they have all the forms.

Meseems, methinks, are used in present and past tenses only :

the prefixme is the dative of the pronoun \tome'\; as if,// seems

to m^ etc. These are idiomatic.

Wi!y and wist are rarelyfound except in old authors.

Wit and wot are ancient, the form to wit being now used

only as an infinitive,meaning namely, or that is to say.

Worth (an old verb meaning to be, to become, to happen^ is

now used only in such expressions as, Woe worth the day, etc.,

in which the verb is in the imperative mode and the noun in the

dative ; as if.Woe be to the day, " webster.

Quoth is used only in the past indicative and in the first and

third persons, the subjectalways followingthe verb ; as. Quoth he.
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LESSON CXVI.

THE RIGHT WORD IN THE RIGHT PLACE.

1. Howard learned to skate last winter.

2. My brother will teach me to skate next winter.

Which verb signifiespast time ? Which refers to future time ?

Do you notice any other difference in the meaning of learned and

will teach ?

Which verb signifiesto receive instruction?

Which signifiesto give instruction?

Complete the following sentences : "

1. Miss Pratt us to sketch from nature.

2. What have you to draw from the cast }

3. Carl has to play the violin.

4. Alice is to speak French.

5. Who your Sunday-school class last sabbath }

6. John Stuart Mill to read Latin when he was

younger than any of you.

7. Robert Louis Stevenson to compose by imitat-ing

good sentences.

8. Ruskin is said to to draw by playingwith

a key on the carpet.

Construct sentences illustratingthe use of the following

words : "

teach will teach will learn

taught have taught may learn

teaching learn is learning

are teaching learned are learning*

can teach have learned can learn
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Explain the meaning of the verbs teach and learn in each

of the following quotations: "

1. Little monitor, by thee

Let me learn what I should be;

ril learn the round of life to fill,

Useful and progressivestill.

2. One lesson, Nature, let me learn of thee ! " Arnold.

3. New occasions teach new duties; Time makes

ancient good uncouth;

They must upward still,and onward, who would

keep abreast with Truth. " lowell.

LESSON CXVIL

STUDY OF SELECTION.

A SBNSITIVB DOG.

I formerly possessed a large dog, who, like every other

dog, was much pleased to go out walking. He showed

his pleasureby trottinggravely before me with high steps,

head much raised, moderately erected ears, and a tail

carried aloft,but not stiffly.Not far from my house a

path branches off to the right,leading to the hothouse,

which I used often to visit for a few moments, to look

at my plants. This was always a great disappointment

to the dog, as he did not know whether I would continue

my walk; and the sudden and complete change of ex-pression

which came over him as soon as my body swerved

in the least toward the path " and I sometimes tried this

as an experiment " was laughable.
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His look of dejectionwas known to every member of

the family,and was called his '* hothouse face." This con-sisted

in the head drooping much, the whole body sinking^

a little and remaining motionless, the ears and tail falling

suddenly down; but the tail was by no means wagged.

With the fallingof his ears and of his great chaps, the

eyes became much changed in appearance, and I fancied

they looked less bright. His aspect was that of piteous,

hopeless dejection; and it was the more laughable as the

cause was so slight. Every detail in his attitude was in

complete opposition to his former joyous yet dignified

bearing, and I can explain it in no other way except

through the principleof contrast. " charles darwin.

What does Mr. Darwin tell us about his dog? How did the

dog show pleasure? How did he show disappointment? Do you

think the dog enjoyedgoing for a walk with his master? Did he

like to go to the hothouse?

Why did the familylaugh at the dog'shothouse face? Notice

the contrast in the attitudes of the head, body, ears, tail. How

did the expressionof the dog's eyes change? Is the appearance

of a happy dog exactlyopposite to that of an unhappy dog? How

does Mr. Darwin explain the changes?

WRITTEIT EXERCISES.

I. Describe the appearance of a cat when threatened with

danger.
HINTS.

How does the cat show terror and anger? Have you ever

seen a cat arch its back, erect its hair,open its mouth and spit?

Does a cat ever look like a tiger? Does it growl? Does it

crouch as if ready to spring? How do the claws show anger?

The ears? The eyes?
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2. Describe the appearance of a cat that wishes to gain

your friendship,
HUTTS.

Notice the cat's manner. Describe the hair, the ears, the

mouth. Does the cat sometimes purr? Does the cat show intel-ligence?

Affection? Fidelity?

3. Write a story about "A Brave" Cat'' In your account

mention : "

I. How the cat dozed before the fire. 2. What it did when

a strange dog came into the room. 3. What changes you noticed

in the appearance of the dog and the cat. 4. The retreat of the

dog.

LESSON CXVIII.

HOW TO FORM THE TENSES.

6. I shall have walked I shall have given

(or I will have walked). (or I will have given).

Is walk a regular,or an irregularverb? Why? What is the

past tense and the past participle?

Is give a regular,or an irregularverb? Why? Name the past

tense. Name the past participle.

In what tense is the verb walk in the first line ? In what tense

is the verb givein the first line ?
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How is the past tense of the verb walk formed ? Of the verb

give?

In what tense are the verbs in the third line? How is it

formed? What part of each verb is used? What new word

(auxiliary)is used to help form the tense ?

In what tense are the verbs in line four? What part of the

verbs walk and giveis used in forming this tense ? What auxiliary

(orhelping)word is used ?

In what tense are the verbs in line five ? What part of the

verbs walk and give is used to form this tense ? What auxiliary

is used ?

In what tense are the verbs in line six? What part of the

verbs walk and give is used to form this tense ? What auxiliaries

are used to form this tense ?

A verb when used alone in its simple or roof form is in the

PRESENT TENSE.

The PAST TENSE of regularverbs is formed by annexing ed to

the root.

The FUTURE TENSE is formed by prefixingshall or will to the

simple or root form of the verb.

The PRESENT PERFECT TENSE is formed by prefixinghave to the

past participleof the verb.

The PAST PERFECT TENSE is formed by prefixinghad to the past

participleof the verb.

The FUTURE PERFECT TENSE is formed by prefixingwill have or

shall have to the past participleof the verb.

Write sentences
y
using each of the following verbs in all

the tenses of the indicative mode : "

plant write touch

begin study lose

spend blow notice

bloom finish find
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Write sentences
f
using each of the following verbs in all

the tenses of the potentialmode : "

LESSON CXIX.

PERSON AND NUMBER OF THE VERB.

Present Tense,

singular. plural.

1. I give. We give.

2. Thou givest. You give.

3. He gives. They give.

In the preceding lessons on verbs, only the pronoun / (first

person, singularnumber) has been used as a subject. You will

now observe what changes take place in the verb to agree with

subjectsof other persons and numbers.

In the sentences, in what persons and numbers is the root form

of the verb unchanged ? What is added to the firstperson singu-lar

to form the second person singular? What is added to the

first person singularto form the third person singular?

The pronouns she or it,or a singularnoun, may be used in place

of he in all the tenses, and a plural noun may take the place of

they.
Past Tense.

PLURAL.

1. I gave. We gave.

2. Thou gavest. You gave.

3. He gave. They gave.
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FDT17RS Perfect Tensb.

SINGULAR.

1. I shall or will have seen.

2. Thou wilt or shalt have seen.

3. He will or shall have seen.

1. We shall or will have seen.

2. You will or shall have seen.

3. They will or shall have seen.

State in what person and number^ and in what part of the

auxiliary,the change occurs.

Write sentences
J
using each verb in the tense^ person^ and

number indicated,

1. study,pres. perf.,ist,sing.

2. choose, fut. perf.,2d, sing.

3. know, past perf.,3d, plu.

4. take, past, ist, sing.

5. find,pres., 2d, plu.

6. violate,fut.,3d, sing.

7. carry, fut. perf.,ist, sing.

8. freeze,fut. perf.,3d, plu.

9. speak, fut. perf.,2d, sing.

10. consist,pres., 3d, plu.

11. ring,pres. perf.,2d, plu.

12. sing,past perf.,ist, plu.

13. prefer,past, 3d, sing.

14. eat, pres. perf.,ist, sing.

15. do, past perf.,ist,plu.
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LESSON CXX.

PUNCTUATION.

DASH, PASBRTHBSIS, QUOTATIOlf MASKS, AHD HTPHRir.

Place a dash (" ) where a sentence breaks off abrupUyi or

when there is a sudden turn in the thought; thus, "

Was there ever " but I scorn to boast.

The dash is sometimes used before a statement of particulars;

thus, "

I see in this world two heaps," one of happiness,and

the other of misery.

An expression occurringin the body of a sentence, and nearly or

quite independent of it in meaning, may be inclosed in a paren-thesis

( ); thus, "

Are you still(Ifear you are)far from being comfortably
settled ?

Expressions and passages belonging to another, when intro-duced

into one's own composition, should be inclosed in quotation

marks (" "); thus,"

Let us always remember this ancient proverb, " Know

thyself."

A quotation within a quotation requires only single marks

C); thus,"

He replied," Your version of the Golden Rule must be,

*Do as you are done by.'
"
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The apo8trophe(')is nsed to denote the omission of a letter or

lettersiand as a sign of the possessive case; thus, "

Not in Fancy's maze he wander'd long,

But stoop'dto truth, and moraliz'd his song.

The hyphen (-) is used to separate the parts of a compound

word, and at the end of a line when one or more syllablesof a

word are carried to the beginning of the next ; thus, "

Short swallow-flightsof song.

The hyphen should never be used at the end of a line to divide

a syllable:the part of the word carried forward to the nezr. 3ine

must be one or more whole syllables.

Give reasons for the use of the marks of punctuation in

the following sentences. Write the sentences from dictation,

1. But next day (such are the rapid changes in high-lands)

broke blue and shining.

2. I told him (itis the way of society)that we should

be glad to see him. " Stockton.

3. He gave to misery (allhe had) a tear ;

He gained from Heaven ('twas all he wished) a

friend. " gray.

4. Isabel and I (she is my. cousin, and is seven years

old, and I am ten) are sittingtogether on the bank of the

stream. " Mitchell.

5. Animals are such agreeable friends! " they ask no

questions,they pass no criticisms. " george eliot.

6. But *' Ivanhoe " and " Quentin Durward " !" oh for

a half holidayand a quietcorner, and one of those books

again ! " thackeray.
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7.
" Time is the warp of life,"said he, " oh tell

The young, the fair,the gay, to weave it well ! "

MARSDEN.

8. Tis good to give a stranger a meal, or a night's

lodging. EMERSON.

9. Every man's, and boy's, and girl'shead carries

snatches of his (Burns's)songs. " emerson.

10. The honest man, tho' ne'er sae poor.

Is king o' man for a' that. " burns.

11. The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket,

The moss-covered bucket, which hangs in the well.

WOODWORTH.

12. No one minds what Jeffreysays, " it is not more

than a week ago that I heard him speak disrespectfullyof

the Equator. " Sydney smith.

LESSON CXXI.

COMPOSITION.

A NIOHTHrGALB'S MISTAKE.

A nightingalemade a mistake !

She sang a few notes out of tune ;

Her heart was ready to break.

And she hid from the moon.

She wrung her claws, poor thing,

But was far too proud to weep :

So she tucked her head under her wing,

And pretended to be asleep.
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A lark, arm in arm with a thrush,

Came sauntering up to the place ;

The nightingalefelt herself flush.

Though feathers hid her face.

She knew they had heard her song.

She felt them snigger and sneer,

She thought that this life was too long,

And wished she could skip a year.

" O nightingale!
" cooed a dove ;

" O nightingale!what's the use?

You bird of beauty and love,

Why behave like a goose }

Don't skulk away from our sight

Like a common, contemptible fowl ;

You bird of joy and delight.

Why behave like an owl }

" Only think of all you have done,

Only think of all you can do ;

A false note is reallyfun

From such a bird as you !

Lift up your proud little crest.

Open your musical beak ;

Other birds have to do their best,

You need only speak ! "

The nightingaleshyly took

Her head from under her wing,

And giving the dove a look.

Straightway began to sing.
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There was never a bird could pass.

The night was divinelycalm,

And the people stood on the grass

To hear that wonderful psalm.

The nightingaledid not care,

She only sang to the skies ;

Her song ascended there,

And there she fixed her eyes.

Of the people who stood below

Very littleshe knew ;

So clear did the sweet sound flow,

That the angels listened too. " ingelow.

writteh bxbrcisb.

After studying carefully "A Nightingales Mistake,*^

make an outline by answering the following questions: "

1. How did the nightingalefeel when she realized that she

had sung a few notes out of tune ?

2. What did she think of life when she thought her mistake

had been noticed by a lark and a thrush?

3. How did the dove try to comfort the nightingale?

4. What was the result of the dove's argument?

With the outline beforeyou, try to express in prose every

thought of the poem.

Compare your story with the original,and improve your

work by adding new sentences.

Read your compositionfour times to correct errors in

grammar, spelling,punctuation,and capitalization.
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LESSON CXXII.

THE INDICATIVE MODE.

In the precedinglessons on tenses and person and number, all

the verbs are in the indicative mode.

The formation of the various tenses of the indicative mode is

further shown below. Root means the simple or present tense

form of the verb. Past T. means the past tense form of the verb.

Past P. means the past participle.

SINGULAR.

1. I (Root).

2. Thou (Root) est.

3. He (Root)s.

Present Tense.

PLURAL.

We (Root).

You (Root).

They (Root).

SINGULAR.

I. I (PastT.).

^, Thou (Past T.) St.

3. He (Past T.).

Past Tense.

PLURAL.

We (PastT.).

You (PastT.).

They (PastT."

Future Tense,

singular.

1. I shall or will (Root).

2. Thou wilt or shalt (Root).

3. He will or shall (Root).

plural.

We shall or will (Root).

You will or shall (Root).

They will or shall (Root).
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Shall in the first person is simply future in its meaning ; it

simply foretells. In the second and third persons, it promises

or threatens. Will in the first person promises or threatens,and

in the second and third simply foretells.

I shall go, or we shall go, means that it is our expectation,

without any particulardesire or will,to go.

I will go, or we will go, means that the speaker intends to go,

even in spiteof opposition.

You will go, or he will go, means that the person spoken to

or of will in the future go ; but

You shall go, or he shall go, means that the speaker intends

to help or threaten the person spoken to or of to go.

Write the conjugation of the following verbs in the

indicative mode: "

choose " forsake

fade fly

go spend

run put

flow succeed

LESSON CXXIII.

CHOICE OF WORDS.

1. I shall be very glad to see you.

2. You will be late at school.

3. The teacher will not excuse us.

Mention the verbs, and state the time each expresses.

Name the subjectsând state the person of each.
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1. I will meet you at half-after eight.

2. You shall have my book to-morrow.

3. Henry shall not use my knife again.

What does the speaker promise in the first sentence ? In the

second and third, what does the speaker control? What verb

expresses the determination of the speaker?

To express futurity,use shall in the first person, and mil in

the second and third.

To express promise, purpose, determination, obligation,or

inevitable action which the speaker means to control,use vfillin

the first person, and shall in the second and third.

Write three sentences^ using shall to express simplefuture

action.

I shall go to the park to-morrow.

Write three sentences^ using will to make a promise,

I will meet you at the south gate.

Write three sentences^ using shall to express inevitable

action over which the speakerhas control

He shall not see my rabbits.

Explain the use of shall and will in the following

examples: "

I will die ere she shall grieve. " wither.

The pound of flesh which I demand of him

Is dearlybought, is mine, and I will have it.

I stand for judgment ; answer, shall I have it?

SHAKESPEARE.
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This child I to myself will take ;

She shall be mine, and I will make

A lady of my own.

The stars of midnight shall be dear

To her ; and she shall lean her ear

In many a secret place

Where rivulets dance their wayward round,

And beauty born of murmuring sound

Shall pass into her face.
" wordsworth.

In corresponding cases, should and would are used in the same

manner as shall and will.

Copy the following senteftces^fillingthe blanks with the

proper words : "

1. I be pleased to accept your kind invitation.

2. I think you enjoy playingtennis.

3. He said he be sorry to lose the ball.

4. I not lend him my skates.

5. You not be selfish.

6. The teacher be obeyed.

7. Every boy read " Plutarch's Lives."

8. Henry Clay said, " I rather be right than be

President."

9. In speaking of the Indians, Lincoln said he "

not rest until they had justice.

10. You have heard the Hamelin people

Ringing the bells tillthey rocked the steeple.

In which of the above sentences does the verb express the

determination of the speaker?
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*

Which verbs express obligation?

Which verbs express simplefuture action ?

Construct six originalsentences illustratingthe correct

use of should.

Explain the use of would and should in the following

quotations: "

1. A drearyplace would be this earth,

Were there no littlepeople in it ;

The song of life would lose its mirth,

Were there no children to begin it.

WHITTIER.

2. Teach me half the gladness.

That thy brain must know,

Such harmonious madness

From my lipswould flow.

The world should listen then as I am listeningnow.

SHELLEY.

3. A man should never be ashamed to own he has been

in the wrong, which is but saying in other words that he is

wiser to-daythan he was yesterday." pope.

LESSON CXXIV.

THE POTENTIAL MODE.

The potentialmode has four tenses. They are, with their auxil-iaries

or signs,"

Present Tense : may, can, or must.

Past Tense : might, could, would, or should.

Present Perfect Tense : may have, can have, must have.

Past Perfect Tense : might have, could have, would have,

should have.
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The forms of the verb in the firstand third persons singular,

and the first,second, and third persons, plural,are the same, and

may be summarized thus : "

Present Tense, "

I, he, we, you, or they

may, can, or must (Root).

Past Tense, "

I,he, we, you, or they

might, could, would, or should (Root).

Present Perfect Tense, "

I, he, we, you, or they

may have, can have, or must have (PastP.).

Past Perfect Tense, "

I, he, we, you, or they

might have, could have, would, have, or should have

(PastP.).

In the second person singular,,j/ is added to the auxiliaries;

thus,"

Present Tense, "

Thou mayst, canst, or must (Root).

Past Tense, "

Thou mightst,couldst,wouldst, or shouldst (Root).

Present Perfect Tense, "

Thou mayst have, canst have, or must have (PastP.).

Past Perfect Tense, "

Thou mightst have, couldst have, wouldst have, or

shouldst have (Past P.).

Write out a conjugationof two or more verbs {selectedby

teacher)in the potentialmode, using the form given in Lesson

CXVIIL
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LESSON CXXV.

CHOICE OF WORDS.

1. May I speak to Grace?

2, Can you play the piano ?

Which verb asks permission? Which inquires concerning

ability?
.

Write ten sentences showing your power to discriminate

between the following words : "

may might

can could

Explain each me of may, can, might, and could in the

followingquotations: "

1. We may build more splendid habitations.

Fill our rooms with paintingsand with sculptures;

But we cannot

Buy with gold the old associations. " longfellow.

2. How littlethou canst tell

How much in thee is good or well !
" clough.

3. We might all of us give far more than we do with-out

being a bit the worse.

4. When Duty whispers low. Thou must.

The youth replies,I can. " emerson.

5. One could wander for miles through this forest with-out

meeting a person.

6. When I turned again to look for the bird,I could

not see it
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7. I found this,

That of goods I could not miss

If I fell within the line. " emerson.

8. One impulse from a vernal wood

May teach you more of man,

Of moral evil and of good.

Than all the sages can. " Wordsworth.

LESSON CXXVI.

COMPOSITION. "DESCRIPTION.

THE SPARROW.

The sparrows are all meek and lowly birds. They are

of the grass, the fences, the low bushes, the weedy way-side

places. Theirs are the quaint and lullabysongs of

childhood. The whitethroat has a timid,tremulous strain,

that issues from the low bushes, or from behind the fence

where its cradle is hid. The song sparrow modulates its

simple dittyas softlyas the liningof its own nest.

What pretty nests, too, the sparrows build ! Can any-thing

be more exquisitethan a sparrow's nest under a

grassy or mossy bank } What care the bird has taken not

to disturb one straw, or spear of grass, or thread of moss !

BURROUGHS.

Study yohn Burroughs ŝ account of sparrows. Note

what he says of their fiauntSyof their songs, of their nests.

Write a similar descriptionof the robin,

1. Tell where you have seen robins.

2. Describe the robin's song.

3. Tell what you can of the robin's nest
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Vast Perfect Tense.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

1. I had been. We had been.

2. Thou hadst been. You had been.

3. He had been. They had been.

Future Perfect Tense,

singular.

1. I shall or will have been.

2. Thou wilt or shalt have been.

3. He will or shall have been.

n.URAL.

1. We shall or will have been.

2. You will or shall have been.

3. They will or shall have been.

POTENTIAL MODS.

Present Tense.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

1. I may be. We may be.

2. Thou mayst be. You may be.

3. He may be. They may be.

Past Tense,

singular. plural.

1. I might be. We might be.

2. Thou mightst be. You might be.

3. He might be. They might be.
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Present Perfect Tense,

singular. plural.

1. I may have been. We may have been.

2. Thou mayst have been. You may have been.

3. He may have been. They may have been.

Past Perfect Tense,

singular. plural.

1. I might have been. We might have been.

2. Thou mightst have been. You might have been.

3. He might have been. They might have been.

In the present and present perfect tenses of the potential

mode, the auxiliaries can and must may be used instead of may.

In the past and past perfecttenses, the auxiliaries could^wouldy

Sindi'shouldjmay be used instead of might

Compare the conjugationof the verb be with that of give

in Lesson CXIX.y and of the models in Lessons CXXIL

and C XX XIV.

Be prepared to recite any tense of the verb be, using

either auxiliaryin the potentialmode as directed ôr to give

any person and number of any tense.

LESSON CXXVIII.

THE PROGRESSIVE FORM OF VERBS.

DTDICATIVB MODB.

TENSE. SIMPLE FORM. PROGRESSIVE FORM.

Present. I write. I am writing.

Past. I wrote. I was writing.

Future. I shall write. I shall be writing.
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Pres. Per. I have written. I have been writing.

Past Per, I had written. I had been writing.

Put, Per I shall have written. I shall have been writing.

Verbs like am wriiingy was writing,shall be writing,etc.,
' which represent the action as continuing at the time indicated by

the verb, are said to be in the progressive form.

What is the difference in meaning between / write and / am

writing? I wrote and / was writing? Compare each simple

form with its corresponding progressive.

If the word writing were omitted from each of the above verbs,

you would have remaining the different tenses of what verb?

Writing is the present participleof the verb write (see

Lesson CVIII.).

The present participleof any verb is formed by annexing ing

to its present tense or root.

The progressive form of a verb in any tense is formed by

adding its present participleto the verb 6a in that tense.

Write the potentialmode, progressiveform, of the verb

write.

Write the numbers and tenses of the following verbs as

indicated below.

VERB.

1. Break

2. Bum

3- Buy

4. Build

5. Cut

6. Bleed

7. Draw

8. Drive

9. Dwell

10. Bring

MODE.

Indicative

it

Potential

Indicative

Potential

a

Indicative

u

Potential

FORM.

Simple

Progressive

Simple

Simple

Progressive

Simple

Progressive

Simple

Simple

Progressive

TENSE.

Past Per.

Future

Present

Fut. Per.

Past

Pres. Per.

Pres. Per.

Fut. Per.

Past Per.

Past

NUMBER.

Singular

Plural

Singular

Plural

Singular

Plural

Singular

Plural

Singular

Plural
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LESSON CXXIX.

STUDY OF SELECTION.

BVANGBLmB.

Fair was she to behold, that maiden of seventeen sum-mers.

Black were her eyes as the berry that grows on the thorn

by the wayside,

Black, yet how softlythey gleamed beneath the brown

shade of her tresses !

Fairer was she when, on Sunday mom, while the bell

from its turret

Sprinkled with holy sounds the air,as the priestwith his

hyssop

Sprinkles the congregation, and scatters blessings upon

them,

Down the long street she passed,with her chapletof beads

and her missal,

Wearing her Norman cap, and her kirtle of blue, and the

earrings

Brought in the olden time from France, and since, as an

heirloom,

Handed down from mother to child, through long genera-tions.

But a celestial brightness" a more ethereal beauty "

Shone on her face and encircled her form, when, after

confession.

Homeward serenely she walked with God*s benediction

upon her. " Longfellow.
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How old was Evangeline? What color were her eyes? With

what does the poet compare them? What color was her hair?

What did she wear on Sunday? When was she most beautiful?

Is beauty of expression more attractive than beauty of features ?

What do you understand by the last line ? Is nobihty of character

the greatest personalcharm?

Write an account of some person you know, describing

the strongest points of individuality^"
'-

height,form, fea-tures;

peculiaritiesof dress, manner, gait,speech,and ex-pression;

occupation,habits^ traits of character; influence
^

usefulness.

LESSON CXXX.

CHOICE OF WORDS.

Construct sentences to illustrate the use of the following

words: "

Apology. An apology is dictated by a sense of justice;
Excuse. an excuse is offered in extenuation of a

fault.

Conduct. Good conduct will include right behavior as

Behavior. a part of it.

Effort. Effort is a putting forth of strength,physical

Endeavor. or mental ; endeavor is prolonged effort ;

Struggle. struggle is effort exerted against opposi

tion.

Peril. Peril implies destruction ; danger implies

Danger. loss ; jeopardy applies to things of value,

Jeopardy. as well as to persons.
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LESSON CXXXI.

ACTIVS AND PASSIVE VOICE.

1. The grocer sells strawberries.

2. The boy will bring the book.

3. The trolleycar killed a man.

In the firstsentence, the verb sells represents the subjectgrocer

as doing something to the object strawberries. In like manner,

the verb will bring expresses that its subject boy acts and the

objectbook does not. The verb killed represents its subjectcar

as actingon the objectman,

A transitive verb like sellsŵill bringsor killedt̂hat represents

its subjectas actingon an object,is said to be in the active voice,

and is called a transitive active verb.

We may rewrite the sentences^ making the objectof each

verb stand in the place of the subject.

4. Strawberries are sold by the grocer.

5. The book will be brought by the boy.

6. A man was killed by the trolleycar.

Although the form of the sentences seems much changed, we

know that the facts are not.

In both the first and fourth sentences, the grocer acts, the

strawberries receive the action. In the first sentence, the object

receives the action ; in the fourth,the subjectreceives it. In the

same manner, by comparing the second and fifth sentences and

the third and sixth,we find that,in the second and third,the sub-ject

acts ; in the fifth and sixth,the subject receives the action.

Because the subjectsin such sentences as the fourth,fifth,and
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sixth,are representednot as acting but as being passive,their

predicatesare called passive verbs.

A verb like are soldywiU be brought ôr was killed,which repre-sents

itssubjectas receivingthe action,is said to be in the passive

voice, and is called a transitive passive verb.

The passiveform of the verb represents the subjectas receiving

that which is done.

In the first three sentences above, those havingactive transitive

verbs for predicates,the actors, grocer ,
boy,car, are more promi-nent

than the objects. In the other three sentences, those having

passivetransitive verbs for predicates,the objects become more

prominent and the actors less so.

In the sentence, "

The British hanged Nathan Hale as a spy,

the actors, the British,are more prominent. By making the predi-cate

passive,we may avoid mentioning them, "

Nathan Hale was hanged as a spy.

All active transitive verbs may take the passivetransitive form.

A few intransitive verbs,when they have united to them a prep-osition,

may take the passiveform ; as. They had been laughed at.

He is well thoughtof.

The passive form of a verb in any tense is formed by adding

its past participleto the verb be in that tense.

Rewrite the following sentences, changing the verbs in

the active transitive form to the passive transitive form,

and those in the passive transitive form to the active transi-tive

form : "

1. Pharaoh and his host pursued them.

2. The lightningshattered the oak.
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Past Tense,

singular. flural.

1. I did write. We did write.

2. Thou didst write. You did write.

3. He did write. They did write.

What isthe difference between the simple form I write and the

emphatic form / do write ? Between / wrote and / did write ?

What form of the principalverb write is used with do and did to

make the emphatic form?

The auxiliarydo is used with the root of a verb to form the

PRESENT TENSE EMPHATIC, and the auxiliarydid to form the past

TENSE EMPHATIC.

The emphatic form can be used only in these two tenses.

Write sentences^ using the following verbs in each of the

three formSy " simple p̂rogressive ând emphatic : "

believe choose

pursue control

judge drown

estimate understand

publish dispose

LESSON CXXXIII.

COMPOSITION.

A HORimrG mCIDBNT.

[Scene: Morning on the bridge cars at the hour when the better class of

money-seekers, both employer and employed, are on their way from Brooklyn

homes to New York offices.]

Just before the bell rang to start the train,a frail man,

evidentlya German, came panting into the car, carrying a
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large bundle of overcoats carefullypinned in a piece of

black muslin. The liningsof the coats were folded out-side,

and were of shining silk. The man carryingthe coats

wore a thin cotton coat, in which he shivered as the cold

air swept through the open door.

The brakeman, a frowning giant,bounded into the car,

and in a voice loud enough to attract everybody's atten-tion,

shouted, "Get along out of here with your bundle.

Can't have ye blocking up the whole car ! " In sheer

frightthe poor bewildered man looked about. Language

spoke to deaf ears; but the gesture said," Go ! " It could

not mean that he must leave the car ; for how would he

ever get over to New York with the coats, if not allowed

to ride
" they were so heavy ! Bending under the heavy

load, he went out on the platform,casting an appealing

glance backward as he went through the door. He

crossed to the front platform of the car behind, and

holding the coats lengthwise,so that the only glimpse to

be seen was the dented and shabby hat and the brown,

misshapen boots, with the strained wrists, and grimy, thin

hands, he took his positionagainstthe door frame. Some

smothered remark from the tyrant in blue coat and brass

buttons brought the white, frightened face in sight; but

the tighterclutchingof the hands and the shrinking out

of sight of the rest of the man behind the satin-lined

coats was the only result.

At this point, a new actor appeared on the scene.

From about the center of the car, a magnificentspecimen

of American manhood stood up leisurely.From the top

of the shining silk hat to the toes of the shining boots

was written righteous prosperity. One gloved hand
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held the paper he had been reading, with a grasp that

told of the muscular power that years of healthful living

had preserved and developed. He glanced neither to

right nor left,but, with flashing eyes fastened on the

brakeman*s back, went through the door, and, standing

directlyin front of the tailor,tapped him gently on the

shoulder, saying pleasantly," My friend, put your bundle

on this gate," at the same time pointing to the closed gate

on the inner side of the car platform. A frightenedglance

was flashed into the speaker'sface, and then at the scowling

brakeman; but the tailor did not move. Crowding the paper

into his pocket,the new actor in this quicklymoving drama

took the bundle of coats, and, with a kindly " Stand here "

to the tailor,rested them on the gate. The tailor,with a

face of smiles and relief,took his place beside the bundle.

The new protector, with his silk-lined coat thrown back, a

rather set look in his face, the tips of the fingersof one

hand inside of his trousers* pockets,faced the cowed and

silenced brakeman, his whole attitude bringing to mind the

now historical sentence in the annals of New York poli-tics,
" Well, what are you going to do about it } "

At the New York end of the bridge,the tailor and his

friend were the last to leave the platform. As they parted

at the head of the stairs,the gloved hand touched the rim

of the silk hat to the little bent man who was going down

the stairs. A face radiant answered the salute ; but the

burdened hands made its return impossible. Was it imagi-nation

} The air seemed eloquent with these words : "

" The Holy Supper is kept indeed

In whatso we share with another's need."
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WRITTBV BXSRCISBS.

After reading thoughtfullythe above extract^ try to de-scribe

some similar incident that you have witnessed.

If you do not recall a kind deed^ write a briefnewspaper

article on one of the following subjects:"

Almost an Accident.

A Frightened Horse.

A Careless Wheelman.

An Hoar in a Railway Station.

How we Caught a Burglar.

The Effects of a Recent Storm.

HnrTS.

1. Choose a pointof view.

2. Forecast the whole story before you begin to write.

3. Remember that your story should be probable,and should

have a purpose.

4. Relate particulars,not merely because they occurred at a

certain time, but because they grew out of preceding particulars,

LESSON CXXXIV.

AUXILIARY VERBS.

Verbs like do, did,have, may, might,etc., when prefixed to a

principalverb to form compound tenses, are called auxiuary

VERBS. They are as follows,and as auxiliaries,have the form of

only the present and past tenses, except be, which is used as an

auxiliaryin all its parts.

Present, do have shall will may can must

Past, did had should would might could

Be, do, and have are also principalverbs, and take others

before them in their compound tenses ; as, "
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I shall be early.

You may have an apple.

He may have done wrong.

They have had a sail.

A verb is made to deny by using it with the word fwf; as, "

I will give. I will not give.

The negative nof is placed after the verb in the simple form ;

^^' He thought not ;

and after the first auxiliaryin the compound forms ; as, "

You did not look.

They would not stop.

We are not going.

Write sentences illustrative of the uses of the auxiliary

verbs.

LESSON CXXXV.

INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES.

Indicative Mode.

TENSE.

Present.

Past.

Future.

Pres. Per.

Past Per.

Put. Per.

TENSE.

Present.

Past.

Pres. Per.

Past Per.

COMMON FORM.

Do you write ?

Did you write ?

Will you write?

Have you written?

Had you written ?

PROGRESSIVE FORM.

Are you writing?

Were you writing?

Will you be writing?

Have you been writing?

Had you been writing?

Shall you have written ? Shall you have been writing?

Potential Mode.

COMMON FORM.

Can you write ?

Could you write?

Can you have written?

Could you have written ?

progressive FORM.

Can you be writing?

Could you be writing?

Can you have been writing?

Could you have been writing?
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By comparing the above forms with declarative sentences in

Lesson XI., you will see that in interrogativesentences, the verb

is used in both the common and the progressiveform.

1. When the verb has an auxiliary,the subject is placed be-tween

the auxiliaryand the verb.

2. When the verb has more than one auxiliary,the subjectis

placed after the firstauxiliary.

3. In the present and the past indicative,the emphatic instead

of the common form of the verb is generallyused. The simple

form of the verb is sometimes used in interrogativesentences in

the present and past tenses ; as, "

Seest thou a man diligentin his business 1

When an interrogativesentence is negative,the negative is

placed immediately after the subject; as, "

Is it not excellent to have the strength of a giant?

Are you not going to the mountains this summer f

Only the indicative and potentialmodes can be used in inter-rogative

sentences.

In the following exercises ĉhange the interrogativesen-tences

into declarative sentences^ and the declarative into

interrogative: "

1. See you yon lighton the southern headland .?

2. The maple on the hillside has lost its bright green.

3. Can you hear the roaring of the breakers t

4. *Tis libertyalone that gives the flowers of fleeting

life their luster and perfume.

5. Was there ever a better charitysermon preached in

the world than Dickens's "Christmas Carol" 1
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6. I would not enter on my listof friends

The man who needlesslysets foot upon a worm.

COWPER.

7. Know ye the land where the cypress and myrtle

Are emblems of deeds that are done in their clime ?

BYRON.

8. In this past year'sdiary,is there any precious day

noted on which you have made a new friend ?
" thackeray.

9. Stillest streams oft water fairest meadows.

10. All the kings of the nations lie in glory,

Cased in cedar, and shut in a sacred gloom.

INGELOW.

1 1. Down swept the chill winds from the mountain peak.

LOWELL.

12. Are the blossoms singing? Or is all this humming

sound the music of bees ?
" beecher.

13. Who is losing.?who is winning? are they far, or

come they near i

Look abroad, and tell us, sister,whither rolls the

storm we hear. " whittier.

LESSON CXXXVL

THE SUBJUNCXIVS MODB.

The subjunctivemode is that form of a verb used in a sub-ordinate

clause to express something merely thoughtof as condi-tional

or doubtful,and generally to imply that the contrary is

trae; as, "

If I were you, I would try to do better.

Though he slay me, yet will I trust him.
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SINGULAR.

1. If I heard.

2. If thou heard

3. If he heard.

Past Tenss.

PLURAL.

If we heard.

If you heard.

If they heard.

Past Tense,

singular. plural.

I heard. We heard.

Thou heardest. You heard.

He heard. They heard.

THE VERB SS*

SUBJUNCtlVB MODS. INDICATIVB MODS.

Present Tense. Present Tense.

When the verb is placed before the subject,the if is omitted ;

as, Were I sure, I would tellyou.

Explain the use of the subjunctive in the following

sentences: "

1. If he were more courteous, I should like him

better.

2. Should it rain,I will not go.

3. I wish that my mother were here.

4. If he be diligent,he will succeed.

5. If he had been wise, he would have accepted the

offer.
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6. If it were ev^r so fine,I would not buy it.

7. Beware, lest thou be led into temptation.

8. Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest

he fall.

9. Oh that thou wert my brother !

10. Oh had I the wings of a dove !

11. If it were done when 'tis done, then 'twere well

It were done quickly.

12. Were gold more abundant, it would be of less

value.

LESSON CXXXVII.

THE IMPSRATIVS MODS.

Verbs in the imperative mode are used only in imperative

sentences, and are always in the second person and the present

tense.

The form is the same for both the singularand the plural

number.

That form is the simple or root form of the verb (see Lesson

CXXIL).

The subjectof a verb in the imperative mode is usuallythe

pronoun you, either expressed or understood. Thou and ye are

used in solemn and emphatic forms.

Write ten sentences, using the following verbs in the

imperative mode:
"
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LESSON CXXXVIII.

STUDY OF A DESCRIPTION.

THB 6ARSST OF THB 6AMBRBL-R00FBD HOUSB.

It has a flooringof laths with ridgesof mortar squeezed

up between them, (which if you tread on you will go to "

the Lord have mercy on you ! " where will you go to ?)

the same being crossed by narrow bridges of boards, on

which you may put your feet,but with fear and trembling.

Above you and around you are beams and joists,on some

of which you may see, when the lightis let in,the marks

of the conchoidal clippings of the broadax, showing the

rude way in which the timber was shaped as it came, full

of sap, from the neighboring forest. It is a realm of dark-ness

and thick dust, and shroud-like cobwebs, and dead

things they wrap in their gray folds. For a garret is like

a seashore, where wrecks are thrown up, and slowly go to

pieces. There is the cradle which the old man you just

remember was rocked in ; there is the ruin of the bedstead

he died on, and that ugly slantingcontrivance used to put

under his pillowin the days when his breath came hard ;

there is his old chair with both arms gone, symbol of the

desolate time when he had nothing earthlyleft to lean on ;

there is the large wooden reel which the deacon sent the

minister's lady,who thanked him graciously,and twirled

it smilingly,and in fittingseason bowed it out decentlyto

the limbo of troublesome conveniences. And there are

old leather portmanteaus, like stranded porpoises,their

mouths gaping in gaunt hunger for the food with which
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they used to be gorged to repletion; and the old brass

andirons, waiting until time shall revenge them on their

paltry substitutes,and they shall have their own again,

and bring with them the forestick and backlog of ancient

days ; and the empty churn with its idle dasher, and the

brown, shaky old spinning wheel, which was running, it

may be, in the days when they were hanging Salem

witches.
" HOLMES.

WRITTEN BXBRCISB.

Give a similar descriptionof a room you have seen*

1. Locate the room.

2. Describe its general appearance.

3. Reproduce the various objects by homely illustra-tions

and familiar comparisons.

4. Choose one of the things in which you are most

interested, and write out its history.

LESSON CXXXIX.

SOME VERBS ALIKE IN SOUin).
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Present,

Past.

Pres. P.

Past P.

Lay is a transitive verb, and requiresan object.

Ligy meaning to rest, is intransitive,and does not requirean

object.

Lay the scythe on the grass.

Let the scythe lie on the grass.

He laid the scythe on the grass.

The scythe lay on the grass.

He is laying the scythe on the grass.

The scythe is lying on the grass.

He has laid the scythe on the grass.

The scythe has lain on the grass.

Set is a transitive verb, and requiresan object.

Sit is an intransitive verb, and does not requirean object.

Present,

Past.

Pres. P.

Past P.

JI set a chair by the window.

11 sit in the chair.

I set a chair by the window.

I sat in the chair.

{Iam settinga chair by the window.

I am sittingin the chair.

I have set a chair by the window.

I have sat in the chair.

Raise^ meaning to lift,is regularand transitive.

Rise, meaning to ascend, is irregularand intransitive.

Seeymeaning to perceive,is irregularand transitive.

Saw^ meaning to cut, is regularor irregularand transitive.

1. Write eight sentences discriminating between raise

and rise. Follow the form given above for lay and lie.

2. Write eightsentences discriminatingbetween see and

saw in each tense.
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Copy the following sentences^ fillingthe blanks with suita-ble

words : "

1. Lake Ontario between New York and Canada.

2. The rain the dust.

3. I found a horseshoe in the road.

/ 4. Mother has down to rest.

5. The snow will not long on the ground.

6. Do not leave your hat on a chair.

7. Many poets have been to rest in Westminster.

8. Will you aside your work ?

9. The autumn leaves scattered on the ground.

10. The men are a concrete pavement.

Copy and completethe following sentences : "

1. We and talked until the night,

Descending filled the room.

2. The Arab's foe, having ever broken bread with

him, may safely beneath his tents.

3. The robin on her nest.

4. On Arbor Day our class out two trees.

5. Where do you in church }

6. You may the table for four.

7. Still the schoolhouse by the road,

A ragged beggar sunning.

8. The hilt of his sword was with gems.

9. The sun was as we turned homeward.

10. Slowly and disconsolatelylittle Mary gold

down.

11. He goes on Sunday to the church,

And among his boys.

12. Robert has been : traps for partridges.
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LESSON CXL.

THE A6RBBMENT OF THE VERB.

PBRSON AHD ITUMBBR.

In Lessons CXIX., CXXII., and CXXVII., you have seen that

a verb changes its form on account of the person and number of

its subject.

1. Est, or some contraction of it,is usuallyannexed to a verb,

or to one of its auxiliaries,when the subject is in the second per-son

singular; as, Thou hearest, Thou mays t go.

2. S is usuallyannexed to a verb in the present tense of the

indicative mode, when the subjectis in the third person singular;

as. The child reads.

3. Has as an auxiliaryis used only in the third person singu"

lar of the present perfecttense ; as, He has listened.

4. The verb be has seven different forms in the present and past

tenses of the indicative mode : / am, thou art, he is,we are, I

was, thou wast, we were.

A verb must agree with its subjectin person and number.

When the subjectis a collective noun standingfor many con-sidered

as one whole, the verb must be in the singular;as,"

The army invades the country.

A committee of three was appointed.

When the subjectis a collective noun standingfor many con-sidered

as individuals,the verb must be in the plural;as,"

The audience were much pleased.

The committee were unanimous.
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LESSON CXLL

TWO OR MOBS SUBJECTS.

1. Maud and Estelle are reading.

2. Maud or Estelle is reading.

What are the subjects of the verb are reading f Is each

subjectsingular,or plural? Is the verb singular,or pluralin form ?

By what are the subjects connected? Does this conjunction

make us consider the two subjectstogether,or separately? Taken

together,have they a singularsignificance,or a pluralsignificance?

When a verb has two or more subjects connected by and, it

must agree with them in the plural number.

Several singularsubjects,though connected by and^ if preceded

by each,every, or no, take a verb in the singular; as, "

Every flower and every shrub was torn from its place.

When the several subjectsconnected by and denote only one

person or thing,the verb is singular; as, "

The hue and cry of the country pursues him.

The philosopher and poet was banished from his

country.

In the second sentence at the head of the lesson, by what

are the subjectsconnected? Does this conjunction make us

consider the subjectstogether,or separately? Is the verb singular,

or pluralin form ?

When a verb has two or more singular subjects connected by

or or nor, it must agree with them in the singular number.
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If two or more subjectsconnected by or or nor differ in person

or number, the verb should generallyagree with the one next to

it; as,"

Either my uncle or my cousins are coming.

When a singularand a plural subject are used, the plural

should be placed last.

It is better, however, to avoid such constructions, and by

repeatingthe verb, avoid misunderstanding ; as, "

Either my uncle is coming, or my cousins are.

Mention the subjectsof the verbs in the following sen-

tenceSy and tell why each verb is of the singular or plural

form : "

1. Every tree and every shrub is beginning to send

forth green leaves.

2. Each day and each hour brings its own duties.

3. The stone and the flower hold locked up in their

recesses the three great known forces, " light,heat,

electricity." Robert hunt.

4. A hundred eager fancies and busy hopes fill his

brain.

5. Nor eye nor listeningear an objectfinds.

6. What wonderful advancement have science and

invention made in this century!

7. One or more persons were injured.

8. The cheerful light,the vital air,

Are blessingswidely given." barbauld.

9. Seasons return, but not to me returns

Day, or the sweet approach of even or mom.

MILTON.
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LESSON CXLIL

HOW TO PARSE VERBS.

To parse a verb^ state : "

1. Form
" regular or irregular,and why.

2. Class " transitive or intransitive,and why. If tran-sitive,

state whether it is in the active or the

passivevoice.

3. Inflection: "

{a) Mode " indicative,potential,subjunctive,or im-perative,

and why,

(J))Tense " present, past, future, present perfect,

past perfect,or future perfect,and why.

{c) Person and Number
"

whether it is in the first,

second, or third person, and in the singular

or pluralnumber, and why.

4. Syntax " its agreement with its subject.

MODBL FOR PARSING VBRBS.

1. The fields were devastated by the war.

2. If our general were in command, we could

win the battle.

Were devastated is a regularverb because it forms its past

tense and past participleby annexing ed. Principalparts, devas-tate,

devastated,devastated. It is transitive ; in the passivevoice

because it represents its subjectfieldsas receivingthe action ; in

the indicative mode, it simply declares something; in the past

tense, it represents something which occurred in the past ; in the

third person pluralnumber, to agree with its subjectfields.

Were is an irregularverb because it does not form its past
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tense and past participleby annexing ed. Principalparts, be or

aniy was, been. Intransitive,it has not an object; in the sub-junctive

mode, it is used in a conditional clause to express

something which is merely thought of; it has the form of the

past subjunctive,but denotes present time; in the third person

and singularnumber, to agree with its subjectgeneral.

Could win is an irregularverb because it does not form its

past tense and past participleby annexing ed. Principalparts,

win^ won, won. It is transitive,and in the active voice because

it represents its object batUe as receiving the action; in the

potentialmode, it expresses a possibility;it has the form of

the past potential,but denotes present time ; in the first person

and pluralnumber, to agree with its subjectwe.

Abbreviated Model. " Were devastated is a verb, regular,

transitive,passive,indicative,past, and in the third plural,to agree

with its subjectfields.

Parse the verbs in Lesson CXXXVIIL

LESSON CXLIIL

STUDY OF SELECTION.

GRAITDFATHBR'S CHAIR.

The chair in which Grandfather sat was made of oak,

which had grown dark with age, but had been rubbed and

polished tillit shone as bright as mahogany. It was very

large and heavy, and had a back that rose high above

Grandf ather*s white head. This back was curiouslycarved

in openwork, so as to represent flowers and foliage,and

other devices, which the children had often gazed at, but

could never understand what they meant. On the very

tiptopof the chair, over the head of Grandfather himself,
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was the likeness of a lion's head, which had such a savage

grin that you would almost expect to hear it growl and snarl

The children had seen Grandfather sittingin this chair

ever since they could remember anything. Perhaps the

younger of them supposed that he and the chair had come

into the world together, and that both had always been as

old as they were now. At this time, however, it happened

to be the fashion for ladies to adorn their drawing-rooms

with the oldest and oddest chairs that could be found. It

seemed to Cousin Clara that,if these ladies could have seen

Grandfather's old chair,they would have thought it worth

all the rest together. She wondered if it were not even

older than Grandfather himself, and longed to know all

about its history." hawthorne.

Try to imagine the chair described by Hawthorne. What kind

of wood was it made of? Why did it look dark? Why did it

shine like mahogany? How high was the back of the chair?

What is meant by " curiouslycarved in openwork " ? Were the

flowers cut clear through the back of the chair? What do you

understand by foliage? Where was the carved lion's head ? How

do you know that it looked very much like a live lion ? Why did

the younger children think that the chair had come into the world

with their grandfather? Do ladies sometimes buy old furniture for

their parlors? Have you ever seen an old clock? A curious

claw- footed table? A spinningwheel?

WRITTBir BXBRCISBS.

Describe an old clock. Use, ifyou wish, the following

hints : "

The clock stands in the hall at the top of the stair-way.

It is made of mahogany almost black with age. It
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is eight feet high. It has a glassdoor. You can see the

pendulum, the white face,the black figures,the bluish steel

hands. There are pink flowers painted on the corners of

the face, and green leaves. The glassdoor is hung with

brass hinges,and has a brass scroll-work keyhole. The old

clock has witnessed many scenes of joy and sorrow.

Describe other objectsyou have seen, A bureau. A table,

A writing desk, A book, A spinning wheel.

First try to give a pictureof the whole. Then describe

the material^ shape^ size^ ornamentation^ tise, age, owners^

associations,

LESSON CXLIV.

PARTICIPLES.

Participlesmay be classified either with reference to form or

the time denoted by them.

According to form
y
participlesare either simple or compound.

According to time^ participlesare either present^pasty or pctst

perfect.

The participlesof the verb write are, "

Simple. |^"t^"S
[written

Compound,

being written

having written

having been written

having been writing

The compound participlesare formed by the use of the auxil-iary

participlesof the verbs be and have.

As in the formation of the tenses of the verb (see Lesson
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CXVIII.) the use of the auxiliarybe with the past participlemakes

the passiveform, so the use of the same auxiliarywith the present

participlemakes the progressiveform.

Tne same participlesmay be againclassified ; as," -

ACTIVE. PASSIVE.

Present. writing being written

Past. written written

n . n ^
\haying written having been written

Past Perfect.\.
. .

\having been writing

As intransitive verbs have no passiveform, so the participlesof

intransitive verbs form no participlesof the passiveform.

A participlemay be modified, like a verb, by an adverb, by an

adverbial phrase,or by an adverbial clause ; thus,"

1. By an adverb.

The mountain streams went babbling by.

2. By an adverbial phrase.

The flush of life may well be seen

Thrillingback over hills and valleys.

3. By an adverbial clause.

The boat sank lying where we saw it yesterday.

A transitive participleis one that requires an objectivecom-plement.

The objectivecomplement of a participlemay be a noun or

pronoun; thus,"

1. A noun.

The child is happy gathering flowers.

2. A pronoun.

Hearing me call,he came to my rescue.
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Mention the participlesin the following sentences^ and tell

whether each is simple or compound^ transitive or intransi-tive,

passiveor active,present^past, or perfect.

State how each participleis used in the sentence in which

you find it.

1. Walking is a healthful exercise.

2. The robin and the bluebird piping loud

Filled all the blossoming orchards with their glee.

3. Round the beautiful valley.

Towering aloft in the sky.

Stand the mountains like giants.

Grim and rocky and high." miller.

4. By the wayside, on a mossy stone.

Sat a hoary pilgrimsadly musing ;

Oft I marked him sittingthere alone.

All the landscape like a page perusing.

RALPH HOYT.

5. And thou, O River of To-morrow, flowing

Between thy narrow adamantine walls ;

I hear the trumpets of the morning blowing,

I hear thy mighty voice,that calls and calls.

LONGFELLOW.

6. I heard him walking across the floor

As he always does, with a heavy tread.

7. Sweet is the air with the budding haws; and the

valleystretchingfor miles below

Is white with blossoming cherry trees, as if just

covered with lightestsnow. " longfellow.
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LESSON CXLV.

INFINITIVES.

Infinitives are classified as simple or compound^ acHve or pas^

siveypresent ox present perfect

The simple form of the infinitive is the root of the verb to

which the word to is prefixed. The other infinitives are all

compound.

The other classifications of the infinitive of the verb write

are: "

ACTIVE. PASSIVX.

[to write

\to be writing

have written to have been

have been writing written

^

fto wnie
^

-

Present, \
, ...

to be written

Present Perfect,\
[to

As in the formation of the passive and progressiveforms of

the verb and of participles(Lessons CXXVIII. and CXXXI.), the

auxiliaryverbs be and have are used in making the compound

forms.

The auxiliarybe with the past participlemakes the passive

form; with the present participle,the progressiveform of the

infinitive.

Intransitive verbs form no passiveinfinitive.

Infinitives take the same modifiers and complements as verbs ;

thus,"

The modifiers of an infinitive may be : "

1. An adverb.

Resolve to study diligently,

2. A phrase,

I expect to start at five o'clock.
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3. A clause.

We intend to go when our friends arrive.

The objectivecomplement of an infinitive may be : "

1. A noun.

We are commanded to love our enemies.

He comes to break oppression.

2. A pronoun,

I shall invite him to accompany me.

3. A clause.

I promised to ask what was the matter with the

child.

The attributive complement of an infinitive may be : "

1. A noun.

They urged him to become a candidate for the

office.

2. A pronoun.

It did not seem to be he.

3. An adjective.

I believe the location to be desirable.

You will find her to be brave and true.

An infinitive with its modifiers or complements is called an

INFINITIVE PHRASE (secLessou CVIII.).

The verbs bid,dare
^
feel,hear, let,make, need,and see, and their

participlesand infinitives,take an infinitive after them without the

prepositionto ; thus,"

Let us walk.

Make her study her lessons.

See him throw the ball.
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An infinitive (or infinitivephrase)may be used as a noun^ an

Adjective,or an adverb; thus,"

An infinitiveused as a lioun may be : "

1. The subjectof a verb.

To watch is his duty.

2. The objectof a verb.

The boy learns to read.

3. The attributive complement of a peri.

All we want is to be let alone.

4. In appositionwith a substantive.

Delightfultask ! to rear the tender thought

5. The objectof a preposition.

There is nothing left but to submit

/Vninfinitiveused as an adjectivemay : "

f "
Limit a noun.

You have my permissionto speak.

ff. Be the attributive complementof a verb.

The best way to prosper is to keep out of debt

^n infinitiveused as an adverb may modify : "

I. A verb.

And fools who came to scoff remained to pray.

f "
An adjective.

They are afraid to speak.

He was quick to reply.
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Mention the infinitivesand infinitivephrases in the fol-^

lowing sentences^ and state how each is used:
"

1. To be frightened is not pleasant.

2. It is easier to pull down than to build.

3. ril learn the round of life to fill.

4. In the schoolroom while we stay,

There is work enough to do.

5. Mary has gone to visit her littlefriend.

6. Have you been invited to go to the picnic?

7. Beautiful feet are they that go

Swiftlyto lightenanother's woe.

8. Teach me to feel another's woe,

To hide the fault I see. " pope.

9. Let man, who hopes to be forgiven,

Forgive and bless his foe. " sadi.

10. To persevere in one's duty and to be silent is the

best answer to calumny. " Washington.

11. It is always safe to learn, even from our enemies;

seldom safe to instruct,even our friends.

12. In woods and glens I love to roam

When the tired hedger hies him home,

Or by the woodland pool to rest

When pale the star sleeps on its breast. " white.

13. To gildrefined gold,to paint the lily.

To throw a perfume on the violet,

To smooth the ice, or add another hue

Unto the rainbow, or with taper light

To seek the beauteous eye of heaven to garnish.

Is wasteful and ridiculous excess. " Shakespeare.
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LESSON CXLVI.

HOW TO PAR8S VERBALS.

To parse an infinitiveor a participleŝtate: "

1. From what verb it is formed.

2. Its Form
" simple or compound.

3. Its CZarjj " intransitive or transitive,active or pas-sive.

4. Its Use " the part that it,or the phrase of which

it forms a part, performs in the sentence.

Model for parsing infinitivesand participles.

1. To doubt would be disloyalty.

2. The sun, darting its rays through the window,

awoke me.

3. The road, after winding through the forest,lead:^

to a swiftlyflowing river.

4. Truth, crushed to earth, shall rise again.

To DOUBT is a simple intransitive infinitive,active,and the

subjectof the verb would be.

Darting, formed from the verb darty is a simple transitive

participle; and the phrasedarting its rays through the window^

is used as an adjectiveto modify the noun sun.

Winding is a simple intransitive participle,active; and the

participialphrase winding through the forest îs used as a noun,

and is the objectof the prepositionaf^r.

Crushed is a simple transitive participle,passive; and the.

participialphrase crushed to earth, is used as an adjectiveto

modify the noun truth.

Parse the participlesand infinitivesin Lesson C XXXII I.
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LESSON CXLVII.

SBVISW.

1. Distinguishbetween a verb and a verbal. Illustrate.

2. Into what two classes are verbals divided? Illus-trate

each.

3. Distinguish between transitive and intransitive

verbs. Classifythe verbs in the selection entitled " Me-chanic

Art in the Animal Creation," Lesson CXIV.

4. Write a sentence having a transitive verb, a subject,

and an object. Can you change the verb to the passive

voice } How }

5. What is an auxiliaryverb.? Mention three verbs

that may be used as either independent or auxiliaryverbs.

6. How is the indicative mode of verbs used } The

potential} The subjunctive? The imperative.?

7. Name the tenses of the indicative mode. The

potential. The subjunctive. The infinitive. How is each

tense formed ?

8. How are participlesclassified ? Name the classes,

and illustrate each.

9. How are infinitives classified ? How may they be

modified i How used i

10. What verbs may be followed by the infinitive with-out

the prepositionto ?

1 1. When is a verb said to be in the progressiveform }

Of what two parts does it consist } How does the pro-gressive

form differ from the passivevoice i

12. Write the subjunctive mode, progressive form, of

the verb read.
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1. Only a newsboy, under the light

Of the lamp-post,plying his trade in vain ;

Men are too busy to stop to-night.

Hurrying home through the sleet and the rain.

PHCEBE GARY.

2. Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound.

He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot.

And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and soot ;

A bundle of toys he had flung on his back,

And he looked like a peddler justopening his pack.

MOORE.

3. On the hearth of Farmer Garvin blazed the crackling

walnut log;

.
Right and left sat dame and goodman, and between

them lay the dog,

Head on paws, and tail slow wagging, and beside him

on the mat.

Sittingdrowsy in the firelight,winked and purred the

mottled cat. " whittier.

4. Bright yellow,red, and orange.

The leaves come down in hosts ;

The trees are Indian princes,

But soon they'llturn to ghosts." allingham.

5. All the littleboys and girls,

With rosy cheeks and flaxen curls,

And sparkling eyes, and teeth hke pearls,

Tripping and skipping, ran merrily after

The wonderful music, with shouting and laughter.

BROWNING.
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LESSON CXLIX.

PRSPOSITIONS.

A prepositionis a word used to introduce a phrase, and show

the relation of its object to the word which the phrase modifies ;

as, "

Heaven lies about us in our infancy.

In this sentence, about is a prepositionintroducingthe phrase

about us, and showing the relation between us and lies," lies about

us, not around us, or over us. Us is the objectof the preposition

abouty and is in the objectivecase. The entire phrase is an ele-ment

in the sentence. About is an element in the phrase. In is

also a prepositionintroducingthe phrase in our infancy, and

showing the relation between infancy and lies. Infancy is the

object of the prepositionin, and is in the objectivecase.

A phrase introduced by a prepositionis called a PREPOsmoNAL

PHRASE.

1. If it performs the office of an adjective,it is called an

ADJECTIVE PHRASE.

2. If it performsthe office of an adverb,it is called an adver-bial

PHRASE.

A prepositionalphrase may modify : "

1. A noun.

The house on the hill has been blown down.

2. A pronoun.

Which of you saw the yacht race?

3. An adjective.

It is good for nothing.
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4. A verb.

I stood on the bridge at midnight.

Our echoes roll from soul to soul.

5. An adverb.

You acted inconsistentlywith your professions.

6. A participle.

The clustered spiresof Frederick stand

Green-walled by the hills of Maryland.

I met him coming through the rye.

A prepositionmay take for its object: "

1. A noun.

We rise by the things that are under our feet.

2. A pronoun.

Come unto me, and I will give you rest.

3. A participle..

There was much excitement over the reading of

the will.

4. An infinitive.

He was about to write a letter.

5. An adverb ofplace or time.

The odor of gas comes from below.

It was not tillthen that I knew.

6. An adverbial phrase.

The diver came up from under the water.

7. A clause.

This will depend on who the commissioners are.
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A prepositionis parsed by stating: "

1. That the word is a preposition.

2. That the phrase introduced is an adjectiveor an adverbial

phrase, and what the phrase modifies.

MODEL FOR PARSmC.

Among them all,none braver marched againstthe foe.

Among is a preposition.It introduces the adjective phrase

among them all,which modifies the adjectivepronoun none.

Against is a preposition. It introduces the adverbial phrase

againstthe foe,which modifies the'verb marched.

Parse the prepositionsin the following sentences : "

1. Beside a pleasantdwelling ran a brook,

Scudding along a narrow channel paved

With green and yellow pebbles.

2. Lightlyand brightlybreaks away

The morning from her mantle gray,

And the noon will look on a sultryday." byron.

3. Bregenz, that quaint city

Upon the Tyrol shore.

Has stood above Lake Constance

A thousand years and more. " Procter.

4. They are slaves who dare not be

In the rightwith two or three.
" lowell.

5. The valley of Chamouni is a place where a trav-eler

loves to lingerfor days and even for weeks.

6. General Thomas was indeed the " Rock of Chicka-

mauga," around and against which the wild waves of

battle dashed in vain. " garfield.
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7. Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned,

As home his footstepshe hath turned

From wandering on a foreign strand ? " scott.

Write fifteensentences containingnot fewer than fifteenof

the prepositionsin the following list ând be prepared to state

what each phrase modifies: "

Construct sentences in which the following expressionsare

correctlyused: "

attend to

bestow upon

boast of

call on

change for

convenient to, or for

dependent on, upon

die of,or by

difficultyin

fell from

need of

notice of

profitby

provide for,with, against

regard for

smile at, upon

taste of, for

think of, on

worthy of

wait on, at, for
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LESSON CL.

KINDS OF PHRASSS.

Phrases,accordingto formy are classified as : "

1. Prepositional(phrasesintroduced by a preposition).

A statue of marble stood in the public square.

But yesterday the word of Caesar might have

stood againstthe world.

2. Participial(phrases introduced by a participle).

Having written his letter,he sealed it.

A tree strippedof its leaves was no obstruction to

the view.

3. Infinitive(phrasesintroduced by an infinitive).

He was born to be great.

A few baskets of peaches, to be sent to market,

stood in the yard.

Phrases, accordingto office^are classified as : "

1. Substantive,

To relieve the poor is our duty.

He spends much time in reading Scott's novels.

2. Adverbial

He came earlyin the morning.

The lowing herd winds slowlyo'er the lea.

3. Adjective.
.

A tree, dead at the top, stands in front of the

house.

The pitch of the musical tone depends upon the

rapidityof vibration.
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A phrase made up of two or more phrases,one of which is

modified by the other or others,is called a complex phrase.

Then read from the treasured volume

The poem of thy choice,

And lend to the rhyme of the poet

The beauty of thy voice.

The phrase to the rhyme of the poet is a complex phrase,because

the phrase of the poet modifies the word rhyme. The phrases in

the first,second, and fourth lines,and the phrase of the poet, are

simple phrases.

Over the river and through the wood

To grandfather's house we go.

The phrase making up the first line,composed of two phrases

joinedby the conjunction and, is called a compound phrase.

Point out and classifythe phrases in the following sen-

tences : "

1. Under the spreading chestnut tree

The villagesmithy stands.

2. To pay as you go is the safest way to fortune.

3. A life of beauty lends to all it sees

The beauty of its thought." whittier.

4. Now the brightmorning star, day's harbinger,

Comes dancing from the east. " milton.

5. Here jasmines spread their silver flower.

To deck the wall, or weave the bower.

6. The night wind with a desolate moan swept by,
And the old shutters of the turret swung

Creaking upon their hinges." willis.

7. For a man to be proud of his learningis the greatest

ignorance.
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4. I will return immediately.

5. Here is ?l four-leavedclover.

6. Where did you find it ?

7. He was a learned man.

8. Those children are homeless.

9. His journey was very long.

10. It was a cloudless day.

LESSON CLH.

PHRASES CONTRACTED INTO WORDS.

1. He opposed us with violence.

2. He opposed us violently.

Do these sentences express the same idea?

What adverb in the second sentence is equivalentto the

phrasewiih violence ?

Rewrite the following sentences^ contractingthe Italicized

phrases into equivalent words. State whether the new

words are substantives
^
adjectivesôr adverbs,

1. The transaction was accordingto law.

2. In this place I will remain.

3. In a short time the work will be completed.

4. His conceit was not to be borne.

5. On this spot Garfield fell.

6. The groves were \}[i f̂irsttemplesof God.

7. The egotism of the man was not to be tolerated.

8. The lady spoke with great precision.

9. These drawings were made with extreme accuracy.

10. At this place the President took the oath of office.
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LESSON CLIII.

COMPOSITION.

Ask your teacher to take you and your companions to some

place of interest in your neighborhood. Then make an

outline by asking and answering questionssimilar to those

i?i Lesson XX, Expand each topicof the outline into a

paragraph. Try to make your story brief clear,complete^

and interesting.

If you have visited one of the following places,you

wiiay write from memory an account of what you saw.

The County Jail. The MiU.

The Public Library. The PoorhouM*

The Newspaper Pressroom. The Foundry.

The Telephone Exchange. The ShipyarA.

LESSON CLIV.

CONJUNCTIONS.

A cottjanctiottis a word used to connect words, phrases, clauses,

or sentences.

A coordinate conjunctionis one that connects elements of

equal rank. These elements may consist of: "

I. Two or more independent members, or clauses,used to

form a compound sentence ; as, "

Without economy none can be rich,and with it few

can be poor.

We have met tne enemy and they are ours.
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2. Two or more subordinate clauses that have a common

dependence; as, "

Millions of creatures walk the earth unseen

Both when we wake and when we sleep.

3. Phrases having the same relation ; as, "

Up the mountain and through the glen he took his

silent way,

4. Words of the same class (and generallyin the same form)

that have a common relation to some other word ; as, "

Her eyes are bright and blue.

Honor thy father and thy mother.

Sweep up the hearth, and mend the fire,and put the

kettle on.

The principalcoordinate conjunctionsare and, or, nor, be-

cause, but, therefore,

A subordinate conjunction is one that introduces a clause,and

connects it to a principalsentence ; as, "

If he were studious, he would excel.

Among the conjunctions most frequentlyused are if,unless.

Since, after, before, iill,until, thougii,aithougii,except, for,

that.

Certain conjunctionsand adverbs are sometimes used in pairs

as connectives, and when so used they are called correlatives.

Among these are the following: "

BotA
" and: Both the house and its furniture were

insured.

Either
" or. Either abilityor inclination was wanting.

Neither
" nor: Neither the captain nor the passengers

were saved.
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Whether " or: It has not been decided whether we

shall have Monday or Tuesday for a holiday.

If "
then: If Julia comes, then you can go to the

concert.

Though " yet: Though I am old,yet I am strong.

So
" that^with a finite verb to express a consequence : "

The summer and autumn had been so wet

That in winter the corn was growing yet.

As
" aSy with adjectives or adverbs, to denote

equality: "

The water was as bright and pure as liquiddiamonds.

'Tis as easy now for the heart to be true

As for grass to be green, or skies to be blue.

As
" so^ to express equalityor proportion : "

As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth

my soul after thee, O God.

So
" as: So I take care of my arms, as you of your

pens and your inkhorn.

Such " as : Nature ever faithful is

To such as trust her faithfulness.

Smh "
that: The Bible is such that a child can under-stand

it.

Not only"
but also: I confess I did once aspire to be

queen, not only of Palmyra, but also of the East.

{But and but even are often used in the second member.)

A copulativeconjunction denotes an addition,a cause,

a consequence, or a supposition.

The Rhine and the Rhone rise in Switzerland.
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A disjunctiveconjunction is one which, while it joins

two terms together,disconnects their meaning.

God bids the ocean roar, or bids its roaring cease.

He sowed little,but reaped much.

Point out the conjunctiofisin the following sentences.

State the class to which each belongs and the officeit

performs.

1. With him lay dead both hope and pride.

2. A book's a book, although there's nothing in't

3. His conduct was neither justnor wise.

4. Words that the heart did neither hatch nor harbor

do sometimes flyfrom the tongue.

5. He will be as good as his word.

6. Hannah the housemaid

Laughed with her eyes as she listened,but gov-erned

her tongue, and was silent.

7. As thy days, so shall thy strength be.

8. What recked the chieftain if he stood

On Highland heath or Holy rood? " scott.

9. The coming and going of the birds is more or less

a mystery and a surprise.

10. Give me such things as you have.

11. This is not written so carefullyas it should be.

12. And the stars never rise but I feel the bright eyes

Of the beautiful Annabel Lee. " poe.

13. Neither the sunbeams, nor the birds, nor the red

clouds which morning and evening sailed above him, gave

the little tree any pleasure.

14. I do not know whether he is in Boston or in New

York.
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15. Bonaparte was the idol of common men, because

he had in transcendent degree the qualitiesand pOiVers of

common men. " e person.

16. In fact,there's nothing that keeps its youth,

So far as I know, but a tree and truth !
" holmes.

17. Little birds are silent all the dark night through ;

But when the morning dawneth, their songs are

sweet and new.

18. The mind of the scholar, if you would have it large

and liberal,should come in contact with other minds.

LESSON CLV.

SIMILES AND METAPHORS.

1. The warrior fought like a lion.

2. The warrior was a lion in the fight.

To what is the warrior compared in these sentences ?

Do the words lion and warrior represent different classes of

" objects?

In which sentence is the comparison direcdyexpressedby the

word Uke?

In which sentence is the comparison implied,and the warrior

spoken of as if he were a lion ?

A direct comparison between objects of different classes is

called a simile.

As and like are the usual signs of a simile j but so, Just so,

similar to, and many other expressions,may be used to express

the comparison.

An implied comparison between two objectsof different kinds

is called a metaphor.
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In the following sentences point out and explain the

similes and the metaphors : "

1. His spear was like the mast of a ship.

2. Thou art my rock and my fortress.

3. Virtue is a jewel.

4. Webster was one of the brightestluminaries of the

age.

5. A thing of beauty is a joy forever.

6. Pitt was the pilot who guided the ship of state

through a stormy sea.

7. Black were her eyes as the berry that grows on

the thorn by the wayside.

8. Necessity is the mother of invention.

9. The twilighthours like birds flew by.

10. My winged boat, a bird afloat,

Swims round the purple peaks remote.

1 1. Like sportivedeer they coursed about.

HOOD.

12. Such a brow

His eyes had to live under, clear as flint.

BROWNING.

13. Poetry is

The grandest chariot wherein king thoughts ride.

SMITH.

14. Like wingdd stars the firefliesflash and glance

Pale in the open moonshine.

SHELLEY.

15. Books, like proverbs,receive their chief value from

the stamp and esteem of ages through which they have

passed.
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LESSON CLVII.

SUBJECT AND PREDICATE.

A sentence is a collection of words so arranged as to express

a thought (Lesson I.).

A sentence may be formed of two words, " a subjectnoun or

pronoun and a predicateverb ; as, "

Children play. She sings.

Children | play She | sings

Either the subjector the predicatemay be enlargedby modi-fiers;

as, "

These little children play.

Children play earnestly.

Or both subjectand predicatemay be enlargedby modifiers ;

as ^'~

Some children play very roughly.

children 1 play -

Some I I I roughly^

very I

The predicatemay be completed by : "

I. An object

The boys caught trout.

boys I caught |

Xhe

timiA

2. An adjective.

The steamer is swift.

Siie T
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3. A noun.

The boys are students.

boys I ^e ^ students

The r~

For explanationof diagrams, see pp. 346, 351, 356.

The simple subject(Lesson XVI.) is also called the grammati-cal

SUBJECT.

The simple predicate(Lesson XVII.) is also called the gram-matical

PREDICATE.

The modified subject(Lesson XVI.) is also called the logical

SUBJECT.

The term logical predicate is applied either to the modified

predicateor to the complete predicate(LessonXVII.).

StatCy with refereficeto each of the sentences in the exer-cise

in Lesson CLIII., "

I. The logicalsubject 2. The logicalpredicate. 3. The

grammatical subject. 4. The grammatical predicate.

Enlarge the following sentences by supplyingmodifiersor

complements. Mention the logicalsubjectsand predicates

of the enlargedsentences.

The wind blows. The snow falls.

Children are playing. The sun shines.

School was dismissed. A valleylies.

Chestnuts ripen. The rain fell.

The river runs. The cricket is chirping.

We found violets. The moon shone.

The pupilssang. The sunlightfills.

The birds were singing. The show is falling*.
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LESSON CLVIII.

THE SUBJECT.

The grammatical subjectof a sentence may be : "

1. A noun.

The pen is mightier than the sword.
" bulwer.

The dew sparklesin the sunlight.

2. A pronoun.

I will never forsake you.

He is not content with his situation.

3. An infinitiveor an infinitivephrase.

To bear is to conquer our fate.
" campbell.

To be simple is to be great. " emerson.

To be prepared for war is one of the most effec-tual

means of preserving peace. " Washington.

4. A participleor a participialphrase.

Plain livingand high thinking are no more.

WORDSWORTH.

Buying goods on credit has caused him to fail.

5. A clause.

Whatever is best administered is best. " pope.

That he will succeed is evident.

Mention the grammatical subjectof each of the following

sentences^ and tell to which of the foregoingclasses itbelongs.

1. The brilliancyof the lightdazzled his eyes.

2. And now the earth hides itself under a veil of snow.

3. The fisherman, from his motionless boat, casts forth

his nets, breaking the surface of the water.
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4. The butterflies,powdered with sulphur, rest their

velvety heads upon the hearts of the flowers.

5. The leaves of the willow are like new gold.

6. To be employed is to be happy.

7. Walking in the fields is agreeable.

8. Have you read " Robinson Crusoe " ?

9. I am expecting a letter.

10. To learn in youth is less painful than to be igno-rant

in old age.

11. Ideas are the great warriors of the world,

12. Learn the luxuryof doing good.

13. Honest labor bears a lovelyface.

14. Dispatch is the soul of business.

15. To talk and to talk well are two different things.

16. To write well is an accomplishment.

17. There are two white daisies peeping through the

green.

18. " What lovelyflowers we'll have ! " said they.

19. Playing tennis is a favorite pastime.

20. Dogs in their love for man play a part in nearly

every tragedy.

LESSON CLIX.

COMPOSITION.

THB 6RBAT BATTLB OF HASTINGS.

There was one tall Norman knight who rode before the

Norman army on a prancing horse, throwing up his heavy

sword and catching it,and singing of the bravery of his

countrymen. An English knight, who rode out from

the English lines to meet him, fell by this knight'shand.
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Another English knight rode out, and he fell too. But

then a third rode out, and killed the Norman. This was

the first beginning of the fight. It soon raged every-where.

The English, keeping side by side in a great mass,

cared no more for the showers of Norman arrows than if

they had been showers of Norman rain. When the Nor-man

horsemen rode against them, with their battle-axes

they cut men and horses down. The Normans gave way.

The English pressed forward. Duke William, the Nor-man

commander, pretended to retreat. The eager English

followed. Duke William's army turned again, and fell

upon the English with great slaughter. The sun rose

high, and sank, and the battle still raged. Through all

the wild October day, the clash and din resounded in the

air.
.

In the red sunset and in the white moonlight, heaps

upon heaps of dead men lay strewn all over the ground.

Harold, the Saxon king, wounded in the eye by an arrow,

was nearly blind. His brothers were already killed. At

length Harold, the king, received a mortal wound, and

dropped. The English broke and fled. The Normans

rallied,and the day was lost. " dickens.

Study carefullyDickens's vivid descriptionof the battle

of Hastings. Try to imagine, and then describe, some

historic scene with which you are familiar.

If you cannot think of any picturesqueevent, you may

write on one of the following subjects: "

PAUL RBVBRB'S RIDB.

The time. The signal light. The movements of the

British. The ride to Medford. Lexington. The result
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THB CHARTER OAK.

The tyrant Andros. The precious document lyingon

the table. The candles blown out. In the darkness the

charter disappears. The hollow oak becomes famous in

American history.

THB CAPTURE OF QUBBBC.

The situation at Quebec. Condition of armies. Both

commanders wounded. General Wolfe's last words. Effect

of battle upon French and English claims.

LESSON CLX.

EXERCISE. " SIMILES AND METAPHORS.

Point out and explain the similes and metaphors in the

following sentences : "

1. Adversity is the grindstone of life.

2. Gravity is the ballast of the soul,

Which keeps the mind steady." fuller.

3. The lion is the desert's king. " stedman.

4. My only defense is the flag of my country, and I

place myself under its folds.
" poinsett.

5. Lovely flowers are the smiles of God's goodness.

WILBERFORCE.

6. Like a spear of flame the cardinal flower

Burned out along the meadow. " eddy.

7. Weariness

Can snore upon the flint.
" Shakespeare.

8. And the cares that infest the day

Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,

And as silentlysteal away. " longfellow.
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LESSON CLXI.

MODIFIBRS OF THE SUBJECT.

The grammaticalsubjectof a sentence may be modified by : "

1. An adjective.

The silent organ loudest chants

The master's requiem. " emerson. I

I

2. A possessivenoun. \

Man's inhumanity to man

Makes countless thousands mourn. " burns.

3. A noun in apposition.

In arms the Austrian phalanx stood,

A livingwall, a human wood.

4. A possessivepronoun.

Their loss is our victory.

His heart is large,his hand is free.

5. A participle.

Heaped in the hollow of the grove,

The autumn leaves lie dead.
" bryant.

There in his noisy mansion, skilled to rule.

The villagemaster taught his littleschool.

GOLDSMITH.

6. An infinitive.

The questionto be decided is difficult.

7. A phrase.

Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark, unf athomed caves of ocean bear.

GRAY.
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3. A phrase.

The lowing herd wmds slowly o'er the lea.

4. A clause.

Where heaves the turf in many a moldering heap.

Each in his narrow cell forever laid,

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep." gray.

In each of the following sentences mention : "

I. The logicalpredicate. 2. The grammatical predicate.

3. The modifiers of the grammaticalpredicate.

1. The softened sunbeams pour around

A fairylight.

2. From peak to peak, the rattlingcrags among.

Leaps the live thunder.

3. And the peeping sunbeam now

Paints with gold the villagespire.

4. Tall chimneys, vigorouslysmoking, are visible here

and there in the distant landscape.

5. With lightand mirth and melody.

The long, fair summer days came on.

6. The settingsun stretched his celestial rods of light

across the level landscape." hawthorne.

7. Strips of thin, fleecy cloud are driving over the

distant hilltops.

8. I used to think, when I was' small and before I

could read, that everybody was always happy. " holmes.

9. The mountain ridge againstthe purple sky

Stands clear and strong. " sterling.

10. The bashfulness of the guests soon gave way before

good cheer and affability.
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11. Fairy elves, no doubt, were to have been grouped

around their mistress in laughing clusters. " thackeray.

12. The fuchsia, that has such beautiful flowers, is a

native of New Zealand.

13. In the forests of South America, the night-blooming

cereus may be seen opening its white flowers to catch the

first rays of the full moon.

LESSON CLXIIL

COMPLEMENTS OF THE PREDICATE.

OBJBCTIVB.

If the grammaticalpredicateis a transitive active verb,it may
be completed by : "

1. A noun.

How far that littlecandle throws his beams !

So shines a good deed in a naughty world.

SHAKESPEARE.

2. A pronoun.
O gentle Sleep!

Nature's soft nurse, how have I frightedthee }

SHAKESPEARE.

Melancholy marked him for her own. " gray.

3. A participle.

The riflemen have commenced shooting.

4. An infinitive.

We like to please our teacher.

5. A clause,

I know not where His islands lift

Their fronded palms in air. " whittier.
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Ob, fear not in a world like this,

And thou shalt know erelong,

Know how sublime a thing it is

To suffer and be strong. " longfellow.

Some transitive passive verbs take objectivecomplements

(see Lesson CXXXI.).
ATTRIBUTIVB.

If the grammatical predicate is an incomplete intransitive

verb, it may be completed by : "

1. An adjective.

The poetry of earth is never dead. " keats.

A fool must now and then be rightby chance.

" A ^^"^

COWPER.
2. A noun.

Imitation is the sincerest flattery." colton.

The better part of valor is discretion.

- J ^*v."^,""
SHAKESPEARE.

3. A pronoun.

It is not we who are to blame.

I do not think it could have been they.

4. A participle.

Rest is not quittingthe busy career ;

Rest is the fittingof self to its sphere.

5. An infinitive.

All we want is to be let alone.

6. A phrase.

Your friend is in good spirits.

The books will be of great service to me.

7* A clause.

Character is what we are: reputation is what

others think we are.
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A few transitive verbs in the passiveform take attributive com-plements

(see Lesson CLXIV.).

Point out in referenceto the following sentences : "

I. The logical predicate. 2. The grammatical predicate.

3. The complement of the grammaticalpredicate.

1. The moonlight silvered the distant hills.

2. The light of the moon shining through gleaming

clouds guided us on our way.

3. The titles of books interest me.

4. I hear the singing of the birds.

5. Each autumn sees the fallingof the leaves.

6. The herdsman watched the settingof the sun.

7. The only way to have a friend is to be a friend.

8. The sleep of the laboring man is sweet.

9. His face is serious, expressive,and intellectually

powerful.

10. Resolve to act honorably in all things.

II. We could never learn to be brave and patient,if

there were only joy in the world.

12. Lord Beaconsfield said that progress in the nine-teenth

century is found to consist in a return to ancient

ideas.

13. It is the end of art to inoculate men with the love

of nature. " beecher.

14. It was the pleasant harvest time.

When cellar bins are closelystored,

And garrets bend beneath their load. " whittier.

15. Try to know enough of a wide range of subjectsto

profitby the conversation of intelligentpersons of differ-ent

callingsand various intellectual giftsand acquisitions.
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LESSON CLXIV.

COMPLEMENTS OF THE PREDICATE.

DIRBCT AND INDIRECT.

It has already been stated (Lesson CIX.) that a transitive

verb must have a complement or an object to complete it.

Some transitive verbs having the general meaning of giving,

promising,refusing,or telling," as give,offer,pay, promise, show,

make, bring,send,forgive,ask, teach,tell,etc.," take two objects,

a direct and an indirect. The direct object is the complement of

the verb ; the indirect may be properly called an adverbial objec-tive,

or a dative objective(the object of the prepositionto or for

understood).

1. The girlssent their teacher {indirect)some flowers

{direct).

2. Did you pay him {indirect)the money {direct)f

3. The lady asked the driver {indirect)to stop {direct).

4. I told the doctor {indirect)that the child was better

{direct).

If a transitive verb having a direct and an indirect object is

changed to the passive form, the direct object becomes the sub-ject,

while the indirect object remains an adverbial objective,or

becomes the objectof a preposition; thus,"

1. Charles gave her the book.

The book was given her by Charles.

2. A messenger brought me the package.

The package was brought me by a messenger.

Some transitive verbs used to express the general idea of cause

in some peculiarway " as, make, keep, render, proclaim, form,

caU^ etc. " take an objectand an adjectivecomplement; as, "

Fear kept him quiet.
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Here him is the object of the transitive verb kept ând quiet

is an adjectivecomplement limitingthe object. Changing the

predicateto the passiveform, the sentence would read : "

He was kept quietby fear.

Such verbs are said to be causative.

Verbs signifyingto make, to choose, to elect,to name, to call,

etc., take an objectand (in some senses)a noun complement ex-plaining

or modifyingit ; thus,"

1. We chose him captain.

Here him is the objectof the transitive verb chose ând captain

is a noun complement modifying him.

Puttingthe predicatein the passiveform : "

2. He was chosen captainby us.

The direct object in the first sentence becomes the subjectin

the second, and the noun complement becomes a predicatenoun.

An objectlike captain în the firstsentence above, is sometimes

called a FAcrrriVE object.

In the following sentences state whether each objectis

direct or indirect. Point out the adjectivecomplements and

the noun complements.

Rewrite each sentenccy changing the predicate to the

passive form,

1. A word of praisemade him happy.

2. The people of France called her extravagant.

3. I thrice presented him a kingly crown.

4. We planted some roses in our garden this morning.

5. The cruel flames have entirelydevoured the house.

6. The breeze from the coast brings me the perfume

of the plum trees.
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LESSON CLXV.

PLAIN LANGUAGE CHANGED TO FIGURATIVE.

1. Rewrite the following sentences
y
changing examples

ofplain language to similes or metaphors : "

Example.
"

Her cheeks are very red.

Her cheeks are Hke roses.

Her cheeks are roses.

1. Her teeth are very white.

2. Her hair is yellow.

3. Her eyes are bright.

4. Her dispositionis happy.

5. She is free from care.

6. The dog runs rapidly.

7. He was happy.

8. Contentment is precious.

9. The cardinal flower blossomed in the meadow.

10. The cares of the day shall quickly disappear.

2. Change the following similes to metaphors : "

1. Thy word is like a lamp .unto my feet.

2. Procrastination is like a thief of time.

3. Stars are like daisies that begem

The blue fields of the sky.

4. Her laughter is like a ripplingbrook.

5. Kings are like stars " they rise and set.

6. Precept is like instruction written in the sand.

7. Kindness is like the golden chain by which society

is bound together.
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(fi)A prepositional,a participial,or an infinitive phrase,or a

phrase adverb, used either as a principal,a subordinate, or an

independent element, is called a phrase element.

{c) A clause used in a sentence as a subjector an object,or

to modify any part of it,is called a clause element.

2. As to rank, elements are either {a) principal,(J?)

subordinate, or {c)independent.

(a) The grammatical subjectand the grammaticalpredicate of

a sentence are the principalelements.

{b) Modifiers of the subjector predicate,and complements of

the predicate,are subordinate elements.

(r) Words, phrases,and clauses not related grammatically to

the other parts of the sentence are independent elements.

3. As tcT office,elements are either (a) substantive,{b)

affirmative,{c)adjective,{d) adverbial,or {e)connective.

Each word in any sentence may be classified accordingto its

form, its rank, or its office ; as in the sentence, "

Aha ! we have won the game.

Ahay independent word element.

We, principalword element.

Have won, principalword element.
.

The, subordinate word element.

Game, subordinate word element.

Classifythe elements in the following sentences : "

I. With reference to rank. 2. With reference to structure.

3. With reference to office.

I. The best poetry of the best poets is touched with

sadness.
" winter.
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2. It was said by Talleyrand that the objectof language

is to conceal thought.

3. Macbeth could scarcelyunderstand what they said.

4. The hermit good lives in that wood

Which slopesdown to the sea. " Coleridge.

5. Butterflies live a gay life,flittingfrom flower to

flower, sipping the drops of honeydew, without a thought

for the morrow.

LESSON CLXVIII.

PHRASES EXPANDED INTO CLAUSES.

1. Men of intelligenceenjoytravel.

2. Men who are intelligentenjoy travel.

Find a clause in the second sentence equivalentto a phrase

in the first.

Are the sentences equivalentin meaning?

What kind of sentence is the first? The second?

Rewrite the following sentences^ expanding the Italicized

phrases into equivalentclauses. State whether these clauses

are substantive^ adjective,or adverbial, and why.

1. To become President is his ambition.

2. On receivingthe letter,I departed.

3. He is a man of great ability,

4. This is the house built byJack,

5. I watched the workmen buildingthe house,

6. On entering the hall of William Ruf us, we recalled

the trial of Warren Hastings.

7. The buildingadjoining the palace is a chapel.

8. After seeingthe procession,the children went home.
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9. Chaucer could clothe his shafts with delicate wit

and poeticimagery to an unsurpassed degree.

10. Man's natural desire is to know and be known.

LESSON CLXIX.

CLAUSES CONTRACTED INTO PHRASES.

Example. " The gates were opened that the

king might enter.

The gates were opened for the king.

Rewrite the following sent e aces
^
contractingthe Italicized

clauses into equivalentphrases. State whether the phrases

are substantive^ adjective,or adverbial^ and why.

1. I could read by the lightwhich the moon gave.

2. That I may convince yoUy I will tell the whole

story.

3. That we should differin opinionis not strange.

4. Persons who live in glass houses should not throw

stones.

5. A sentence is an assemblage of words which make

completesense.

6. Men who are wise and learned should be listened to.

7. Men who travel on life'shighway should not be

unfriendlyto their fellow-travelers.

8. The prisoner who had no friends has been ac-quitted.

9. From the church tower that is in the public square,

the bell tolls the hour with a chime that is soft and

musical.
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LESSON CLXX.

THE SIMPLE SENTENCE.

A simple sentence is a sentence that consists of but a single

statement.

A simplesentence may be declarative,interrogative,imperative,

or exclamatory.

It contains but one subjectand one predicate.

Its principaland subordinate elements may be either words or

phrases,but not clauses.

To break a promise is dishonorable.

Hope, the balm of life,soothes us under every mis-fortune.

To break promise igj-dishonorable Hope | soothes | us

balm I Itinder \misfortune

the I Iof I life""
every |

See diagrams, pp. 346-350.

ANALYSIS.

A simplesentence is analyzedby stating: "

1. Kind of sentence, "

{a) As to construction.

{b) As to use.

2. The logicalsubject.

3. The logicalpredicate.

4. The grammatical subject

5. The grammatical predicate.

6. The modifiers of the grammatical subject.

7. The modifiers and complement of the grammatical

predicate*
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MODELS FOR ANALYZING SIMPLB SBirrBNGBS.

1. The old oaken bucket hangs in the welL

This is a simple declarative sentence.

The logicalsubjectis the old oaken bucket.

The logicalpredicateis hangs in the well.

The grammatical subjectis bucket.

The grammatical predicateis hangs.

The grammatical subjectbucket is limited by the adjectives

cUf oaken, and the.

The grammatical predicatehangs is modified by the adverbial

phrase in the well,in which well is the objectof the prepositionin,

and is modified by the article the.

2. Hope, the balm of life,soothes us under misfortune.

This is a simple declarative sentence.

The logicalsubjectis hope,the balm of life.

The logicalpredicateis soothes us under misfortune.

The grammatical subjectis hope.

The grammatical predicateis soothes.

The grammatical subject hope is modified by the complex

appositive(explanatory)phrase balm of life,in which balm is the

principalterm, modified by the prepositionaladjectivephrase

of life.

The grammatical predicate soothes is completed by the objec-tive

complement us, and modified by the prepositionaladverbial

phrase under misfortune.

3. I preferto ride in a carriage.

This is a simpledeclarative sentence.

The logicalsubjectis I.

The logicalpredicateisprefer to ride in a carriage.

The grammaticalsubjectis /.
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The grammaticalpredicateisprefer.

The grammatical predicatepreferis completed by the infini-tive

phrase to ride in a carriage ûsed a^ an objectivecomplement,

in which the principalwords, to ride âre modified by the preposi-tional

adverbial phrase in a carriage,

4. The wretched prisoner,overwhelmed by his misfor-tunes,

was on the point of putting an end to his existence.

This is a simple declarative sentence.

The logicalsubjectis the wretched prisoner ôverwhelmed by his

misfortunes.

The logicalpredicateis was on the point of puttingan end to

his existence.

The grammaticalsubjectisprisoner.

The grammaticalpredicateis was.

The grammatical subjectprisoner is modified by the adjectives

the and wretched^ and the participialadjectivephraseovenvhelmed

ifyhis misfortunes,in which the principalword is the participle

overwhelmed, modified by the prepositionaladverbial phrase by

his misfortunes.

The grammatical predicate wets is modified by the complex

prepositionaladverbial phrase on the point ofputtingan eindto his

existence,in which the principalword, point,is modified by the

adjectivethe and the complex prepositionaladjectivephrase of

puttingan end to his existence. The principalword of this phrase

is the participleputting,which is completed by its object end,

and modified by the prepositionaladverbial phrase to his existence.

Analyze the following sentences : "

1. Memory is the storehouse of our ideas.
" lockb.

2. A good cause makes a stout heart.

3. Employment is true enjoyment.
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4. God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb. " sterne.

5. The broad-backed billows fall faint on the shore.

In the crush of the mighty sea. " bayard taylor.

6. And all the margin round about was set

With shady laurel trees. " spenser.

7. He was a short, square-builtold fellow,with thick

bushy hair,and a grizzledbeard. " irving.

8. The busy lark, the messenger of day.

Salute th in her song the morning gray. " chaucer.

9. There's music in the gushing of a rill.

10. According to ancient legends,the fruit of the oak

served as nourishment for the early race of mankind.

11. The Puritanism of the past found its unwilling

poet in Hawthorne, the rarest creative imagination of

the century. " thoreau.

12. Above all trees of the New World, the elm deserves

to be considered the sovereign tree of New England.

LESSON CLXXI.

WORDS EXPANDED INTO CLAUSES.

Example. "
I shall certainlygo.
It is certain that I shall go.

Expand into clauses the Italicized words in the following

sentences. State whether clauses are substantive^adjective^

or adverbial^ and why,

1. \tvf2J^ carved \\ory,

2. I shall probably return to-morrow.

3. A rollingstone gathers no moss.
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9. Mary has liliesin her garden, that are white.

10. The lark that haunts the meadow singsa song that

is sweet.

11. The dog^that belongs to that old man looks up in

bis face as if he loved him.

12. The scholar who is wise does his best at all times.

13. Wellington was sure of victory,even before Blucher

arrived.

74. The best sermon which was ever preached upon

modern societyis " Vanity Fair."

LESSON CLXXIII.

WORDS AND THEIR MEANTOG.

Construct sentences illustratingthe use of the following
words : "

Restrict. To circumscribe, to restrain.

Explore. To range over for discovery,to examine.

Forego. To relinquish,to renounce.

Approve. To commend, to sanction.

Inclose. To surround, to put in an envelope.

Entitled. Denominated, qualifiedfor,empowered

Consult. To ask advice of, to seek for information.

Postpone. To defer,to adjourn.

Provoke. To make angry.

Respond. To answer, to act in response with.

Presume. To take liberties.

Compassion. Commiseration, fellow-feeling.

Annoy. To disturb, to harass.

Fortify. To render strong, to make defensible.
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LESSON CLXXIV.

THE COMPLEX SENTENCE.

A complex sentence is one that contains a principalsentence

and one or more subordinate clauses.

A pupil who gives attention learns easily.

Have you found the book which you lost ?

yog I Have found | book

the

you Ilost [which

When we shall leave this place is uncertain.

shall leave | place

When I this I

is "\- uncertain

I. The subordinate clause may be an adjectiveelement, and

as such may modify any word that can be modified by an adjec-tive.

{a) It may modifythe subject.

The man whom you would select should possess all

of these qualities.

The book that was lost has been found.

(Jf)It may modify the objectcomplement.

I saw the man who gave you that book.

{c) It may modify any noun in the subjector predicate.

We went in the steamer which sailed yesterday.

The progress of a pupil who studies diligentlywill

be rapid.
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2. It may be an adverbial element,and as such it may be used

in any way in which a simple adverb can be used. It is generally

a modifier of the predicate. The followingare examples of the

more common forms of adverbial clauses : "

He lived where his father lived.

We were there when the train arrived.

No message has come since you went away.

Whither I go ye cannot come.

My teacher is wiser than I.

I am so weary that I can go no further.

If you persevere, you will succeed.

3. A subordinate clause may be a substantive element, per-forming

the office of a noun : "

{a) As subjectof a^verb.

That the cause is lost,cannot be denied.

{J")As objectivecomplement

We have learned that the earth is round,

(r) As attributive complement

His advice was that I should go.

{d^ As objectof a preposition.

It depends on how soon the moon rises.

The connectives which join the subordinate clause to the

principalsentence are subordinate conjunctions,relative pronouns,

and a few conjunctiveadverbs.

ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SENTENCES.

A complex sentence is analyzed by stating: "

1. The kind of sentence.

2. The logicalsubject and the logicalpredicate of the

entire sentence.
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3. The principalsentence.

4. The subordinate clause or clauses.

5. The connective which introduces the subordinate

clause, or joinsit to the principalsentence.

6. The analysisof the principalsentence and subordi-nate

clauses separately,as simple sentences.

MODELS FOR ANALYZING COMPLEX SENTENCES.

1. The reason whj' ŷou cannot succeed is evident.

This is a complex declarative sentence.

The logicalsubjectis the reason why you cannot succeed.

The logicalpredicateis is evident.

The principalsentence is the reason is evident

The subordinate clause is why you cannot succeed.

The connective is the conjunctiveadverb why.

The logicalsubjectof the principalsentence is the reason.

The logicalpredicateis is evident.

The grammatical subjectis reason.

The grammatical predicateis is.

The grammatical subject reason is modified by the adjective

the^and the adjectiveclause why you cannot succeed.

The grammatical predicate is is completed by the attributive

complement evident.

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the subordinate clause,

isyou.

The logicalpredicateis cannot succeed why.

The grammatical predicate can succeed is modified by the

adverbs not and why,

2. I will give you the book when I see you.

This is a cpmplex declarative sentence.

The logicalsubjectis /.
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The logicalpredicateis will giveyou the book when I see you.

The principalsentence is I will giveyou ihe book.

The subordinate clause is when I see you.

The connective is the conjunctiveadverb when.

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the principalsentence,

is/.

The logicalpredicateis will giveyou the book.

The grammatical predicatewill give is completed by the

objective complement book and the dative complement you^

and is modified by the adverbial clause when I see you.

The objectivecomplement book is modified by the adjective

the.

The subject,logical and grammatical, of the subordinate

clause,is /.

The logicalpredicateis see you when.

The grammatical predicate see is completed by the objective

complement you^ and modified by the adverb when,

3. That he was the author of the book is generally

believed.

This is a complex declarative sentence.

The logicalsubjectis the substantive clause that he was the

author of the book.

The logicalpredicateis is generallybelieved.

The principalsentence is the entire sentence, because the sub-ordinate

clause is substantive.

The subordinate clause is that he was the author of the book.

The subordinate clause is introduced by the conjunction that.

The grammatical subject of the sentence is the substantive

clause that he was the author of the book.

The grammatical predicate is believed is modified by the

adverb generally.
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The subject,logical and grammatical, of the subordinate

clause,is he.

The logicalpredicateis was the author of the book.

The grammatical predicate was is completed by the attribu-tive

complement author^ which is modified by the adjectivethe^

\ and the prepositionaladjectivephrase of tJu book.

4. I will give you no more money till I see how you

use what you have.

This is a complex declarative sentence.

The logicalsubjectis /.

The logicalpredicateis will give you no more money till I see

how you use what you have.

The principalsentence is I will giveyou no more money.

The subordinate clause is tillI see how you use what you have.

The connective is the conjunctiveadverb till.

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the principalsentence,

is/.

The logicalpredicateis will giveyou no more money.

The grammatical predicate will give is completed by the

objective complement money, and the dative complement you^

and is modified by the complex adverbial clause tillI see how you

use what you have.

The objectivecomplement money is modified by the adjective

more, which is modified by the adverb no.

The subordinate clause is itselfcomplex.

The logicalsubjectis /.

The logicalpredicateis tiU I see how you use what you have.

The grammatical subjectis /.

The grammatical predicate see is modified by the adverb till,

and completed by the complex substantive clause how you use

what you have^which is used as an objectivecomplement.
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Of this complex substantive clause,the subject,logicaland

grammatical,v"you.

The logicalpredicateis use what you have how.

The grammatical predicate use is modified by the adverb

hoWy and completed by the substantive clause what you have,

used as an objectivecomplement.

In the clause what you have, the subject,logicaland grammati-cal,

isyou. The logicalpredicateis have what.

The grammatical predicateis have, which is completed by the

objectivecomplement what.

Analyze the following sentences: "

1. He liveth long who liveth well.

2. I loved to walk where none had walked before.

CRABBE.

3. As we approached the woods, we heard the music

of the leaves.

4. Small service is true service while it lasts.

WORDSWORTH.

5. Even a fool,when he holdeth his peace, is counted

wise.

6. He who sets a great example is great.

7. Those deeds of charitywhich we have done

Shall stay forever with us.

8. Persistent people begin their success where others

end in failure.

9. He has not learned the lesson of life who does

not every day surmount a fear. " emerson.

10. On waking, he found himself on the green knoll

whence he had first seen the old man of the glen.
IRVING.
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LESSON CLXXV.

fiSCASTING THE SENTSNCS.

Iron is the most usef ml of metals.

1. Iron is more useful than any other metal.

2. No other metal is so useful as iron.

3. Every other metal is less useful than iron.

4. Iron surpasses all other metals in usefulness.

5. The usefulness of iron is not equaled by that of any othei

metal.

6. The king of all metals is iron.

7. No other metal equals iron in usefulness to mankind.

8. In usefulness,iron surpasses even gold and silver.

9. More than any other metal, iron advances civilization.

10. Strongestand best of our servants is iron.

Do these sentences all express the same idea?

Which sentence do you like best?

Express the following thoughts in as many ways as pos-^

sible : "

1. Industryis the cause of prosperity.

2. Many who conquer their anger cannot conquer their

pride.

3. Henry IV. said that James I. was the wisest fool in

Christendom.

4. Let another man praise thee, and not thine own

mouth ; a stranger, and not thine own lips." bible.

5. Beware of desperate steps. The darkest day,
Live tillto-morrow will have passed away. " cowper.
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6. The noblest mind the best contentment has.

SPENSER.

7. There is a pkasure in the pathlesswoods,

There is a rapture on the lonelyshore. " byron.

8. But words are things; and a small drop of ink,

Falling like dew upon the thought, produces

That which makes thousands, perhaps millions,think.

BYRON.

9. I find the great thing in this world is not so much

where we stand, as in what direction we are moving. "

HOLMES.

10. They are never alone who are accompanied with

noble thoughts." Sidney.

LESSON CLXXVI.

THE COMPOUND SENTENCE.

A compound sentence consists of two or more coordinate sen-tences

so united as to express closely related propositions, but

haying no grammatical dependence upon each other.

The vine still clingsto the moldering wall,

And at every gust the dead leaves fall.

He that observeth the winds shall not sow; and he

that regardeth the clouds shall not reap.

vine I clings He | shall sow

The I still I Ito I wall

moldering^

the

leaves I fall

that Iobserveth Iwinds

the 1 and

he I shall reap

dead

the

at Igust Ithat Iregardeth I clouds

every! I the
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The coordinate sentences which are united to form a com-pound

sentence are called members.

The members of a compound sentence may be : "

1. Simple,

The vine stillclingsto the moldering wall,

And at every gust the dead leaves fall.

2. Simple and complex.

He that is soon angry dealeth foolishly;and a

man of wicked device is hated.

3. Complex,

If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat ;

if he be thirsty,give him water to drink.

Compound sentences may be divided into two generalclasses,

coordinate and illative.

C0i5RDINATE SBNTBNCBS.

In coordinate sentences the members have no grammatical

dependence, but are connected to show natural sequence of

thought,comparison, contrast, etc. They may be classed as, "

I. Copulative; 2. Disjunctive; 3. Antithetic or adversative.

The copulativesentence consists of two or more members hav-ing

no logicaldependence, but expressinga natural sequence, one

independent statement added to another ; as, "

Appoint a time for everything,and do everythingin its

time.

The connective is frequentlyomitted,and such omission often

makes the stylemore vigorous; as, "

Appoint a time for everything; do everythingin its time.

Just men alone are free; the rest are slaves.

You may remain ; I will go myself.
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The connectives in copulativesentences are and^ aisoylikewise^

moreover
y
further

y
bothyas well as

y
etc.

The disjunctivesentence consists of two or more members

united,but having their meaning distributed ; as, "

He must return soon, or his affairs will go wrong.

You must assist me, otherwise I cannot succeed.

He will neither go himself, nor permit any one else

to go.

The connectives in disjunctivesentences are such asy eitheryor,

neither,nor, otherwiseyelse,butyetc.

When two members of a compound sentence express contrast

or opposition,the sentence is called antithetic or adversative ;

as,"

Abel was a keeper of sheep; but Cain was a tiller

of the ground.

Wise men lay up knowledge; but the mouth of the

foolish is near destruction.

The followingare the principalconnectives of antithetic sen-tences

: buty however, only,on the one hand^ on the other handy

yetystill,
ILLATrVB SBNTENCBS.

Illative sentences are those in which a second member stands

in some logicalrelation to the first,to express cause, conclusion,

or effect.

Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart.

His friends trusted him because he was honorable.

I believed, therefore I have spoken.

As Caesar loved me, I weep for him ; as he was valiant,

I honor him ; but as he was ambitious, I slew him.

The connectives in illative sentences are such aSy thereforey

whereforeybecauscyhence,thereuponyetc.
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ANALYSIS OF GOMPOUin) SBHTBirCBS.

A compound sentence is analyzed by stating.'"^

1. That it is compound.

2. Its class," whether copulative,disjunctive,anti-thetic,

or illative.

3. Its coordinate members.

4. The conjunction(or other word) by which they are

connected.

5. The analysisof each member as a simple or a com-plex

sentence.

MODELS FOR ANALYZING COMPOUND SENTENCES.

1. Righteousness exalteth a nation ; but sin is a reproach

to any people.

This is a compound declarative sentence, antithetic,composed

of the two coordinate simple sentences, righteousnessexalteth a

nation^ and sin is a reproach to any people,connected by the dis-junctive

conjunctionbut.

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the first member, is

righteousness.

The logicalpredicateis exalteth a nation.

The grammatical predicateexalteth is completed by the objec-tive

complement nation, which is modified by the adjectivea.

The subject,logicaland grammatical, of the second member,

is sin.

The logicalpredicateis is a reproach to any people.

The grammatical predicate is is completed by the attributive

complement reproach,which is modified by the adjectivea and

the prepositionaladjectivephrase to any people,

2. If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat;

and if he be thirsty,give him water to drink.
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This is a compound declarative sentence, copulative,composed

of the two coordinate complex sentences, ifthine enemy be hungry^

givehim bread to eat, and ifhe be thirsty,give him water to drinky

the connective being and,

" The logicalsubjectof the firstcomplex member is ^u under-stood.

The logicalpredicateisgive him bread to eat, ifthine enemy be

hungry.

The principalclause isgive him bread to eat

The subordinate clause is ifthine enemy be hungry.

The connective is the subordinateĉonjunctionif

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the principalclause,is

thou understood.

The logicalpredicateisgive him bread to eat

The grammatical predicategive is completed by the objective

complement bread and the dative complement him.

The objectivecomplement bread is modified by the infinitive

to eat, used as an adjective.

The logicalsubjectof the subordinate clause is thine enemy.

The logicalpredicateis be hungry.

The grammatical subjectenemy is modified by the possessive

pronoun thine.

The grammatical predicate be is completed by the attributive

complement hungry.

The logicalsubject of the second complex member is thou

understood.

The logicalpredicate\%ifhe be thirsty,givehim water to drink.

The principalclause is give him water to drink.

The subordinate clause is ifhe be thirsty.

The connective is the subordinate conjunctionif

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the principalclause,is

thou understood.

The logicalpredicateis give him water to drink*
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The grammatical predicategive is completed by the objective

complement water and the dative complement him.

The objectivecomplement water is modified by the infinitive

to drink,used as an adjective.

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the subordinate

clause,is he.

The logicalpredicateis be-thirsty.

The grammatical predicate be is completed by the attributive

complement thirsty.

3. A moral, sensible,and well-bred man

Will not affront me, and no other can. " cowper.

This is a compound declarative sentence, copulative,composed

of the two coordinate simple sentences, a moral, sensible,and

well-bred man will not affrontme, and no other can, connected

by the conjunctionand.

,

The logicalsubjectof the first member is a morale sensible,

and well-bred man.

The logicalpredicateis will not affrontme.

The grammatical subject man is modified by the adjectives

a, moral, sensible,and well-bred,the last two connected by the

conjunctionand.

The grammatical predicate will affront is modified by the

adverb not^ and completed by the objectivecomplement me.

The logicalsubjectof the second member is no other.

The logicalpredicateis can affrontme.

The grammaticalsubject other is modified by the adjectiveno.

The grammatical predicate can affrontis completed by the

objectivecomplement me.

Analyze the followingsentences : "

I. Wisdom is better than rubies, and all things that

may be desired are not to be compared to it.
" bible.
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12. The woods are gay with the clustered flowers of

the laurel; the air is perfumed with the sweetbrier and

the wild rose ; the meadows are enameled with clover

blossoms. " IRVING.

13. Thence look the thoughtfulstars, and there

The meek moon walks the silent air. " bryant.

14. Cowards die many times before their deaths ;

The valiant never taste of death but once.

SHAKESPEARE.

15. Keep your head and heart full of good thoughts,

and the bad ones will find no room.

LESSON CLXXVII.

PUNCTUATION. " THE SEMICOLON.

Place a semicolon (;)between the two members of a compound

sentence, if one is complete in itself and tbe other added for the

sake of contrast or explanation ; thus, "

The miser grows rich by seeming poor; but an extravagant

man grows poor by seeming rich.

Do not think yourselfperfect; for imperfectionis natural to

humanity.

When the members of a compound sentence are but slightly

connected in thought or construction, they are separated by

semicolons; thus, "

Ever)rthinggrows old; ever)rthingpasses away; everything

disappears.

There is good for the good ; there is virtue for the faithful;

there is victoryfor the vaUant.
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The members of a compound sentence are separated by a semi-colon,

if either member contains elements separated by commas ; .

thus, "

Without dividing,he destroyed party ; without corrupting,he

made a venal age unanimous.

His best impulsesbecome a snare to him ; and he,is led astray

because he is social,sympathetic,and warm-hearted.

Tell why the semicolon is used in the followingsentences.

Write the sentences from dictation.

1. On this side were tyranny, ignorance,superstition;

on that,culture, progress, freedom.

2. A man's country is not a certain area of land, but it

is a principle; and patriotismis loyaltyto that principle.

CURTIS.

3. The noise of running brooks and the dripping of

the fertilizingrain are music to his ears ; the whispering

of the great trees of the forest is sweet to him ; his eye is

trained to note the changeful phases of the sky, and his

mind quick to interpretthem. " hoffman.

4. France arrests the attention; Napoleon rose and

seated himself on the throne of the Bourbons ; he pointed

the thunder of his artilleryat Italy,and she fell before

him ; he leveled his lightningat Spain, and she trembled ;

he sounded the knell of vengeance on the plains of Aus-

terlitz,and all Europe was at his feet ; he was greater than

Caesar ; he was greater than Alexander.

5. A bullet kills a tyrant ; but an idea kills tyranny.

CURTIS.

6. A halo of martial glory surrounds them, then fades
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2L^?Ly ; their marble thrones crumble ; their iron limbs are

broken ; their proud navies are sunk.
" ostrander.

7. France wavered; Germany stood back; England

was lukewarm ; Italysided with Spain.

8. The miser grows rich by seeming poor ; an extrav-agant

man grows poor by seeming rich.
" proverb.

9. The shadow of the earth in every position is

round ; consequentlythe earth is a globe.

10. Some must watch, while some must sleep:

So runs the world away. " Shakespeare.

11. There is good for the good; there is virtue for the

faithful; there is victoryfor the valiant; there is spiritu-ality

for the spiritual.

12. To be content with what is sufficient is the greatest

wisdom ; he who increases his riches increases his cares.

13. The man of the world does not make a speech ; he

takes a low business tone, avoids all brag, dresses plainly,

promises not at all,performs much.

14. When a writer reasons, we look only for perspi-cuity

; when he describes,we expect embellishment ; when

he decides or relates,we desire plainnessand simplicity.

15. A slender acquaintance with the world must con-vince

every man that actions, not words, are the true crite-rion

of the attachment of friends; and that the most

liberal professionsof good will are very far from being the

surest marks of it." Washington.

16. Words learned l?yrote a parrot may rehearse.

But talking is not always to converse ;

Not more distinct from harmony divine

The constant creaking of a country sign.

cowper.
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LESSON CLXXVIII.

COJtfPOSITION.

A LBTTBR.

Bay St. Louis, Miss.,

Feb. 15, 1889.

To THE Editor of the
" Critic/'

Dear Sir^" When I was a boy, an edition of the writ-ings

of Edgar A. Poe came to my hand, and I read it amid

the hills of Cherokee, Ga. Attached to the work was a

little essay by Mr. Lowell. That was in 1859, some ten

years after Poe's death. From then till now (and I can

feel the influence projectingitself into the future),what

Mr. Lowell has written has been a part of my education.

From my point of view, no livingAmerican, in assuming

to speak for American culture, has so thoroughlyjustified

himself as has Mr. Lowell. While our novelists have been

showing us how illbred and plebeian we are, and while our

critics in general have been taking the pitchof their strain

from London masters, there have been in his writings

a vigor,a manliness, and a patrioticindependence, always

pure, racy, and refreshing,which have made us aware of

our own value as the creators of a new civilization of which

the old is not competent to judge. Wherever the most

healthful and most fertilizinginfluence of American repub-licanism

has gone, wherever the best essence of American

aspirationhas insinuated itself to liberalize human thought,

or to give vigor to reforms, there ha^5e been felt the sin-cere

force and the subtle earnestness of Mr. Lowell's

words set in the phrasing of a master of style. His

seventieth birthday marks the threescore and ten of a
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life very precious to America and to all the enlightened

world. To me it is a privilegeof the highestkind to have

this opportunityto jointhe "Critic's" distinguishedguests
in paying thjs small but sincere tribute of respect to

America's most distinguishedcritic,and to wish him every

good. Yours very truly,
Maurice Thompson.

After studying the above letter of appreciationŵrite a

similar one, tellingwhat author has given you pleasure or

inspiration.

LESSON CLXXIX.

THE USB OF WORDS.

Illustrate by an originalsentence the preciseuse of each

of the followingwords : "

Acknowledge. I acknowledge the kindness I have re-

CoNFESS. ceived, and confess my fault.

Applaud. One applauds in public,and praisesat all

Praise. times and under all circumstances.

Defend. We defend what is attacked, and protect

Protect. what is weak.

Receive, To receive can be used either in a volun-

Accept* tary or involuntarysense ; but to accept

implies,at least,readiness.

Affect. We affect with the view not only of im-

pressing,but of misleadingothers.

Effect. The carryingof pollen to distant plants

is effected by the wind.
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LESSON CLXXX.

PUNCTUATION.-^ THE SEMICOLON.

Two or more clauses having a common grammatical relation

are usually separated by semicolons; thus, "

The affections which spread beyond ourselves,and stretch far

into futurity; the workings of mighty passions; the innocent and

irrepressiblejoy of infancy; the bloom and buoyancy and dazzUng

hopes of youth ; the tones and looks which only a mother's heart

can inspire," these are all poetical.

Place a semicolon before as and namely when they precede an

example or specificationof particulars; thus, "

He traded in country produce ; as, grain,vegetables,and fruit.

There are four seasons; namely, spring,summer, autumn,

winter.

Tell why the semicolon is used in the followingsentences.

Write the sentences from dictation,

1. To Greece we are indebted for the three principal

orders of architecture ; namely, the Doric, the Ionic, and

the Corinthian.

2. To be reallywise, we must labor after knowledge ;

to be learned, we must study; to be great in anything,we

must have patience.

3. According to a late writer, London surpasses all other

great cities in four particulars;namely, size, commerce,

fogs,and pickpockets.

4. Some men distinguishthe period of the world into

four ages ; namely, the golden age, the silver age, the

brazen age, and the iron age.
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$. If we neglected no opportunity of doing good; if

we fed the hungry and ministered to the sick ; if we gave

up our own luxuries to secure necessary comforts for the

destitute," though no man might be aware of our gener-osity,

yet in the applause of our own conscience we should

have an ample reward.

6. A sensible man has one mode of articulation, and

one only ; namely, always to pronounce his words in such

a manner as to be readilyunderstood, but never in such a

manner as to excite remark.
" legouve.

7. Philosophers assert that Nature is unlimited in her

operations; that she has inexhaustible treasures in reserve ;

that knowledge will always be progressive; and that all

future generations will continue to make discoveries of

which we have not the slightestidea.

8. As for jest,there be certain things which ought to

be privilegedfrom it; namely, religion,matters of state,

great persons, any man's present business of importance,

any case that deserveth pity." bacon.

LESSON CLXXXI.

SENTENCES WITH COMPOXmD ELEMENTS.

A sentence may have two or more elements having a common

relation to other words.

Grammar and arithmetic are important studies.

The teacher worked and explainedthe example.

Grammar

aid

arithmetic

are =|=studies teacher

importantTI The I

worked

aiid

explained

example
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5, A compound adverbial element.

He spoke eloquentlyand forcibly.

He was trusted by his neighbors and by all who

knew him.

6. AUits elements compound.

John and his sister study and recite grammar

and arithmetic.

A sentence with a compound element is usually equiyalent to

a compound sentence ; thus, "

The above sentences are respectivelyequivalentto : "

1. (a) The boy is obedient, and his sister is obedient.

2. (a) The teacher read the lesson, and the teacher

explained the lesson.

3. {a) God created the heavens, and God created the

earth.

{b) The sky is bright,and the sky is clear.

(c) He was a prince,and he was a conqueror.

4. He is an honest man, and he is an industrious man.

5. He spoke eloquently,and he spoke forcibly.

6. John studies grammar, and his sister studies gram-mar

; John recites grammar, and his sister recites grammar ;

John studies arithmetic, and his sister studies arithmetic ;

John recites arithmetic, and his sister recites arithmetic.

Sentences having compound elements that may be thus ex-panded

into a compound sentence are properly called contracted

compound sentences.

Some sentences, however, having compound elements, cannot

be thus expanded into compound sentences ; thus, "
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The clematis and ivy cover the wall is a sentence with a com-pound

subject; but it is not equivalentto the compound sentence,

^ clematis covers the wall^ and the ivy covers the wall, for the

wall is not covered by either alone, but by both together.

Sentences similar to this are properly called simple sentences

with compound elements.

ANALYSIS OP SBNTBNCBS WITH COMPOUND BLBHBNTS.

A sentence with a compound element is analyzed by

stating:"

1. The element that is compound.

2. The regular analysis.

HODBLS POR ANALTZmO SBNTBNCBS WITH COMPOUirD BLBMBNT8.

1. The clematis and ivy cover the wall.

2. On land and sea he is equally at home.

3. He most lives who thinks most, feels the noblest,

acts the best.

I. The clematis and ivy cover the wall.

This is a simple declarative sentence with a compound subject

The logicalsubject of the sentence is the compound subject

the clematis and ivy.

The logicalpredicate is cover the wall.

The grammatical subject is compound, comprising the two

simple subjects clematis and ivy; clematis being limited by the

adjective the,and clematis and ivy being connected by the con-junction

and.

The grammatical predicateis cover. This is completed by the

objectivecomplement wall, which is modified by the adjective
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2. On land and sea he is equallyat home.

This is a simple declarative sentence.

The subject,logicaland grammatical, is he.

The logicalpredicateis is equallyat home on land and sea.

The grammatical predicate is /", which is modified by the

adverbial phrase at home^ which is in turn modified by the adverb

equally,and the compound adverbial phrase on land and sea;

the two parts of this phrase being connected by the conjunc-tion

and,

3. He most lives who thinks most, feels the noblest,

acts the best.

This is a complex declarative sentence, the subordinate clause

having a compound predicate.

The logicalsubjectis he who thinks most, feelsthe nobles tyacts

the best.

The logicalpredicateis lives most.

The principalsentence is he most lives.

The subordinate clause is who thinks most, feelsthe noblest,acts

the best.

The connective is the relative pronoun who.

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the principalsentence,

is he.

The logicalpredicateis lizjesmost.

The grammatical predicatelives is modified by the adverb most.

The subject,logicaland grammatical,of the subordinate clause,

is who.

The logicalpredicateis the compound predicatethinks most,

feelsthe noblest,acts the best.

The grammatical predicateis compound, comprising the simple

predicates thinks,feels,and acts. Thinks is modified by the

adverb most; feels,by the adverb noblest,which is modified by
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the adverb the; and acts^by the adverb best ŵhich is modified by

the adverb the.

Analyze the followingsentences : "

1. The calm gray sky of earlymom

Was flecked and barred with golden clouds.

HOOD.

2. The professor will examine, decipher,and classify

them.

3. Princes and lords are but the breath of kings.

BURNS.

4. The heroic soul does not sell its justiceand its

nobleness.
" emerson.

5. Our intellectual and active powers increase with our

afifection.
" emerson.

6. Carlyle^sreverence and affection for his kindred

were among his most beautiful traits.
" burroughs.

7. Those ivy-coveredwalls and ruins, those finished

fields,those rounded hedgerows, those embowered cot-tages,

and that gray massive architecture, all contribute to

the harmony and to the repose of the landscape.

8. It is faith in something, and enthusiasm for some-thing,

that makes a life worth looking at. " holmes.

9. Politeness is to do and say

The kindest thing in the kindest way.

10. The greatest pleasure I know is to do a good action

by stealth,and to have it found out by accident. " lamb.

11. The south wind searches for the flowers

Whose fragrance late he bore.

And sighs to find them in the wood

And by the stream no more. " bryant.
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12. But the good deed, through the ages.

Living in historic pages,

Brighter grows, and gleams immortal,

Unconsumed by moth or rust. " longfellow.

13. A faint sound of organ music floatingfrom the

cathedral, and seeming to deepen the hush of the summer

wind, delighted me with its sweetness.

14. The chime of bells remote, the murmuring sea,

The song of birds in whispering copse and wood,

The distant voice of children's thoughtlessglee.

And maiden's song, are all one voice of good.

STERLING.

15. Out of the bosom of the air.

Out of the cloud folds of her garment shaken

Over the woodlands brown and bare.

Over the harvest fields forsaken.

Silent and soft and low.

Descends the snow. " longfellow.

LESSON CLXXXIL

STUDY OF POEM.

THB CHAMBBRBD NAUTILUS.

This is the ship of pearl,which, poets feign,

Sails the unshadowed main, "

The venturous bark that flings

On the sweet summer wind its*purpled wings

In gulfsenchanted, where the Siren sings,

And coral reefs lie bare.

Where the cold sea-maids rise to sun their streaming hair.
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Its webs of livinggauze no more unfurl ;

Wrecked is the ship of pearlI

And every chambered cell,

Where its dim dreaming life was wont to dwell,

As the frail tenant shaped his growing shell,

Before thee lies revealed, "

Its irised ceilingrent, its sunless crypt unsealed !

Year after year beheld the silent toil

That spread his lustrous coil ;

Still,as the spiralgrew.

He left the past year'sdwelling for the new,

Stole with soft step its shining archway through,

Built up its idle door,

Stretched in his last-found home, and knew the old no more.

Thanks for the heavenly message brought by thee.

Child of the wandering sea,

Cast from her lap,forlorn !

From thy dead lipsa clearer note is bom

Than ever Triton blew from wreathed horn !

While on mine ear it rings,.

Through the deep caves of thought I hear a voice that

sings: " i

Build thee more statelymansions, O my soul,

As the swiit seasons roll !

Leave thy low-vaulted past !

Let each new temple, nobler than the last.

Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,

Till thou at length art free.

Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting sea !

OLIVER WENDELL TTOLMES.
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Copy the poem carefully
^
and commit it to memory.

Have you ever seen the beautiful pearlyshell of the chambered

nautilus ? Have you seen a picture of the livingnautilus ? Why

is it called "chambered"? How many chambers in the shell?

How do they compare in size? In which chamber does the nau-tilus

live? Are the other chambers empty?

What do you understand by " sunless crypt
" ? What do you

think is meant by " irised ceiling" ? Note the beauty of the line,

"Stole with soft step its shiningarchway through." Point out

other figurativeexpressions.

In which stanza is the thoughtsuggestedby what the poet saw?

In which does he express what he heard?

What are the " statelymansions of the soul " ? How are they

built? State in your own words the meaning of the last stanza.

Many persons think the third stanza the richest. Which do

you like best?

Write from memory the entire poem.

LESSON CLXXXIII.

PUNCTUATION " THE COLON.

If the first member of a compound sentence is followed by some

remark or illustration that is not introduced by a conjunction,the

clauses are separated by a colon (:);thus, "

Study to acquirethe habit of thinking : no studyis more

important.

The two principal members of a compound sentence are sepa-rated

by a colon, if either of them contains members or clauses

separated by a semicolon ; thus, " -
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LESSON CLXXXIV.

FIGURES OF RHETOHIC.

A figureof rhetoric is an intentional deviation from the ordinary

application of words with a view to making the meaning more

effective.

The figuresof speech most frequentlyused are those which

imply closeness of relation,likeness,or unlikeness. The simile

and the metaphor have been aheady considered.

Other figuresof speech in common use are : metonymy, synec-doche,

personification,allusion,climax,hyperbole,and pleonasm.

1. Metonymy means a change of name. It is a figure

in which the name of one thing is put for another which

it suggests.

Common forms of metonymy : "

Cause for effect

He writes a plainhand

Effectfor cause.

Gray hairs should be respected.

Container for thingcontained.

The kettle boils.

Sign for thingsignified.

The pen is mightier than the sword.

Name of an author for his works.

We study Shakespeare.

2. Synecdoche is the putting of a part for the whole,

the whole for a part, or a definite number for an indefi-nite;

as, "
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I welcome you to my fireside.

France was devastated by war.

Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain.

3. Personificationis the assigning of personalityand

,
intelligenceto inanimate or irrational objects: "

By the use of epithet.

Smiling fields.

By ascribingaction to inanimate things.

The waves beckon to us.

By addressinginanimate things.

Break, break, break,

At the foot of thy crags, O Sea !

4. Allusion is a reference to some historical or literary

incident,fact,or saying,supposed to be so well understood

that it may be denoted by some word or phrase,without

being fullydescribed ; as, "

Quebec is the Gibraltar of America.

5. C/m^wr consists of an arrangement of ideas by which

the sentence rises,as it were, step by step, in importance,

force, or dignity; as, "

I came, I saw, I conquered.

6. Hyperbole is an exaggerated form of statement.

,

It should be used sparingly.

And fired the shot heard round the world.

'

7. Pleonasm is the using of more words than are neces-sary

to the construction ; as, "

The boy "
oh ! where was he ?

The prophets " do they live forever?
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Point out and explainthe figuresof rhetoric in the fol-lowing:

"

1. The cattle upon a thousand hills.

2. His steel gleamed pn high.

3; He beheld a sea of faces.

4. White as a sea fog landward bound,

The spectralcamp was seen. " longfellow.

5. But look ! the morn, in russet mantle clad.

Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastern hill.

SHAKESPEARE.

6. Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day-

Stands tiptoeon the misty mountain tops.

SHAKESPEARE.

7. For Pleasure and Revenge

Have ears more deaf than adders, to the voice

Of any true decision.
" Shakespeare.

8. Now dark in the shadow, she scatters the spray,

As the chaff in the stroke of the flail;

Now white as the sea gull,she flies on her way.

The sun gleaming bright on her sail.

9. The world to him, as to all of us, was like a medal,

on the obverse of which is stamped the image of Joy, and

on the reverse that of Care.
" lowell.

10. Dreams- are bright creatures of poem and legend,

sporting on earth in the night season, and melting away

in the first beams of the sun, which lightsgrim Care and

stern Realityin their pilgrimage through the world.

DICKENS.
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LESSON CLXXXV.

REVIEW. " SENTENCES.

1. Define a sentence.

2. Distinguish between simple and modified subject;

simple and modified predicate.

3. What is meant by an element.? Classifythe ele-ments

of a sentence with respect to rank, office,and struc-ture.

4. In how many ways may the grammatical subject of

a sentence be modified }

5. Name the possible modifiers of the grammatical

predicate.

6. Distinguish between the direct and the indirect

object.

7. Write three simple sentences, three complex sen-tences,

three compound sentences.

8. Write two sentences in each of which the subject

is a phrase used as a noun.

9. Write two sentences in each of which the subject

is a clause used as a noun.

10. Write three sentences in each of which the verb

has two or more subjectsconnected by and.

11. Write three sentences in each of which the verb

has two or more singularsubjectsconnected by or or nor,

12. Write sentences, using as the predicate,"

{a) A transitive verb with an infinitive as direct object.

(^) An intransitive verb completed by an adjective.

{c) A transitive verb with an objectclause.

("/) A verb in the passivevoice with an adverbial clause.
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LESSON CLXXXVI.

REVIBW.

Give the reasons for the punctuation of the following

sentences : "

1. Economy is no disgrace; for it is better to live on

a little than to outlive a great deal.

2. He was heard to say,
" I have done with the world."

3. Three propertiesbelong to wisdom : nature, learn-ing,

and experience.

4. Study to acquire a habit of thinking : no study is

more important.

5. A great man will be great in misfortune,great in

prison,great in chains.

6. This must be owned, that to love one's relatives

is not always an easy task ; to live with one's neighbor is

not amusing. " thackeray.

7. Self-reverence, self-knowledge,self-control.

These three alone lead life to sovereign power.

Yet not for power (power of herself would come

uncalled for),but to live by law.

Acting the law we live by without fear ;

And because rightis right,to follow right,

Were wisdom in the scorn of consequence.

TENNYSON.

8. How sweet the moonlight sleepsupon this bank !

Here will we sit,and let the sounds of music

Creep in our ears. " Shakespeare.

9. Consider the liliesof the ffeld ; they toil not, neither

do they spin.
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RULES OF SYNTAX.

1. A noun or a pronoun used as the subject of a verb must

be in the nominative case.

A substantive clause used as the subject of a sentence

is frequentlyplaced after the verb ; the pronoun it intro-ducing

the sentence, and standing as the representative

subject, with which the subject clause is said to be in

apposition; as, "

It is not true that I said so =

It,that I said so, is not true. (What is not true ?)

The word there, used simply for euphony, often intro-duces

a sentence, the subjectfollowingthe verb ; as, "

There is no terror, Cassius,in your threats.

There came to the beach a poor exile of Erin.

2. A noun or a pronoun used as the complement of an intransi-tive

or a passive verb must be in the nominative case ; as, "

It is I. He became a scholar.

This is he. He shall be called John.

A noun or pronoun followingthe infinitive of the verb

be, or of any other incomplete verb, must be in the same
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case as the word whose act, being, or state of being, the

infinitive expresses (that is,in the same case as the sub-ject);

as, "

I did not suppose it to be him (objective).

He desires to become a scholar (nominative)
.

3. A noun or a pronoun used simply in address is in the

nominative independent; as, "

O thou that roUest above ! whence are thy beams?

There is no terror, Cassius,in thy threats.

(i) A noun in the nominative independent may be the

antecedent of a relative pronoun ; as, "

Ye stars,that are the poetry of heaven.

(2) A noun used in mere exclamation, in the manner of

an interjection,is in the nominative independent ; as, "

My gold ! my iron chest ! they will break in, and rob my iron

chest 1

(3) A noun or a pronoun used by pleonasm is in the

nominative independent ; as, "

The prophets,do they live forever?

4. A noun or a pronoun limited by a participle,and not in

grammatical relation with any other word in a sentence, is in the

nominative absolute ; as, "

The sun havingrisen,we pursued our journey.

Sometimes the participle,or some governing word, is

understood; as, "

Hat in hand, he stood and gazed.
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7. A noun or a pronoun in apposition must agree in case with

the noun or pronoun which it explains.

Substantives in the same member of a sentence, and

standing for the same person or thing,are said to be in

apposition; as, "

Hope, the balm of life,soothes us under misfortune (nomina-tive).

Jack the giant-killer'swonderful exploits(possessive)
.

We saw Forrest,the great tragedian,in "Hamlet" (objective).

8. A pronoun must agree with its antecedent in gender, per-son,

and number.

The case of a pronoun is determined by its construction,

(i) When a pronoun has two or more antecedents con-nected

by and^ it must be in the pluralnumber ; as, "

He sought wealth and fame ; but they alike eluded him.

John and I do our duty.

(2) When a pronoun has two or more singularantece-dents

connected by or or nor^ it must agree with each in

the singularnumber ; as, "

Neither the man nor the boy was in his place.

If you have a pencil or a pen, bring it to me.

(3) But when one of the antecedents is pluralthe pro-noun

also must be in the plural; as, "

Either the girl or her brothers have come, and they will

assist us.
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(4) A collective noun denoting unity must have a pro-noun

in the singular; as, "

The class was in its room when I arrived.

(5) A noun of multitude requires a pronoun in the

plural; as, "

The people ran to their houses.

The clergybegan to withdraw themselves.

(6) The words one^ each, every, either, neither, take a

pronoun in the singular; as, "

Every one of the men had his own business to attend to.

(7) Antecedents of different persons, numbers, or gen-ders,

connected by or or nor, should not, as a rule, be rep-resented

by a common pronoun, as there is no pronoun

equally applicableto each of them. The pluralis,how-ever,

used by reputable authors in such instances as the

following: "

Neither my brother nor I can say our lessons to-day.

Either you or I will be in our placein due time.

If in doubt, make distinct statements ; as, "

Either I shall be in my place,or you will be in yours.

The antecedents, though of different numbers or per-sons,

may be in such relation that the pronoun denotes

common possession; as, "

Either my brother or I must take our father's place.

When the gender is common or indeterminate, the

masculine pronoun in the third person is generallyused ;

as *"*

' No one can tellhow long he may live.
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(8) When singularnouns, taken separately,are of differ-ent

genders, for the want of a singularpronoun of common

gender, we are reduced to the alternative of repeating the

pronoun for each gender, or of violatingthe rule by using

a pronoun in the plural; as, "

If any man or woman shall violate his or her pledge,he or she

shall pay a fine,or

If any man or woman shall violate their pledge,they shall pay

a fine.

Generallythe latter is preferableto the clumsy circum-locution

of the former.

It is better, however, so to construct the sentence, that

by means of separate clauses, or by inversion, the necessity
for the pronoun shall be avoided ; as, "

Any man violatinghis pledge,or any woman violatinghers,shall

pay a fine.

A fine shall be paid by any man or woman who shall violate this

pledge.

9. An adjectivemodifies a noun or pronoun.

(i) The comparative is used when only two things,or

two classes of things,are compared ; the superlative,when

more than two are compared ; as, -"

Homer was the greater genius; Virgil,the better artist.

John is the best scholar in his class (ofseveral).

(2) When the comparative is used, the latter term of

comparison must exclude the former ; thus, "

Rhode Island is smaller than any other State in the Union.
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(3) When the superlativeis used, the latter term of

comparison must include the former ; as, "

Rhode Island is the smallest State in the Union.

(4) Either zxid neither are used to designate one of two

objectsonly. When more than two objectsare referred to,

we should use any^ any one^ none^ no one; as, "

Here are two books : take either of them.

Neither of these (two) houses is for sale.

You may have any one of those (three).

(5) Either should not be used to refer to two objects

collectivelyor distributivelyin the sense of both or each.

Thus we should not say, "

Trees grow on either side of the road (both sides,or each

side).

(6) To express reciprocalrelation,the terms each other

and one another are often used.

Each other refers to two persons only ; as, "

The boy and his brother help each other.

One another refers to more than two ; as, "

Those three houses resemble one another.

10. An adverb modifies a verb, an adjective,or another adverb.

(i) Adverbs modify also participlesand infinitives. An

adverb may modify an adverbial phrase ; as, "

The path of gloryleads but to the grave.

He sailed nearlyround the globe.
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(2) A few adverbs modify nouns or pronouns.

The men only,not the women, were present

I, even I, do bring a flood.

And chieflythou,O Spirit! instruct me.

His being there was merely an accident.

The adverbs used in this way are .such as chieflyp̂ar*

iicularly,especiallyêntirely
^
altogetherônly m̂erely p̂artlŷ

alsoylikewise, too.

(3) Adverbs modifying nouns usuallyrestrict some idea

of number or quantity (adjectiveor adverbial idiea)con-tained

in the noun ; as, "

I alone am left to tellthee.

He lives nearly a mile from the village.

II. A verb must agree with its subjectin person and number.

(i) Ellipsisof the principalverb is not admissible when

the auxiliaries requireit to be of a different form ; as, "

This opinion never has and never can prevail,y^r

This opinion never has prevailed,and never can prevail.

When a pronoun is the subjectof a verb, the number

and person are determined by the antecedent.

(2) A collective noun standing for many considered as

one whole must have a verb in the singular; as, "

The army was defeated.

The regiment consists of one thousand men.

(3) When the verb affirms something of many as indi-viduals

(noun of multitude),it must be in the plural;as," "

People are of different opinions.
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(4) The word number^ followed by ^ with a pluralnoun,

meaning many or several, must have a verb in the plural;

but number preceded by the takes a singularverb ; as, "

A number of persons were injured.

A very great number of our words are derived from the Latin.

The number ci pupilspresent was six.

(5) When a verb has two or more subjectsconnected by

and^ it must agree with them in the plural; as, "

Temperance and exercise preserve health.

When two subjectsare connected, one of which is taken

affirmativelyand the other negatively,the verb must agree

with the affirmative subject,and be understood with the

other in its own person and number ; as, "

My poverty, but not my will,consents.

Ambition, and not the safetyof the state, was concerned.

(6) Several singularsubjects,though connected by and^

if preceded by each^ every, or nOy must have a verb in the

singular; as, "

Each paper and each book was in its place.

Every leaf and every twig teems with life.

No oppressor and no tyrant triumphs here.

(7) When two nominatives are connected by as well as,

the verb agrees with the first,and may be understood with

the second in the person and number required; as, "

You, as well as your brother,are to be blamed.

They, as well as I, are invited.

(8) When several terms are used to describe only one

person or thing,the verb must be in the singular; as, "

The saint,the father,and the husband prays.

This philosopherand poet was banished from his country.
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(9) When a verb has two or more singularsubjectscon-nected

by or or nor, it must be in the singular number ;

as, "

Either Mary or her sister was in the house.

Neither silk nor cotton is produced in Great Britain.

Reputable authors use a pluralverb after neither " nory

because by implicationwhat is denied of each of the sub-jects

is denied of all ; as, "

Neither you nor I are in fault ; that is,we are not in fault.

(10) If one of the subjectsis plural,it should be placed

next to the verb, and the verb must be in the plural; as, "

Either the captain or the sailors were to blame.

(11) If two or more subjects connected by or or nor

differ in person, the verb should generallyagree with the

one next to it ; as, "

Either you or I am expected at the meeting.

Thou or he may have the book.

It is better, however, to avoid doubtful usage by repeat-ing

the verb whenever practicable,or by changing the

structure of the sentence ; as, "

Either the captainwas to blame, or the sailors were (to blame).

You are expected at the meeting, or I am (expected).

It is expected that either you or I shall attend the meeting.

Thou mayst have the book, or he may have it.

12. A preposition introduces a phrase, and shows the relation

of its objectto the word which the phrase modifies.

13. A conjunction connects words, phrases, clauses, or sen-tences.
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A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE ENGLISH

LANGUAGE.

If we listen to persons of different nations speaking their

own tongues, or if we look over books or papers printed in

different languages,there appear at first to be no resemblances

between them ; but if we study several languages, we find that

the words used to mean the same thing (particularlycommon

things)are often similar. We shall find that certain grammatical

forms appear in some languages,and are not found in others. By

comparing these resemblances and differences,scholars have been

able to find evidences of the common originof certain languages,

and to arrange the languages of the world in groups or families.

Our English speech has been traced back to the languageof a

people called "Aryans," who lived thousands of years ago in Iran,

the country in the neighborhood of the Hindu Kush Mountains.

The great family of languages that has descended from this old

Aryan speech is called the "Aryan or Indo-Germanic family."

As these Aryans became numerous, large numbers of them

moved southward and westward from Iran. Later other bands

followed,and the pioneerswere pushed farther westward or south-ward.

Wherever the Aryans settled,the demands of a new

country, new conditions of life,and strange objects,made changes

in their speech. These changes were the easier because they had

no means of communication " railroads,mails, telegraph lines,

or newspapers " to connect them with the friends they had left

behind.

In the course of centuries,the originalAryan languagebecame

greatlychanged in different localities,and numbers of new lan-guages

were the result.
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Indo-Germanic Family. "
The Aryans that moved southward

into India gave rise to the Asiatic division of- the Indo-Germanic

family,of which the branches are : "

1. The IndiatiyincludingSanskrit,the ancient sacred language

of India,the modern languagesof India (such as Hindustani),and

the Gypsy language.

2. The Iranian or Persian branch, the ancient and modern

languages of Persia.

The Aryans that moved westward gave rise to the European

division,of which the chief branches are : "

1. The Greek branch, includingAncient Greek, Modern Greek,

Romaic, and other dialects.

2. The Italic branch, includingLatin and the several Romance

languages derived from the Latin; namely, Italian,French, Span-ish,

Portuguese,and a few others.

3. The Celtic branch, includingvarious ancient dialects,and

Welsh, Cornish,Irish,Manx, and Highland Scotch.

4. The Slavonic branch, includingRussian, Polish,Old Prussian,

Bulgarian,and Bohemian.

5. The Teutonic or Germanic branch, includingGothic, Old

German, Modem High German, Scandinavian languages (Ice-landic,

Danish, Swedish, Norwegian), Low German, Dutch,

Flemish, Anglo-Saxon English.

Some of the other families of language are the Semitic,

Hamitic, Monosyllabic, Turanian, Dravidian, Malay-Polynesian,

Oceanic, Bantee, Central African, and American; and each of

these,like the Aryan, is subdivided into branches.

The earliest knowledge that we have of England is from the

invasion of Britain by the Romans in 55 B.C. It was not then

called England, and there was then no Englishlanguage.

The people spoke a Celtic dialect,something Hke the Welsh

or Cornish of the present day. A few of these old Celtic words

have come down to us in our modern English,such as the names
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of many rivers," AvotiyEsky Thames
,
Cam, Ouse, etc.," besides

a few common words, " crock, cradle, cart, down, pillow,glen,

havoc,kiln,pool,etc.

The Romans conquered the southern part of the island,and

held it nearlyfive centuries ; but they made so little change in

the language of the people that it is said that fewer than a dozen

Latin words (and their derivatives)can be traced to this period.

Some of these are castra (a camp), in yidxichesier,\jaxicaster.

Ibices ter; strata-via (a paved way), in street,Stratford; portus

(a harbor),in Portsmo\x\kv,Bridge/^/-//colonia (a settlement),in

\hx\coln ; vallum (a rampart), in wall; mille passuMva (a thousand

paces), in mile.

In the middle of the fifth century began the Saxon conquest

of Britain. The Romans, busy in other parts of their crumbUng

empire, were unable to help the Britons to resist the Pagan invad-ers.

These were the Jutes from the shores of the Cattegat,the

Saxons from the vicinityof the Weser, the Angles from what is

now Sleswick. They all spoke dialects of the same Teutonic lan-guage

; and these dialects remained distinct for several centuries

after the people settled in Britain. Because the Saxons came

first,the Britons called all the Teutonic invaders "Saxons." When

the invaders became united, three or four centuries later,they

called themselves "Angles," or "English,"because the Angles were

most numerous.

The language of these united Teutonic conquerors is known as

" Anglo-Saxon," or
" Old English."

It is in this Anglo-Saxon that we find our parent language,and

not in the Celtic of the earlyBritons,nor in the Latin of their

Roman conquerors.

The Angles and Saxons drove the Britons before them into the

'

remote parts of the island,justas the English in America drove

the Indians farther and farther westward.

As the language of the conquering English became the language
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of America, so the language of the Angles and Saxons became

the language of England. And as the Indians have left but slight

impression on our language,so did the Britons leave but few of

their words in the speech of the Teutons.

The Anglo-Saxon is a very different language from our modem

English; but nearlyhalf of aU the words in use in English to-day,

and more than half of the most useful words, come to us from

the Anglo-Saxon.

Anglo-Saxon Words. " Among the Englishwords of Anglo-Saxon

originare the pronouns, the numerals, nearlyall the irregularor

strong verbs (and the auxiliaries),nearlyall the prepositionsand

conjunctions,nouns forming their pluralsby change of vowel,and

adjectivesthat are irregularlycompared.

General terms are usuallyLatin,particularterms are Saxon :

thus,color is Latin ; red^ yellow,green, brown, etc., are Saxon :

number is Latin ; one, two, three,four, etc., are Saxon : move is

Latin ; run, leap,ride,spring,fly,crawl, etc., are Saxon.

The Anglo-Saxon words in English are generallyshort words

of one or two syllables.

The followingclasses of words are among those obtained from

the Anglo-Saxon : "

1. Short names of trees, plants,and flowers; as, apple,ash,

bean, berry,blade, bough, corn, daisy,elm, ivy,leaf,limb,maple,

oak, oats, root, rye, sap, walnut, wheat, etc.

2. The short names of common animals ; as, ant, bear, bird,

bull,calf,cat, colt,cow, dog,duck,fly,fowl,frog,goat, hen, horse,

lamb, mouse, owl,pig,sheep,snake, toad,wasp, worm, etc.

3. The more commonly used names of parts of the body ; as,

ankle, arm, beard, blood,breast,brain, cheek, chin, ear, eye, fat,

foot, hair, hand, hip, leg,lip,mouth, nail, neck, nose, rib,skin,

thigh,throat,thumb, wrist, etc.

4. Many of the names of the parts of houses, and thingsin and

around them ; as, ax, barn, bed,bush, beam, bolster,bowl, broom,
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flooryglass,grass, housCy hovel, hammer, harrow, knifeyladder^

latch,lath, oven, roof,rake, room, shed,sheet,spoon, stool,saw,

scythe,shovel,spade,shelf,shop,stair,tongs,wedge,yoke, etc.

5. Many of the most useful adjectives; as, bare, black,broad,

brown, busy,chilly,clean,cold, cool,damp, dark, deep,dim, dingy,

dreary, dry,early,empty, fair,fresh,full,glad,good,great, green,

hard, high, lame, lazy, loud, low, mad, mean, near, new, poor,

proud,quick,raw, red, rich,right,ripe,rough, sick,silly,slow, sly,

sorry, sour, stark,stiff,strong, thin,tough,true, warm, wet, white,

wide, wise, wrong, young,

6. Some of the earliest and dearest words we learn ; as, home,

friend,father,mother, son, daughter,brother,sister,wife,husband,

child,heart,song, love,fireside,hearth,

Latin Words. " Next in importance to the Anglo-Saxon words

in English,but outnumbering them, come the Latin words. We

have noticed how a few Latin words came into the language. Let

us glance at the chief causes that have brought in the others.

During the seventh century, the Pagan Anglo-Saxons were con-verted

by the Roman Church to Christianity.Latin was then, as

now, the language of the Church, and from it were ii^troduced

many words ; as, bishop,chalice,clerk,deacon, presbyter,priest,

and others.

In the tenth century, another branch of the Teutonic race, the

Northmen, settled in France. They learned from their neighbors

to speak a Latin dialect called " Norman French." In 1066 the

Normans, under their duke, William, invaded England, defeated

Harold, the last Saxon king,and conquered the country.

The conquerors introduced their language into the camps, the

courts, the churches, and the schools,and thus came in thousands

of Latin words. The Anglo-Saxons held fast to their language. It

long remained the language of the field,the market, and the

home.

The Norman conquerors gave names in their language to the
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back with him to his island home gold,jewels,and other valuable

things. He has gained from nearly every language on the globe

some word or words.

From the Arabic- he has taken algebra,almanaCy zero, coffee,

sirup,alcohol,magazine, cotton, sugar, lemon, assassin,and others.

From the Persian, azure, caravan, chess, scarlet,lilac,shawl,

orange, paradise,dervish,bazaar, and horde.

From the Italian,gazette,opera, piano, soprano, piazza,malaria,

studio,umbrella,carnival, and regatta.

From the Spanish, alligator,cork, cigar,negro, mosquito, tor-nado,

and vanilla.

From the Dutch, boor, brandy, measles, jeer, ballast,sloop,

schooner,yacht,yawl, reef,skates,smack, and smuggle.

From the Chinese, china, tea, serge, junk, nankeen, silk,and

typhoon.

From Africa,gorilla,kraal, zebra,guinea, oasis.

From South America, hammock, potato,guano, mahogany, tolu,

caoutchouc,pampas, tapioca.

Other Languages. " Damask, from Damascus ; tariff,from

Tarifa ; cambric, from Cambray ; muslin, from Mosul, etc.

The demands of science for new terms, and of invention and

discoveryfor new names, have introduced hundreds of words into

the English language within a few decades. These words are

mostly (but not all)from the Greek ; as, telegraph,phonograph,

photograph, etc.

ANALYSIS OF WORDS.

just Miijust justiiy

The word just means right,fair. If we place the syllableun

before it,we make a new word, unyyx^t,meaning "^/ rightor not fair.

If we place the syllablesify after the word just, we make

another word, just/)^',meaning to make right or fair.
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A word likeyW/, that is not formed from any other word in the

language,is called a primitive or prime word.

A word like unjust or justify
y
made up of two or more parts,

each expressingan idea,is called a composite or derivative word.

The component parts of a composite or derivative word are

called elements.

depend pendtrA

To depend is to hang from : pendtni means hanging. Here we

find that the syllablepend means to hang.

An element of a word that may be used in composition with

syllablesplaced before or after it to form new words is called a

stem.

A stem may be used only as an element of a derivative word.

A prime word may be used alone,or as an element of a composite

word.

An element of a word placedbe/orea. primitiveor a stem (like

""just or depend),to modify its meaning in combination, is called

a prefix.

An element of a word placed a/tera primitiveor a stem (like

justifyor pendent),to modify its meaning in combination,is called

a suffix.

When doth elements of a word are prime words, the derivative

is called compound, as blacksmith,wheelwright.

PREFIXES.

1. Study carefullythe followingprefixes,then analyze each

illustrative word, determining the prefix,the stem, and the suffix.

2. Look in the followinglists for the meanings of the elements

of the words.

3. Compare your knowledge of the word with the definition

given in the dictionary.

4. Construct a sentence to illustratethe use of the word.
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Model. " Diameter. Prefix,̂ W5, through; stem, meter^ meas-ure.

A measure through. The length of a straightline through

the center of an object.

The diameter of the earth is nearlyeightthousand miles.

A, AB, ABS, from ; avert, objure,absztss.

Ad (AC, AG, AL, AM, AN, AP, AR, AS, AT),

to, toward; "3M/apt,accede, a/lude,

append, orsume.

Amb (ambi). around; am^guous (ig "

act).

Amphi, on both sides; am^Atbious (bi

= life).

An, without, not ; anarchy (arch = rule).

Ana, back, again; analysis (lysis=

loosen).

Ant (anti), against; a"/"pathy (path

= feeling).

Ante, before ; an/^cedent.

Apo, from, off; a/ostate (sto= stand).

Be, cause, etc. ; ^^calm, ^rfoul,^^dim.

Bene, well ; beneiajcXor,̂̂n^diction.

Bl, double, two ; ^t'ped.

Bis, twice; ^wcuit (cuit= cooked).

Cata, down ; ^a/alogue.

CiRCUM, around ; ^"r^""xspect.

Con (CO,col, com, cor)
,
with,together ;

^^^nstruct,":oequal,compe\, compose.

Contra (contro, counter), against;

contradict, counferma.nd.

De, down, from ; rf^cline,̂pend, depose,

DiA, through ; diameter, dialogue,

Dis (Dl),apart; dispel,divert

Du (duo), two; flfwplicate.

E (EX), out; ^duce, ^ject,^jqwrt, ex-

act.

Epi, upon ; epigTSLin(graph).

Eu, well ; ^"logy, ^wphony.

Extra, beyond ; ^j:/raordinary.

Hemi, half; Aemisphere.

In (IL,IM, IR), in,into; mcline, impel.

In (ig, il, im, ir), not; inanimate,

(/liberal

Inter, between ; in/erpo^.

Ob (of),against; ^^loquy, o/ier.

Pen, almost ; /insula (insula "= is-land).

Per, through ; perspire,perceive.

Poly, many; pofygon (gon = angle).

Post, after ; postpone.

Pre, before ; /recede, prelude.

Pro, before; /remote, /ropel.

Re (red), back; recline.

Semi, half; semicircle.

Sub (sue, suF, sue, sqp, sur, sus),

under, after; jw^marine, succor, suf-
fer,j"/pose.

Super, over; supervisor,

SUR, over ; survive.

Trans, across ; /Sro^rlate,/ra"fpose.

SUFFEKES.

1. Study carefullythe following suffixes,then analyze each

illustrativeword, determiningthe prefix,the stem, and the suffix.

2. Find in the accompanying liststhe meanings of the elements

of the word.

3. Compare your knowledge of the word with the definition

given in the dictionary.
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4. Construct a sentence to illustratethe use of the word.

Model. " Excursion. Prefix,̂ o:, out ; stem, ^"rj, run; suffix,

iotiythe act of. A running out, or a tripfor pleasure.

On Saturdaythere will be an excursion to Niagara Falls.

Able (ible, ble), may be, can be,

worthy of; inhabita^/^, discerm'^/f.

ACEOUS (acious)
,
of,consistingof,like,

resembling ; capacious,

ACITY (ICITY, OCITY), State OF quality

of; csipacify,dupUcity,

Age, collection of, state of, allowance

for ; b"gga^e, bonda^^, posta^^.

AL, of, pertaining to, befittingor be-coming;

manua/, menta/ persona/.

An (ane), pertaining ta, one who;

European, historian.

Ance (ancy), being, state of being;

performa"^tf,abundance.

Ant, one who, the person that, ing;

merchfl"/, adjuta;//,pMant.

Ary, one who, the place where, the

thing that ; adversary, dictionary,

literary,boundary.

Ate, having, being, one who, to make,

to put, to take; inanima/^, graduafe,

facilita/^,anima/^.

DOM, the place where, state of being;

kingdom, freedom, vfisdom.

Ed, past tense and past participleend-ing;

vf\shed,iumped, hunted.

En, made of, to make, little;wood^",

deepen, maid"".

Ent, one who, the person that, ing,

being; agent, antecedf"/, concurr^"/,

equival";r/.

Er, one who, the person that; buildi?r,

buy^r.

Erly (ERN), direction; east^ri^p,west-

ern.

Ery (RY), place where, collection,art

of; scen//7, pant/j.

Est, most (superlativedegree); hi^iest

sharps/, sofiest.

FUL, full of; douhxful,hopeful,sinful.

Fy, to make ; magnify,clari^.

Ic (ical), of, belonging, relating or

pertaining to; hero/f, oceanic, poet-

ical.

ILE, belonging to, may or can be,easily;

ducXile,fragile,pvo]ec\ile.

INE, of or belonging to; inSaxiXine,

marine,

Ing, present participleending; wearing.

seein;^,hearing.

Ion, the act of, state of being, ing; ex-

puls/";w,animation, election.

ISE (ize),to make, to give; fertWize,

ISH, to make, somewhat, belonging to,

like; finisA,^eenisA, Span;j^, child-

isA.

Ism, state of being, an idiom, doctrine

of; heroism, GaWiclsm (Gallia=

France), Toryism.

1st, one who, the person that; jurist,

ocuUst.

ITY (ty)
,
being, state of being ; brevity,

equity.

Less, without ; childless,fruit/ess,power-

less.

Let, little (diminutive) ; brooklet,rivu-

let.

Ling, little,young; duckling, gosling,

\ordling:

Ly, like or resembling ; beast^K,father^,

prince^.

Ment, being, state of being, act of,the

thing that; abasement, managemew/,

fragment.
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MONY, the state of being, the thingthat;

matri/""7"y,̂ zXritnony.

Ness, being, state of being; coolness,

iow^ness, \d\^ness"

Or, one who, the person that ; collector,

inspect"7r,yixor.

Ory, the place where, thing that; de-positary,

factory.

Ple, fold; multi//^,quadru//^, Simple,

inple.

Ry, being,act of,place where ; brave/7,

cookery,nursery.

Ship, office of,state of; clerlui/^,friend-

ship,professorjAj^.

Some, somewhat, full of; glsidsomg,bur-

densomg.

Tude (UDE), being, state of being;

2i\X\tude,2i^\\tucU,gratitucU.

Y, being,state of being,ing,full of,consist-ing

of ; honesty,colloqu;^,dirt;',sandj'.

STEMS.

1. Study carefullythe following stems, then analyze each

illustrative word, determining the stem, the prefix,and the suffix.

2. Combine into a definition the meanings of the elements of

the word as you find them in the accompanying lists.

3. Compare your knowledge of the word with the definition

given in the dictionary.

4. Construct a sentence to illustratethe use of the word.

Model. " Emigrant. Stem, mtgr, wander ; prefix,^, out ;

suffix,anty one who. One who wanders.

Many emigrants from Sweden have settled in America.

ELEMENTARY LIST.

AG, ACT, drive, urge, act; "^nt, ex-

act, tra.nsaci.

Alt, high ; a//ar,exaU.

Anim, mind, soul, spirit; animus^

,
equa"mity.

Ann, e^^N, year; annals, per"""ial,cen-

t^""ial.

Apt, fit,join; adapf, aptly,aptness.

Bas, low; a^oje, dose, 3ajement, 6ass,

dedase.

Brev, short; ^rmty, dreve, abdrezAaXe.

Cad, cas, cid, fall; decadence, oc^ a^ion,

Siccident

Cap, capt, take, hold; capable, capa-cious,

captor,

Carn, flesh; carnal, carnage, incar/i-

ate.

Ced, cess, go, yield; cede, concede,

a.ccess.

Cent, hundred; ":^"ripede,cent, cent-

enary.

CiNG, CINCT, bind; precinct,succinct.

Clin, lean, bend; decline, inc/ination,

recline.

Cor, cord, heart; corc^al, concord,

discord.
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Cur, care ; cunons, proa"re, acrwracy.

CURR, CURS, CUR, run; curr"ai^ ex-

DiCT, speak, say; dicAon, edict, pre-dict.

DiGN, worthy; d^lfy, indicant

Due, DUCT, lead, bring; sbduct, con-duct,

educate,

Equ, equal; e^ua^on, ^^"ivocal,

^^i/ality.

Fa, speak; /ible, inef^ble, preface,

in/5int.

Fac, fact, fect, fic, make, form, do ;

factor,effect,de^dent.

Ferr, fer, carry, bear, bring; prefer,

suffer,reference.

Fid, FY, faith;conjlde,dijffrfent,injidel,

de^.

Fin, end, limit; /"ish, a$!f"ity,de^m-

tion.

Frang, FRACT, break; /rc^ment,

fraction,refract.

Fund, fus, pour, melt; refund,

transfuse,re/use.

Gen, GENER, kind, race ; general,gen-

uine, gender.

Grad, gress, step, go; degrade,

egress.

Graph, write; graphic, hiography,

photograph.

Grat, pleasing; gratify,ingrate.

HOSPIT, HOST, guest; hospitality,host,

hostess,

Ject, cast, hurl; e/ect,abject,reject,

subject,

JUNCT, join; Junction,adjunct,

JUR, swear; abjure,conjure,Jury,

JUR, law, right; in/"re,/"risdiction.

Lat, carry, lift,bring; coUate, relate,

trans/ate.

Leg, send; delegate,relegate,"^r^tion.

Leg, lect, gather, choose; coUect,

elect,legion.

Liber, free ; liberaX,liberate.

Lin, flax ; /wen, limmg, Hnseed, line.

Liter, letter ; literal,obliterate.

Loc, place; locomotion, dislocate,loc-'

ate.

Log, speech, word, reason; epi/"?^ue,

eulogy.

LOQU, LOCUT, speak, talk; loquacious,

elocution.

Lud, lus, sport, play; elude, prelude,

coUunon,

Magn, great; m^^^ificent,magnaxii-

mous.

Man, hand; manage, m^muscript,

emancipate.

Mar, the sea; mariner.

Mater, mother ; maternal.

Medi, middle, between; immediate,

mediate,

Ment, mind; demented, menAon,

mental,

Merc, merchandise, trade; commerce^

mercenary,

Merg, mers, dip,sink,mingle; emerge,

immerse.

Meter, measure ; diameter,

MiGR, wander; migration, emigraxit,

immigrate,

Mir, wonder, look ; admtration.

Mitt, mit, miss, send, throw; commit,

omit, mission,

MoN, MONIT, advise, remind ; summon,

premonition,

Mort, death ; mortal,mortify,mortuary.

Mot, move ; motion, remote, promote.

MULJ, many ; multiply,multitude,

MUN, MUNIT, fortify; ammunition,

Nat, bom ; innate, natal,

Nav, ship ; navigate,naval.

Not, known ; notify,notion,

NUMER, number ; enumerate,

NUNCI, NOUNCE, tell;pronounce, enun-ciate,

OCUL, eye ; binocular,inoculate.

Par, get ready; prepare, repair.
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Parl, speak; /or/ iament, /or/or.

Part, PARTIT, divide ; impart,partition,

party.

Past, feed ; pastor, repast.

Pat, pass, suffer, feel,endure; patient,

compatible, compasnon.

Pater, father ; paternal,

Ped, foot ; pgd"l,impede, expedite.

Pell, puls, drive, urge ; repet,impulse,

expet,

Pend, pens, hang, weigh ; pendsnt,

pension, expend.

Pet, petit, attack,seek, ask; petition,

competent.

Phil, philo, fond, loving; philology.

Ple, PLET, fill; deletion, implement,

sup//^ment

Plic, fold, bend ; supplicate,explicit,

complicate, simplicity,

PON, place, put; deponent, op^wient,

post/^"e.

Port, carry, bring; portable, import,

transport.

Port, gate, door ; port, opportune,

Pos, place,put; dhspose,expose, oppose.

Prim, first;primary
,
primer, prime.

Sacr, holy ; sacrament^ conj^crate, edr^-

^mte.

Sci, know; jWence, conj^tence, pr"-

science.

SCRIB, SCRIPT, write ; inj^ ri^e,prescribe,

postscript.

Sent, sens, feel,think; consent, sensi-ble.

Sequ, SECUT, follow ; sequence, sub-sequent,

prosecute,

Sol, alone; sole,Witude, soliloquy.

Spec, SPECT, SPIC, look,appear ; despica-ble,

circumspect.

SpiR, breathe ; aspire,expire,perspire.

Stru, struct, build ; instruct,obstruc-tion.

Sum, SUMPT, take ; presume, resumpt ion.

Tact, touch ; tact, tactile,intact.

UN, one ; ";fanimous, union, unity,

Ut, use ; "/iIize,w/ility.

Vert, vers, turn; v^rjion, conv^rje,

revert,

ViD, VIS, see, appear; provide, vision,

visor,

Viv, live ; vivacity,wvify,v/visection.

Voc, call ; advocate, convoke, revoke.

ADVANCED LIST.

A PER, A PERT, open ; aperient,aperture.

Arch, rule,govern ; anarchy, patriarch.

Art, skill ; artist,artisan.

AUD, hear, listen ; au(f\ble,audience.

AUR, gold ; auriferous.

Bat, beat ; batter,combat, debate, rebate.

Bit, bite; bitter,bait.

Cant, sing; canficle,cantOy incantation,

Capit, head ; capital,decapitate.

Celer, swift ; accelerate,

Commod, fit,suitable; accommodate,

incommode.

COMMUN, common ; communicate,

CORON, crown; coronet, coroner.

Corpus, CORPOR, body ; incorporate.

Cred, believe ; credence, credit

Cycl, circle ; bicycle,

DAT, give ; date, tradition.

Dent, tooth ; indent,

Dl, day; dial.

DOMIN, lord, master; dominion,

DORM, sleep ; dormitory,

Fac, face ; surface,deface,

Felic, happy ; felicity,

Fess, acknowledge ; confess,profess.

Form, shape; conform, deform, reform.

Fort, strong; comfort.

Gest, carry, bring; suggest,register.

Gran, grain ; granary.

Gross, fat,thick ; gross, grocer.

HOR, hour ; horoscope.

Integr, entire,whole ; integer,integrity.
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DIAGRAMS.

The chief value of a diagram is to indicate the analysisof a'

sentence in a manner that will make it possiblefor the teacher to

see at a glance whether or not the pupil has a correct idea of its

structure.

It is believed that the system here presented will be found

both simple and comprehensive.

The grammatical subjectand grammatical predicateare written

over a double line,and separated from each other by a heavy

vertical line,as in No. i. A complement of the predicateis writ-ten

after the verb, over a singleline,and, if an object,is separated

from it by a lightvertical line,as in No. 2 ; if an adjective,a

horizontal bar cuts this line,as in No. 3 ; if an attributive noun,

a double bar, as in No. 4.

Limiting words, phrases, or clauses are attached by a vertical

line underneath to the word limited ; and the single line upon

which the limiter is written opens to the left or to the right

according as the limiter comes in construction before or after the

element which it limits (see Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8). Subordinate ele-ments

are shown to be limited in the same way (see Nos. 9, 10,

24) .

The relation intended to be shown will be evident,for the

most part, without further explanation.

I. SIMPLE SENTENCES.

I. Stars shine. 2, Children gather flowers.

I. 9.

Stars I shine Children i gatl^r | fl"WMi
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3. Sugar is sweet 4. Men become friends.

Sugar I is -f-sweet Men [ become 4= friendss

5. Every man started back.

Tnan started

Every back

6. A largeflock of idle crows sported about the tree.

6.

7. Our northern seasons have a narrow streak of spring.

northern

Our

have I streak

rrow Inarrow | of jspring

8. The church was a large,handsome brick structure.

8.
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9. The merry song of the birds mingled with the sound of

the rustlingleaves.

song

merry

The

Iof I birds

the I

mingled

[ with I sound

the!|of I leaves

rustling

the

ID. Kate's book is in my 11. Now he patted his horse's

desk. side.

he I patted side

Now horse's |

his I

12. The calla,a common plant,is a native of Africa.

13. There is always somewhere a weakest spot.

13-

calla I is "1=native
There

The I plant

spot

a 11of I Africa weakest

is

I always

somewhere

14. The peasant gave the traveler a night'slodging.

peasant

The I

gave traveler lodging

the night's
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15. A night'slodgingwas giventhe traveler by the peasant.

16. The boy made the stick straight.

1 7. The stick was made straightby the boy,

16. 17.

boy I made |8tick-[-straight stick I was made | strM^it

The II
the I The II Ibyf boy

the

18. His friends called him a spendthrift.

19. He was called a spendthriftby his friends.

x8. 19.

friends I called |.him=f'spendthrift He Iwas called 'f'spendthrift,
Hia I I

a I I Iby I friends " I

his

20. The horseman saw the gildedweathercock swim in the

moonlight

21. The gilded weathercock was seen by the horseman to

swim in the moonlight
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22, Helen's believingthis story was remarkable.

believing story

Helen's this

jj" remarkable

23. Education is learningthe rules of the game of life.

Education i, ^ leamins rules

the I I of I game

the I loFjlife

24. The farmers gave them ball for ball,chasingthe red-coats

down the lane.

farmers | gave ( them l baU

The for 1 ball

chasing | red-coats

down I lane

the I
the

25. Manners are the happy ways of doing things.

Manners | are =4=

35.

bappy

the

of [ doing I things

26. There is work to do.

27. I will be ready to spread the alarm.

26.

There

woilc

to do

f^ -^ will be I ready

to spread | alarm

the I
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n. COMPLEX SENTENCES.

In the complex sentence, the elements of the principalsen-tence

and of each clause are arranged as if each were a simple

sentence. If the subordinate clauses are modifiers, they are

annexed in the same way as adjectiveand adverbial phrases (see

^28-33).
If a clause is used as a subject or as an object,it occupies the

usual place of subject or object in the diagram of the principal

sentence (see34-38).

The elements of a participialor an infinitive phrase, however,

whether the phrase is used as a subject,an attribute (see 23),or a

modifier (see 24), are written over a singleline.

28. The ornament of a house is the friends who frequentit.

38.

ornament I is '=|= friends

The I Iof I house | the

who I frequent | it

29. The left hand is the hand which we leave.

30. Everything around me wore that happy look which makes

the heart glad.

Imakes | heart j- gted

the I
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31. Some children,whose names we did not know, brought the

wild flowers yesterday.

children brought I flowers

we I did know

not whose

yeeterdey

the

32. Where the drift was deepest,we made a tunnel

3a.

J tunnelmade

drift I WM -[- deepcrt

the I I I Where

33. We never make a new word till we have made a new

thought.

"n""ie I thought

34. How the robin builds her nest is easilydiscovered.

is discovered

L easily
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38. What these men did will long be remembered.

men [ did | What

these I

will be remembered

I long

(or)

(That) I will be remembered

men j did | (which)

hese I '

long

39. He bought the deserted farm of which he had read.

40. Hardy, to whom this was addressed, seized the boathook.

39.

Hardy

this I was addressed

to i whom

seized |boathook

41. The poorest cobbler whose labor pays for his existence, is

more useful to the state than a rich idler.

41.

cobbler i. useful

poorest

The labor I pays

whose I I for [ existence

his T idler

rich

5 Lihx
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42. One who talks without thinking resembles a hunter who

shoots without aiming.

One resembles hunter

who I talks

I without I thinking

who I e(hoot8

without t aiming

43. The man who says to one Go, and to another Come, has

often more sense of restraint than the man who obeys
him.

43*

man I has I sense

The

who says 4 Go

to I one
"

often mpre I Iof 1 restraint
" -n^

than

to Ianother
who I obeys him

44. The beautiful estate which I have thus described to you,

was ornamented by no suitable dwelling house at the

time when it was purchasedby Mr. Wilson.

44*

estate was ornamented

|byjdwelling house |at|timebeautiful

The I I have described jwhich suitable

1 thus [to Iyou

it I was purchased

the!

I by I Mr. Wilson [when
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m. coMPOuin) sentences.

The diagram of the compound sentence shows the elements of

the separate members of which it is composed : the conjunctionis

written as in 45, 46, or 50.

45. Labor makes thought healthy,and thought makes labor

happy.
45-

Labor I makes | thought 4- healthy

and

thought I makes | labor -|- happy

46. Temperance promotes health : intemperance destroysit.

46.

Temperam"e | promotes | health

X

intemperance { destroys I

47. Life had long been astir in the village,and clamorous labor

Knocked with its hundred hands at the golden gates of

the morning.

47.

Life I had been 4- astir

long I in I village

"nd the I
labor I Knockedrf

clamorous | | |with j hands | at | gates

hundred golden
. of| morning

,

its I the the
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48. Then came the laborers home from the field,and serenely

the sun sank

Down to his rest

laborers

the

sun

48.

came

I Then | home | from | field

and the

I s"nk
.

the I serenely | Down | to | rest

his

49. The eye always sees what it wants to see, and the ear

alwayshears what it wants to hear.

50. If thine enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat ; if he be

thirsty,give him water to drink.

give bread

enemy

thine

1 [ X I him

If

be -|- hungry

give water

X Ihim
"

I to drink

"e '
I be -f thirsty^
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IV. SENTENCES WITH COMPOUND ELEMENTS.

51. Dandelions and buttercupsgildthe lawn.

52. The squirrelfound and ate the com.

Dandelions

and

buttercups

gild ] lawn

the

53. Few and short were the prayers we said.

54. Men and women heard and praised the music and the

speeches.

prayers

the

we Isaid |xwe I

j- Few

a3d"

1 j-shcjrt

55. I neither saw nor heard you.

56. The squirrelleaps among the boughs,

And chatters in his leafyhouse.

55*

neither

n0r

heard

3rou squirrel

The

leaps

And I among | boughs

chatters

I ^ I

the

house

leafy

his
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57. Between the dark and the daylight.

When the night is beginning to lower.

Comes a pause in the day'soccupations,

That is known as the Children's Hour.

57.

58. There are great truths that pitch their shiningtents

Outside our walls ; and though they are but dimly seen

In the gray dawn, they will be manifest

When the lightwidens into perfectday.

.ISheEe

truths

gr""at|

thati pHch tents

IOutside fwalls shining

^l^

tlieir

and

^^

though j-

will be -\' manifest

Idimly |In 1dawn

but I

the
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59-

And

And pleasantlyunder the silver moon, and under the silent,

solemn stars, ring the steel shoes of the skaters on

the frozen sea, and voices,and the sound of bells.

S9"

6o. Thoughts that great hearts once broke for,we

Breathe cheaply in the common air ;

The dust we trample heedlessly

Throbbed once in saints and heroes rare,

Who perished,opening for their race

New pathways to the commonplace.

60.

Bteathe Thoughts

I the

du^t I Throbbed

hearts broke

great | I |once | for | that

we I trample |y]
I heedlessly

in Isaints

and

^
heroes

Who perished

} opening ' | pathways

Ifor I race |to |commonplace New|

their! the |
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Pentameter, a line containingfive feet

Hexameter, a line containingsix feet.

Heptameter, a line containingseven feet.

Octameter, a line containingeightfeet.

Verse is classified according to two characteristics ; namely,"

1. The kind of foot prevailingin a line.

2. The number of feet in a line.

If the feet composing a verse or line are all of one kindy the

verse is said to be pure.

If the feet composing the verse or line are of differentkinds^

the verse is said to be mixed.

The division of a verse or line into feet is called scanning.

Iambic measures, the most frequent in English verse, have the

accent placed upon the second syllable,the fourth^ etc. Iambic

measures are peculiarlyfitted for long poems.

One iambus, iambic monometer : "

How bright

The light!

Two iambuses,iambic dimeter : "

Here, here, | I live

And some |what give." HERRICK.

Three iambuses, iambic trimeter : "

O let Ithe sol |id ground

Not fail Ibeneath |my feet I " TENNYSON.

Four iambuses, iambic tetrameter : "

Ring out Ithe old, |ring in |the new.

Ring hap |py bells | across |the snow;

The year |is go | ing, let | him go,

Ring out Ithe old, |ring in |the new. " TENNYSON.
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Four iambuses with added syllable: "

Ah me, |how quick |the days | are flit|ting!

Fivp iambuses, iambic pentameter : "

The cur |few tolls |the knell | of part |ing day." GRAY.

Five iambuses with added syllable: "

I come Ito bur |y Cae |sar, not | to praise|him.

SHAKESPEARE.

Six iambuses, iambic hexameter : "

The hills |and val |leys ring,|and e'en |the ech |oing air

Seems all |composed | of sounds |about | them ev |erywhere.

DRAYTON.

Seven iambuses, iambic heptameter : "

The mel |anchol |y days | are come, |the sad |dest of | the year,

Of wail Iing winds |and na |ked woods |and mead |ows brown |

and sear. " bryant.

Trochaic measures have the accent placed upon the firstsylla-ble,

the thirdyetc. Trochaic lines have a light,trippingmove-ment,

and are well fitted for livelysubjects.

One trochee,trochaic monometer : "

Splashing,

Dashing. " SOUTHEY.

Two trochees,trochaic dimeter : "

Hope is Ibanished,

Joys are |vanished.

Three trochees,trochaic trimeter : "

Singing |through the |forest.

Four trochees, trochaic tetrameter : "

Willows Iwhiten, |aspens |quiver,

Little Ibreezes |dusk and |shiver.
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Five trochees,trochaic pentameter : "

Spake full |well,in |language |quaintand |olden. " LONGFELLOW.

Five trochees with added syllable: "

Think when |e'er you |see us |what our |beauty |saith.

LEIGH HUNT.

Six trochees,trochaic hexameter : "

Dark the |shrine, and |dumb the |fount of |song thence |welling.

Seven trochees,trochaic heptameter : "

Gently |at the |evening |hour when |fading|was the |glory.

Eight trochees,trochaic octameter : "

Dear my |friend and |fellow |student, |I would |lean my |spirit|o'er

you. " MRS. BROWNING.

Anapestic measures have the accent placedon the third syllable,

the sixih^etc.

One anapest, anapesticmonometer : " .

Far away

O'er the bay.

Two anapests, anapesticdimeter : "

In my rage |shall be seen.

Two anapests with added syllable: "

He is gone |on the moun |tain,

He is lost Ito the for |est. " scoTT.

Three anapests, anapestictrimeter : "

Not a pine |in my grove |is there seen.

Four anapests, anapestictetrameter : "

Look aloft,Iand be firm |and be fear |less of heart
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Five anapests,anapesticpentameter : "

And they sleep |in the dried |river chan |nel where bul Irushes tell

That the wa i ter was wont |to go war |bling so soft |ly and well.

BROWNING.

Dactylic measures have the accent placed upon the firstsylla-ble,

i\iQfourth, etc.

One dactyl,dactylicmonometer : "

Memory !

Tell to me. " GEORGE EUOT.

Two dactyls,dactylicdimeter : "

Emblem of |happiness.

Three dactyls,dactylictrimeter : "

Brighterthan |summer's green |carpeting.

Four dactyls,dactylictetrameter : "

Cold is thy |heart,and as |frozen as |charity.

Five dactylswith added trochee : "

This is the |forest pri|meval; but |where are the | hearts that be |neath it,

Leaped like the |roe, when he |hears in the | woodland the |voice of the |

huntsman? " LONGFELLOW.

Six dactyls,dactylichexameter : "

Land of the |beautiful,|land of the |generous, |hail to thee |heartily!

Rhyme. " Metrical language in which the concluding syllables

of the lines have a similarityof sound is called rhyme ; "

The vine still clings to the moldering ";"//,

But at every gust the dead leaves ^^. " longfellow.

Rhymes may occur also in the middle of lines : "

The splendorfallson castle walls

And snowy summits old in story.

The long light shakes across the lakes.

And the wild cataract leaps in glory," TENNYSON.
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Verse without rhyme is called blank verse : "

All things in earth and air

Bound were by magic spell

Never to do him harm,

Even the plants and stones,

All save the mistletoe,

The sacred mistletoe. " Longfellow.

Stanzas. " The variety of arrangement in English verse is

almost indefinite.

The shortest and simplest English stanza is a two-line rhyming

couplet: "

As it fell upon a day

In the merry month of May. " barnfield.

The three-line rhyming stanza, or triplet,is occasionallyfound

in Englishpoetry : "

0 thou child of many prayers,

Life hath quicksands,life hath snares.

Care and age come unawares. " LONGFELLOW.

The four-line rhyming stanza, or quatrain,is the commonest

of all forms of English poetry : "

1 held it truth, with him who sings

To one clear harp in divers tones,

That men may rise on stepping-stones

Of their dead selves to higher things." TENNYSON.

With many a curve my banks I fret

By many a field and fallow.

And many a fairy foreland set

With willow- weed and mallow. " TENNYSON*

Rocked in the cradle of the deep,

I lay'me down in peace to sleep;

Secure I rest upon the wave

For thou, O Lord ! hast power to save. " WILLA"D.
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The five-line stanza is rarelyused : "

Hail to thee, blithe spunt!

Bird thou never wert.

That from heaven, or near ity

Pourest thy full heart

In profusestrains of unpremeditated art " SHELLEY.

The six-line stanza has several forms^ and is much used in

Englishpoetry : "

Ethereal minstrel ! pilgrimof the sky !

Dost thou despisethe earth where cares abound?

Or, while the wings aspire,are heart and eye

Both with thy nest upon the dewy ground?

Thy nest, which thou canst drop into at will.

Those quiveringwings composed, that music still!

WORDSWORlHo

The seven-line stanza is but littleused : "

Under my window, under my window.

All in the midsummer weather.

Three little girlswith flutteringcurls

Flit to and fro together.

There's Belle w:-^ her bonnet of satin sheen,

And Maud with her mantle of silver-green.

And Kate with her scarlet feather. " westwood.

The eight-linestanza has many forms of great beauty : "

Tis sweet to hear the watchdog's honest bark

Bay deep-mouthed welcome as we draw near home/

Tis sweet to know there is an eye will mark

Our coming, and look brighterwhen we come;

"Tis sweet to be awakened by the lark,

Or lulled by fallingwaters; sweet the hum

Of bees, the voice of girls,the song of birds,

The lispof children and their earliest words. " BYRONt
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The nine-line combination isknown as the Spenserianstanza : "

Ah! then and there was hurrying to and fro.

And gatheringtears, and tremblingsof distress,

And cheeks all pale,which but an hour ago

Blushed at the praiseof their own loveliness;

And there were sudden partings,such as press

The life from out young hearts, and choking sighs

Which ne'er might be repeated; who could guess

If ever more should meet those mutual eyes,

Since upon night so sweet such awful morn could rise ! " BYRON.

The sonnet stanza is the most complex of all. The lines are

more numerous, the rhyming more frequent,and any error in

versification more marked and injurious. It is made up of four-teen

Unes : "

When I consider how my lightis spent,

Ere half my days, in this dark world and wide.

And that one talent which is death to hide,

Lodged with me useless,though my soul more bent

To serve therewith my Maker, and present

My true account, lest he returningchide;

"Doth God exact day-labor,light denied?"

I fondly ask: but Patience, to prevent

That murmur, soon replies," God doth not need

Either man's work or his own gifts;who best

Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best : his state

Is kingly;thousands at his bidding speed,

And post o'er land and ocean without rest;

They also serve who only stand and wait." " milton.

a.-
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Subordinate Cause in,283.

C)mposition from Outline,78.
Compositions,26, 138, 25 1.

A Chance Acquaintance, 39.

A Letter.55, 96, 150, 301.

A Little Knight of the Nineteenth

Century,51.
A Morning Incident,210.

A Mortifying Mistake, 19.

A Nightingale'sMistake, 189.

Compositions{conHnuent).
A Tender-hearted Soldier,3a
An Anxious Mother, 14*

Charles Dickens's Raven, 1 10.

Five Peas in One Pod, 73.

How Crusoe made Pottery,83.
How Seeds grow into Plants, 119.

How Wasps build their Nests,

174.

Mechanic Art in the Animal Cre-ation,

173.

Plant Growth, 124.

llie Great Battle of Hastings,261.

The Sparrow, 200,

Word Pictures,241.

Compound Sentence, Analysis of,

Model, 294.

Classes of,292.
Connectives in,292.

Contracted,306.

Definition of,124, 291.

Diagrams of,291.
Members of,292.
Punctuation of,298,312.

Conjugationof.Bey 201, 218.

Verbs, 192, 197, 217.

Conjunction,Definition of,56,251.
Kinds of,251, 252, 284.

Review of,257,
Rules of Syntax for,328.

ConjunctiveAdverbs, 145, 284.

ConjunctivePronouns, 1 14.

Connect, Words used to, 37.

Connective Element, 274.

Contracted Compound Sentences, 306.

Contracting Qauses into Phrases,

276.

ContractingDauses into Words, 281.

ContractingPhrases into Words, 250.

Contractions,48.

Codrdinate Conjunctions,251*
Coordinate Sentences, 292.

CopulativeConjunctions,253.
CopulativeSentences, 292.

Correlatives,252.

Cricket,The, and the Ant, 49.
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Dash, Rules for Use of,187.
Declarative Sentence, 6, 7.

Subject and Predicate of,15.
Declension of Pronouns, 93.

Defective Verbs, 178.
Definite Article,42.

Definite Numerals, 129.

Degree, Adverbs of, 148.

Degrees of Comparison, 134-137, 153.

Demonstrative Adjectives,129.

Description,Study of a, 138,220.

DescriptiveAdjectives,128.

Diagrams, 258, 259, 283, 291, 304,

305* 346-360.

Diaries and Journals,143.
Direct Complements, 270.

Direct Quotations,49.

DisjunctiveConjunctions,254.
DisjunctiveSentences, 292.

Distributive Adjectives,129.

Dog, A Sensitive,180.

Each Other^when used, 325.

Either^ when used, 325.

Elements of a Sentence, 273, 304.

Emphatic Form of Verbs, 210.

English Language, A Brief Sketch

of the,332-345-
Exclamation Point, 7, 41.

Exclamatory Sentences, 6, 7.

Subjectand Predicate of,19.

Exercises,11.

In the Use of Adjectives,138.
On Similes and Metaphors, 263.

Expanding Phrases into Clauses, 275.

Expanding Words into Causes, 280.

Expanding Words into Phrases,249.

Factitive Object,271.
Feminine Gender, 64.

Figurative Language, Plain changed

to, ?72.

Figures of Rhetoric, 314.

Forms of.Infinitives,235.

Participles,232.
Verbs, 203, 204, 208-210.

Future Perfect Tense, 169,183.
Future Tense, 169, 183.

Gender of.Nouns, 64.

Pronouns, 323, 324.

General Junot,45.
Grammatical Predicate,259.

Complements of,258, 267, 270.

Modifiers of,265.
Grammatical Subject, Modifiers of,

258, 264.
What it may be, 260.

Grandfather's Chair, 229.

Habits of Flowers, 87.

House, The Garret of the Gambrel-

roofed, 220.

Hyperbole,315.

Hyphen,.Rule for Use of,i88.

I'llfind a Way, or make It,158.
Illative Sentences,293.

ImperativeMode, 167^^19.

ImperativeSentences, 6, ;"-

Subject and Predicate of 18.

Incomplete Intransitive Verbs, 164,

Indefinite Article,42.
Indefinite Numerals, 129.

Independent Elements, 274.

Indicative Mode, 166, 192.

Indirect Complements, 270.

Indirect Quotations,50.
Infinitive Mode, 162.

Infinitive Phrase, 236, 247.

How used, 237, 260.

Infinitives,162.

Classification of,235.

Complements of,236.

Compound, 235.

How to parse, 239.

How used, 237, 260.

Modifiers of, 235.

Omission of Sign of,236.

Review of, 240.

Rules of Syntax for,329.

Interjections,40, 41, 56, 329.
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InterrogationPoint,7.

InterrogativeAdverts, 145.

InterrogativePronouns, m.

InterrogativeSentences, 6, 7.

Forms used in, 215.
Modes used in, 215.
Position of Negative in, 215.

Subject and Predicate of, 17.

Intransitive Participles,233.
Intransitive Verbs, 164.

IrregularAdjectives,136.

IrregularVerbs, Definition of, 176.
List of,329-331.

Jays,The Blue, I02.

Journals,Diaries and, 143.

Margaret Smith's, 143.

Language, A Brief Sketch of the

English, 332-345.

Layy PrincipalParts of, 222.

Letters,55, 96, 150, 301.

Zi", PrincipalParts of,222.

Limiting Adjectives,128.

List of IrregularVerbs, 329-331.

Little by Little,132.

LogicalPredicate and Subject,259.

Manner, Adverbs of,149.
Masculine Gender, 64.

Meaning of Words, 273, 282.

Members of a Sentence, 37, 292.

Metaphor, Definition of,255.

Exercises, 263.

Metonymy, 314.

Modal Adverbs, 146.

Models for Analysis of.Complex Sen-tences,

285.

Compound Sentences, 294.

Sentences with Compound Ele-ments,

307.

Simple Sentences, 278.
Models for parsing,Adjectives,142.

Adverbs, 156.
Infinitives,239.

Nouns, 89.

Models for parsing (continued).

Participles,239.

Prepositions,245.
Pronouns, 1 21.

Verbs, 228.

Modes of Verbs, 166-168.

Modified Predicate, 23.

Modified Subject,21.

Modifiers of,Adjective,13.

Adverb, 13.

Infinitive,235.

Noun, 283.

Participle,232.

Predicate, 258,265,284.

Subject,258,264, 283.

Names, Words used as, 9.

Nautilus,The Chambered, 310.

Neither
y
when used, 325.

Neuter Gender, 65.
Nominative Case, 75, 32a

Absolute, 321.

Independent, 321.

Nouns, Abstract, 60.

Collective,60, 224.

Common, 58.
Definition of,9, 56.
Gender of,64.

How to form Possessive of,8a

How to parse, 89.

How used, 260.

In Apposition,85,321, 322.

Modifiers of,283.

Nominative Case of,75, 319, 320.

Number of,69, 71.

Objective Case of, 77, 321.

Possessive Case of, 79, 321.

Possessive,equivalentto Phrases,

81.

Predicate,27, 305.

Proper, 58.
Review of, 127.
Rules of Syntax for,319-323.
Verbal, 60.

Words used instead of,32.
Number of Antecedent, 323.
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Number of,Pronouns, 323.

Subject,Change in Form of Verb

on Account of,184, 224, 326-

328.
Numeral Adjectives,129.

Object of,Preposition,77, 244, 284.

Verb, 76.

Objective Case, 77, 321.

ObjectiveComplement -of.Infinitives,

236.

Participles,232.
Predicates,267.

Verbs, 25, 258,304.

Objects,Direct, Indirect, Factitive,

270, 271.

One Another, when used, 325.

Ordinal Adjectives,129.

Outline,Composition from, 78.

Ox, The, and the Fly,50.

Paragraph,The, 8, 63.

Parenthesis,Rule for Use of,187.
Parsing,Adjectives,142.

Adverbs, 156.

Infinitives,239.

Nouns, 89.

Participles,239.
Prepositions,245.
Pronouns, 120.

Verbs, 228.

ParticipialAdjectives,128.

ParticipialPhrase,Definition of,162.

How used, 233, 260.

Participles,Classification of, 231.

Compound, 231.

How to parse, 239.

How used, 233, 260.

Intransitive,233.
Modifiers of,232.

Present,how formed, 204.

Review of, 240.
Rules of Syntax for,329.
Transitive,232.

Parts of Speech, 56.
Passive Form of Infinitives,235.

Passive Form of.Participles,232.
Verbs, 208.

Passive Voice, 208.

Past Participle,232.
Past Perfect Participle,232.
Past Perfect Tense, 169, 183.

Past Tense, 169, 183, 210.

Period, The, 7, 46.
Person of Subject,Change in Verb on

Account of, 184, 224, 328.
Personal Pronouns, Compound, 97,

Definition of,91.

List of,93.

Number, Gender, Case of,92.

Personification,315.
Phrase Adverb, 146.
Phrase Element, 274.

Phrases, 36.

Adjective,140, 243.

Adverbial, 154, 243.

Adverbs changed to, 155.

Clauses contracted into,276.

Complex, 248.

Compound, 248.
Contracted into Words, 250.

Expanded into Clauses,275.

Infinitive,162, 247.

Kinds of,247.

Participial,233, 247.

Prepositional,140, 243.

Substantive, 247.

Words expanded into,249,

Place, Adverbs of, 148.

Plain Language changed to Figura-tive,

272.

Pleonasm, 315, 320.

Plural Number of Nouns, 69.
How formed, 71.

Poem, Study of a, 132, 31a

Positive Degree, 134.

Possessive Case, 79, 80, 321.

Formation of,80.

When Sign of, is used, 321.

Possessive Pronouns, Absolute, 99.

Potential Mode, 166, 197.

Predicate Adjectives,28.
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Ptedicate Nominative, 75.

Ptedicate Nouns, 27, 305.

Predicate, Subject and, 15.

Complements of,267.

Complete, 29.

Compound, 305.

Grammatical, 259.

Logical,259,
Modifiers of,-258,265,2S4.

Simple and Modified, 22.

Prefixes,339.

PrepositionalPhrases, Definition of,

140, 243, 247.

What they may modify,244.

Prepositions,Definition of^ 35, 56,

243-

How to parse, 245.
List of,246.

Objectsof, 77, 244, 284.
Review of,257.
Rules of Syntax for,328.

Present Infinitive,235.
Present Participle,232,
Present Perfect Infinitive,235.
Present Perfect Tense, 169, 183.
Present Tense, 168, 183,21a

Primary Tenses, 1 70.

PrincipalElements, 274*

ProgressiveForm, 204, 235.

Pronouns, Absolute Possessive,99.

Adjective,118.

Antecedent of. Agreement with,

32, 107, 108, 322-324.

Compound Personal^97.

Conjunctive, 114.
How to parse, 120.

Interrogative,iii.
Nominative Case of,319, ^2fX

ObjectiveCase of,321.

Personal,91-
Possessive Case of,321*
Relative,1 1 3, 284.
Review of,127.
Rules of Syntax for,107, 319-324.

Uses of,260.

Phyper Nouns, 58.

Punctuation,7, 41, 44, 46,49, 86, 104,

116,125,157,172,187,188,257,

298* 299" 303" 3i2" 3i3" 318.

Qualif3ringAdjectives,128.

Quotation Marks, 49.

Rules for Use of, 187.

Quotations,Direct and Indirect,49.

Haise and Rise, 222.

Recastingthe Sentence, 29a

Redundant Verbs, 177.

Regular Verbs, 176.
Relation,Words used to show, 34, 35.
Relative Clause,Punctuation of, 1 1 6.

Relative Pronouns, 113, 284.

Responsives,146.

Review, 24, 34, 54.

Of Adjectives,i6o.

Of Adverbs, i6a

Of Conjunctions,257*
Of Nouns, 127.

Of Prepositions,257.
Of Pronouns, 127.

Of Punctuation, 257, 318.
Of Sentences, 317.
Of Verbs, 240.

Rhetoric,Figures of,314.
Right Word in Right Place, 117,130^

I3U I79" 180.

Jiise and Raise^ 222.

Rules for,Comparisonof Adjectives,

135-

Forming Plurals,71,

Forming Possessive Case, 80.

Use of.Apostrophe, 1 88.

Capitals,7, 9, 49, 52, 58,
Comma, 44, 104, 1 16^125, 157,

172,

Dash, 187.

Hyphen, 188.

Parenthesis,187.

Quotation Marks, 49, 187.
Semicolon, 298.
5-4/2//and IVill 1̂94,
Should dLndi Would, 196.
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Rules of Syntax for.Adjectives,324.

Adverbs, 325,

Conjunctions,328.

Infinitives,329.

Interjections,329.

Nouns, 75, 77, 79, 85,3I9-323*

Participles,329.

Prepositions,328.

Pronouns, 107, 319-324.

Verbs, 224, 326-328.

Saw^ 222.

See^ 222.

Selection,Study of,45, 67, 87, 102,

158,180, 205, 229.

Semicolon, The, 298, 303.

Sentences,Adversative,292.

Antithetic, 292.

Complex, Analysisof,284, 288.

Connectives in, 284.

Definition of,283.

Diagrams of,283.

Subordinate Clauses in,283.

Compound, Analysis of,294.

Connectives in, 292.

Definition of, 291.

Diagram of,291.

Members of,292.

Punctuation of,298.

Coordinate, 292.

Copulative,292.
Definition of,6, 7, 258.

Disjunctive,292.
Elements of,273.

Illative,293.

Interrogative,214.
Kinds of, 6, 123.

Members of,37.

Recasting, 290.

Review of, 317.

Simple,Analysisof,277.
Definition of, 1 23, 277.

Diagrams of,258.
With Compound Elements, Analy-sis

of, 307.

Diagrams of, 304.

Series of Words, 43, 44.

Set^ PrincipalParts of,222.

Shall^ Rules for Use of, 194.

Should 2ind IVould^ 196.

Similes, Plain Languat^e changed to^

272.

Definition of,255.
Exercises on, 263.

Simple Adverbs, 145.

Simple Infinitives,235.

Simple Participles,231.

Simple Predicates,22.

Simple Sentences, Analysis of,277.
Definition of, 123, 277.

Diagrams of,258,277. .

Simple Subject,21.

Simple Tenses, 1 70.

Singular Number, 69.

SiiyPrincipalParts of,222.

Sound, Verbs alike in,221.

Stems, 342.

Strong Verbs, 1 76.

Study of. Description,138, 22a

A Poem, 132, 310.

Selection, 45, 67, 87, 102, 158,

180, 205, 229.

Subject,15, 75.

Agreement of Verb with, 224.

Case of,319.
Collective Noun used as, 326.

Compound, 305.

Definition of,15.

Grammatical, Definition of,259.

Modifiers of,258,264, 283.

What it may be, 260.

Logical,259.
Modifiers of,258,264.

Simple and Modified, 21.

Subordinate Clause may be, 284.

Two or more, 226, 328.
.

SubjunctiveMode, 166.

Conjugation of,217, 218.

Definition of, 216.

Forms peculiarto, 217.

Sign of, 217.

Subordinate Clause,283.
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Subordinate Conjunction, 252, 284.

Subordinate Element, 274.

Substantive Element, 274, 284.

Substantive Phrases, 247.

Suffixes, 340.

Superlative Degree, 135, 325.

Synecdoche, 314.

Syntax, Rules of, 319-329.

Tenses of the Verb, 170,

How to form, 183, 192, 197, 217.

TAa^, when preferred, 113.

TAe, as an Article, 42.

Time, Adverbs of, 149.

Transitive Participles,232,
Transitive Verbs, 163, 207, 208.

Uses of Words, 62, 73, 83, 95, 117,

130, 144, 171, 179, 194, I99i

206, 273, 282, 302^

Verbal Nouns, 6o,

Verbals, i6i.

How to parse, 239.

Review of, 240.

Verbs, 9, 56, 161.

Active Forms of, 207.

Agreement of, 224, 226, 326-328.

Alike in Sound, 221.

Auxiliary, 213.

Causative, 271.

Conjugation of, 192, 197, 198.

Defective, 178.

Direct and Indirect Complements

of, 270.

Emphatic Form of, 210.

Factitive Object of, 271.

How to parse, 228.

Intransitive, Incomplete, 164.

Irregular, List of, 329-331.

Verbs (confinued).

Modes of, 166, 167, 197, 216-219L

Objective Complements of, 25.

Passive Form of, 208.

Person and Number of, 184.

Progressive Form of, 204.

Redundant, 177.

Regular and Irregular, 176.

Review of, 240.

Rules of Syntax for, 224, 326-328^

Tenses of, 168, 183.

Transitive, 163.

Voice of, 207.

Versification, 361-368.

Voice, Active and Passive, 207.

Whicht when used, 113.

Whoy when used, 113.

Will^ Rules for Use of, 194.

William Penn*s Treaty with the Red

Man, 7.

Word Elements, 273.

Words, Choice of, 62, 73, 83, 95, 144,

171, 194, 199, 206.

Clauses contracted into, 281.

Expanded into Qauses, 281.

Expanded into Phrases, 249.

Meaning of, 273, 282.

Phrases contracted into, 250.

Used as Names, 9.

Used instead of Nouns, 32.

Used to assert, 9.

Used to connect, 37.

Used to express Surprise or Emo-tion,

40.

Used to show Relation, 35.

Used to tell How, When, Where,

12.

Used with Nouns, ii.

Would zxid Should, 196.


